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Assist give new meaning to cutting-edge handling. Standard side curtain airbags give you less to worry about. 

And with Bluetooth* hands-free phone technology, XM'Satellite Radio* and a surround-sound system with DVD- 

Audio, you are in perfect form to thoroughly enjoy your drive. Take a trip to acura.com or call us at 1-800-To-Acura.



i
*First thr«« months of service Included. O 2003 Acure Division of American Honda Motor Co.. Iik. Acura, TL. VTEC and Drlva- 
by-WIre Throttle System are trad^narks of Honda Motor Ca. Ltd Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIC, IfK. The 
XM name and related logos are registered trademaris of XM Satellite Radia Inc. Make an intelligent decision. Fasten your seat belt.
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The all-new 270-hp Acura TL. A higher form of performance. Its advanced 3.2-liter VTEC engine pushes 

the envelope, while its sleek, aggressive design follows In hot pursuit. In the newTL, high tech meets high velocity. 

A drive-by-wire system electronically gives you precise throttle control. Razor-sharp suspension and Vehicle Stability







OHIO
Bearhu/ood ■ Yvts DELORME (216) 360-0285 
Cincinrutd ■ GaTTLE’s (800) 634-4369 
Colutnims Deiorme (614) 476-2431 
Tidedo ■ Pauu Brown Shop (419) 241-8100 

OKLAHOMA
Tuba ■ The Dolphin Bed & Bath (918) 743-6634

PENNSYLVANIA
• BiEN Dormir~(215) 794-9721 

Haverfi)ni- Yves Delorvie (610) 658-5510 
Pittsburg- Feathers (800) 382-9%7 

RHODE ISLAND
Newport- Rue de France (401) 846-3636 
Providente ■ Wendy Bro'X'N Ltd. (401) 455-2337 

SOUTH CAROLINA
Chartnun ■ YvES Delorme (843) 853-4331 
Cobmhia ■ telXA Uno (803) 256-1170 
Hilton Head ■ DeWoolfson Down (888) 833-3696 

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga ■ Yves Delorme (423) 265-4005 
Memphis - LEGACY Unens (901) 682-6429 
NashHde ■ Belu Unea (615) 352-4041 

TEXAS
Austin ■ PnovEN<;AL Home (512) 306-9449 
DaUia ■ The Linen Gallery (800) 707-7599 

Yves Delorme (214) 526-2955 
Ft. Vi7<.rt/> • Yves Delorme (817) 882-8531 
Houston ■ Longoria Collection (713) 621-4241 
Plano ■ Yves Delorme (972) 202-5542 
San Antonio ■ LlN MaR£:hE (210) 826-6771 

UTAH
Salt LaJv - European Dnens (801) 575-8866 

VERMONT
Manchester ■ YvES Delorme (802) 366-4974

VIRGINIA
Alexandria ■ Yves DELORME (703) 549-6660 
OsariottesviUe ■ YVES DELORME (434) 979-4111 
Fredertckkutg-HOMl DESIGN Ceftter(540)371-2033 
McLean ■ Yves Delorme (703) 356-3085 
fUchrnond ■ YVES Delorme CaryUmm (804) 353-8701 

Yves Delorme Sumy Point (%0A) 320-7521 
Virffttia Beach- Yves Delorme (757) 425-6963

WASHINGTON
Believue - Yves Delorme (425) 455-3508 
Redmond-Yves Delorme (425) 881-1524 
Seatdr - Wes Delorme (206) 523-8407

WASHINGTON, DC
Georgetown - BaldaQLIjn (800) 525-4849

WISCONSIN
Kohler ■ Past Basket (800) 401 -9820 
Mikwdtee ■ Past Basket (414) 247-9976

CANADA

INDIANA
Indianapolh ■ Yves DelormE (317) 849-1833 

KANSAS
Overland Park - AnnaBELLES (913) 345-0606 

KENTUCKY
Louisville- BEDDED Buss (502) 899-5153

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge ■ Custom Linens (800) 808-0457 

MARYLAND
AnnapolisDelorme (410) 224-0015 
Baltimore ■ Yves DELORME (410) 828-4777 
Brthesdsi - Yves Delorme (301) 897-5009

MASSACHUSETTS

ALABAMA
Birmingham • CHRISTINE’S (205) 871-8297 

MobileGmngTrk (888) 678-0068 
Tuscaloosa - The Linen Closet (800) 561-7331

ARIZONA
Scottsdale- Night& Day(480)481-5106
CALIFORNIA
Beverfy Hills ■ YvES DELORME (310) 550-7797 
Burlingame ■ YvES Delorme (650) 342-6767 
Carmel- Yves Delorme (831) 625-5311 
Clovis ■ D. L YARNEa Collection (559) 325-6041 
Costa Mesa ■ Yves Delorme (714) 549-7880
La Jolla ■ Everett Stunz Co. (800) 883-3305 
Laguna Beach - The Laguna Colony Co. (949) 497-8919 Boston - Linens on the Hill (617) 227-1255

Chadtam MIDSUMMER NIGHTS (888) 945-2280 
Chestmn Hill - Scandia Down Shops (617) 969-7990

LosAbos - Yves Delorme (650) 917-9183
Los Gatos - The Maids’ Quarters, Inc (408) 395-1980 
Malibu-Ths. Maubu Colony Compaq (310) 317-0177 • La Petite Maison (781) 741-8393

Lexington ■ BoNSOlR FINE LlNEN-S C^l) 274-8400 
Marlslehead ■ O’Ra-Ma’s (781) 631 -0894

Menlo Park - Yves Delorme (650) 324-3502 
Madesso ■ Liso Bella (209) 491-0931 
Pasadena - Salutations, Home (626) 577-7460 
RoUingHillsBtates■'{vis Delorme(310) 54M262 
San Francisco ■ SCHEUER Dnens (800) 762-3950 
Santa Barbara ■ YVES DELORME (805) 682-0894 

COLORADO

Wellesley - BoNSOiR FINE Unens (781) 416-2800 
Yarmouthport ■ Design Works (508) 362-%98

MICHIGAN
Grosse hhnte ■ KramER’S (800) 248-8906 
Holland ■ DeVries 8f Dornbos (616) 392-1891 
Sylvan Lake ■ Nancv’s Unens (877) 683-0455Aspen ■ Le Tub (970) 925-7161 

Dernier ■ At Home Unens/Scandia Down (303) 355-8087 Minnesota

Edina ■ Euro-AM Bed & Bath Co. (866) 485-6735The Brass Bed op Denver (303) 322-1712
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson ■ Ray's Fine Unens (800) 565-5206 

MISSOURI
Kanssa C/fy - .Scandia Down (800) 875-4144 
St Louis ■ Sauje (800) 257-9167

NEBRASKA
Omaha ■ The Linen Gallery (877) 399-5242

NEVADA

CONNECTICUT
Greemvich ■ Lynnens, |nc (203) 629-3659 
New Canaan ■ S. Browne & Co. (203) 966-2403 
West Har^rd- LaBRAZEL Home (860) 232-6300 
Westport ■ A Touch of Europe (203) 227-3355 

DELAWARE
wilmingan ■ Yves Delorme (302) 656-3700
FLORIDA
Amelia Island- The Majtdi SUITE (904) 491-5933 
Bonita Sprrnp ■ Bonne Nutt Fine Linen (239) 949-4646 new jersey 
Ft. Lauderdale ■ Casa CHA.MELEON (954) 763-2543 
Jacksonville ■ The Bath & LINEN SHOPPE (904) 398-7147 Long Beach IsL ■ Between THE SHEETS, LLC (609) 361-9297 
Miami ■ Blirdines Dadeund (305) 662-3532 

Pacific White (305) 668-0882 

Naples ■ Cattle’s (800) 344-4552 
Samseta ■ YvK Delorme (941) 388-4494 
St. Petersburg- Good Nigett Moon (727) 898-2801 
Stuart ■ Cassidy’s Bed. Bath & Linens (772) 286-1168 
Tampa ■ Villa Rosa Distinctive Linens (813) 831-6189 £ Hampton-Engush Country Antiques (631) 329-5773
Veto Beach - All Thru The Hoise (772) 567-7991 
West Palm Beach ■ Pioneer Linens (800) 207-3463 
Winter Park - LUXE Unens (407) 644-7677 

GEORGIA
Atlanta - COUTURE HoME Buekhead (404) 848-9110 

Yves Delorme Vimn^ (770) 438-7100 
Roswell- The Chandlery (800) 440-4789 
St. Simon Island - Bagatelle (912) 634-3456 

ILLINOIS
Banington - The Gilded Nest (847) 381 -6003 
Chicago - Arrelle Fine Linens (800) 288-3696 

Bedside Manor. Ltd. (773) 404-2020 

Geneva - PAST BASKET (630) 2324191 
Hinsdale ■ Bedsic* Manor. Ltd. (630) 655-0497 
Lake Forest ■ BEDSIDE MANOR Ltd. (847) 295-8370 
Winnetka ■ Bedside Manor Ltd. (847) 441-0969

Las Wyaj • Yves DelormE (702) 759-0119

Far Hilb - SYDNEY STREET (908) 781 -0404

Pennir^n - Ashton-Wi-iyte (609) 737-7171 
Red Bank - Down to Ba.sio! (800)822-2135 
Upper Montclair(973) 655-1511

NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe - ClELO (505) ‘W5-8008 

NEW YORK

New York - Yv-ES Delorme at ABC (212) 234-3422
Gracious Home (212) 988-8990 

White Plains ■ FbR7T.’\OFF (800) FORTUNOFF 

Wao^try ARTIFACrs. Too (516) 364-6616

NORTH CAROLINA
Boone - DeWoolfson Dovitj (800) 835-5696 
Charlotte - BEDSIDE MANOR. Inc (866) 554-7727 

DeWoolfson Do«-n (704) 541-9722 
Greensbarv ■ Cocow FINE Unens(336) 2754168 
Raleigh - UvENDER and LacE (919) 828-6007 

Yves Delorme (919) 791-0014 
Wilmit^on - UNENS & UCE (910) 2564824 
Wimton-Saiem - Belle Maison (336) 722-8807

CALGARY
Alberta - THE FRENCH CONNECTION (403) 2834344 

MANITOBA
Winnipeg ■ Marie-France Fine Linens (204) 284-2752 

ONTARIO
Toronto - Yves Delorme (416) 626-6847 
Windsor - Ywis Delorme (519) 972-8980 

QUEBEC
Montreal- DECOR MaRIE-Paule (514) 273-8889

For acklitiCHT.il inRjrm.«ion, visit us at www.yvesctelorme.com or contact your interior ctesigner.

I



For additional ii^fiSrmation, visit us at www.yvesdelotme.com or contact your interior designer.





Window Panels
24.99 eoch

55x04" Embroidered
Tulle Window Panels

19.99 each

Ch^ille SctoIi

Dining Chair Cover
19.99 eoch

Chenille Scroll Table Runner
14.99 each
Velvet Sofo

Slipcover 119.99

Shop in-store or online
at target.com



as american as the
chintz on the chaise

s soon as I saw the new curtains in my bedroom, I 
thought, why not? I have always wanted to live like 

a princess in a fairy tale. The curtains did not 
remotely resemble the idea 1 had started out 

with, which had something to do with wanting 
to wake up with decidedly earthly visions of 

chintz, so that I would be surrounded by the rosy, rich colors of 
late summer gardens. If what I got had turned out to be a terrible 
mistake, 1 would be warning vou about the perils of giving your 
decorator vague, hopeful descriptions that have more to do with 
how you want to feel than what you want to sec. (Other profes
sionals provide couches for mental refurbishment.) tiowever, my 
curtains were not a mistake, far from it. They were the kind of 
lucky surprise that happens in the alchemy of decorating,

The curtains have been on my mind because I Ve been thinking 
about American decorating, and how to describe it. which is much 
trickier than first appiears. Once vou get past patchwtirk quilts in 
log cabins—and let sget pa.st tht>se quickly, please—it is difficult 
to pinpoint what is purely American. It isn't a question of size, of 
large or small houses: it isn’t a question of color, or stars or stripes; 
it isn’t about shape, and it isn’t about types, though that’s where 
vou might expect to find the answer. Nearly everything in 
American decorating comes from somewhere else. The Palladian 
houses gtiing up all over wealthy suburbs? Derived from the 
Italian. The Arts and Crafts furniture we love? Derived from the 
English. I'hc skyscrapers that are a hallmark of our city skylines? 
The most distinctive of these were the work of refugees escaping 
a war-torn Europe. That cradle of a 
chaise longue under the bow window 
of your bedroom? French. That china 
pattern vou registered? Chinese, ’lliat 
Saarinen table that once graced the 
IBM headquarters? Finnish. ITie same 
is even true for our gardens, whose aza
leas, peonies, lilies, and camellias arc 
rooted in the Far East. And on it goes.

Of course we have our own design
ers who have responded to our land
scape; think of the Prairie style of our 
greatest American architect, Frank 
Lloyd Wright. But even that work was 
intlucnced by the Arts and Crafrs move
ment. And Charles Eames worked for 
a while with Saarinen. This brings us

to the heart of the matter. We don’t so much have an American 
decorating type as we do an American point of view—which is 
what this magazine has been championing since its birth more 
than a hundred years ago. That point ofview is large and embrac
ing, and you might even say it is restless; it reaches around 
the globe for inspiration. This is more true now than ever, when 
your windows can be decorated with kente fabrics from Africa, 
or your table set with oxblood-glazcd plates from Vietnam, and 
you have gone no farther than Potter)’ Barn. What is distinctly 
American is in the mix. and in the changeability.

Perhaps the most important thing alx)ut an American point of 
view is our national lust for decorating, redecorating, and then 
doing the whole thing over again. Decorating here—like so much 
else—docs rum out to be about dreams. Wc aren’t, for the most 
part, filling our homes with stuff from our great-grandmother’s 
rooms. Our rooms don’t have an ancestral feel, or the glam
orous look of decaying aristocracy. We love what is new. Even 
when wc are collecting antiques, wc are collecting in trends-and 
in herds—because things from the ’30s suddenly look new and 
things from the ’70s look fresh.

So what docs this have to do with my curtains? I took a detour 
off the beloved chintz road and became smitten with agrccn-bluc 
taffeta from Bous.sac Fadini; Jean Charles Morinicre from Trade 
France added ingenious pleated ruffles down the middle, and gath
ered the heavy, voluminous silk into gentle folds. Never mind 
Scarlett dressing herself from the windows of Tara; this is the 
curtain that began life as a ball gown. I thought the whole thing 

would look French—that is certainly 
its antecedent—but it doesn’t; it doesn’t 
look like anything I’ve ever seen. 
Which makes it quite American, And 
now that I've seen such curtains, to get 
even more American about it, every
thing else must go, 1 have become 
fabric obsessed, as 1 sec that it is the

smost dramatic way to transform your 
to say nothing of your life. Theroom.

best thing about American style? It is 
always time to start over.

Dominique Browning, uditor

6



Would 1 sleep with just anything?

Supima IS American Pima, the cotton used to make the
most luxurious sheets and towels. Only the finest brands
use Supima, so why would you settle for anything else? www.supimacotton.org
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HOUSE&GARDEN

Queen Anne armchair,
ca. 1740, and stiver-
/doted bow/, ca J790,
both from Berr\ard &
5. Dean Levy, inc.,
NYC. Eero Saarinen
pedestai table, Knoll.
Sirius lead-crystal
ball. Baccarat Sources,
see back of book.

One of the best things about American design is its mutability.
It takes the best from everywhere, and mixes it up. Like a kaleidoscope, it is constantly, beautifully shifting. 

And so, in the spirit of serial redecorating, we've made some changes to the front of the magazine. We’ve 

opened up DOMESTIC BLISS as a place where the design world can speak straight to our readers, giving 

everyone access to the privileged information that is often directed "to the trade only." IN THE GARDEN 
continues to flourish as a combination of beautiful and useful stories on plants, planting, and design. And 

a new section, AMERICAN SCENE, celebrates the presence of great design in our culture—from 
art and architecture to books and photography-and offers reflections on the things close to our hearts.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY MICHAEL McKOVECK ■ STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
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Welcome 6 BY Dominique Browning

Letters 14

DOMESTIC BLISS
At Horn* With ... Thomas O’Brian 21 The details to make your
home beautiful, by Shax Riegler

Fabric Obsession 24 The warmth of homespun.
BY Carolina Irving

Elements of a Room 30 Shopping for your entry hall.
63BY Melissa Feldman

Setting the Table 36 Autumnal hues and rugged glazes in rustic
tableware, by Virginia Tupker

Collection of the Month 42 Michael S. Smith's reproductions.
BY Thaddeus Kromelis

Passions 46 New-wave decoupage. by Gregory Cerio

Keeping Up 52 Dos and don'ts of dish washing, by Glenn Recchia

Larder 54 Versatile corn, by Lora Zarubin

Uncorked 57 Gold in western
New York, by Jay McIneuney

Past Perfect 60 March 1970.

IN THE GARDEN
Hardy Summer Bulbs 63 These
beauties don't have to be stored over

the winter, by Deborah Needleman

One Gardener's Almanac 69
Frost predictions in the night sky.

BY Tom Christopher

The Goods 72 Great plant tags.
BY Stephen Orr

Floral Savvy 74 Orchid bouquets.
Banchet style, by Nanna Stern

Need Help? 76 by Marilyn Young

AMERICAN SCENE
On the Design Beat 79
Architecture BO A celebration of Renzo Piano's
Nasher Sculpture Center in Texas.

BY Martin Filler

On the Block B6 Mow to deal in the thriving vintage
poster market, by Gregory Cerio

Photography 90 Duane Michals connects his
past and present, by Elizabeth Pochoda

House of Worship 94 Bernard Maybeck's First
Church of Christ, Scientist, continues to surprise.

by Beth Dunlop

Defining Moment 100 Steuben's crystal curtain. 36
Books 102 A bountiful harvest, by Katrine Ames

Sources 166
The Testy TastemaLer 168 BY Mayer Rus

TO SU8SCRIBE TO HOUSE & GAODEN ON-LINE, VISIT WWW.l-IOUSE-ANO-GARDEN.COM



Menotte Collection
New York - Bal Harbour - Beverly Hills - Chicago - Atlanta - Boston - Dallas - Las Vegas - San Francisco - Short Hills - South Coast Plaza

For a complete listing of all boutique locations, please call 1-800-cartier or visit www.cartier.com
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Clean Sweep 104
Steven Gambrel defines a new generation of 

Park Avenue chic in a soaring duplex apartment.

BY Mayer Rus

Peak Performance I16
Kevin Costner gathers strength and inspiration from 

the natural splendor of his Aspen fishing lodge.

BY Mayer Rus

The American Experience 124
Inside a modest 18th-century clapboard house in 
Newport. Rhode Island, a superlative collection 
of antique furnishings offers a compendium of Early 

American taste, produced by Carolina Irving

Enduring Elegance 134
Ralph Lauren rules. The king of home collections has 
put a luxurious American stamp on English style, and 
his newest pieces work energetically with classics from 

his previous lines, produced by Jeffrey W. Miller

Barn Storming 140
Architects William Welch and 
Andrea Filippone. specialists 
in renovation and restoration, 
have turned a New Jersey 
dairy farm into a magnificent 

house and workshop.

PRODUCED by Cynthia Frank

On the Upbeat 148
With the help of garden 

designer Judy Kameon, two 
music video entrepreneurs 
have given their ranch 

house a whole new vibe.

BY Deborah Needleman

The Peaceable 
Kingdom 156
A beautifully restored Newport,
Rhode Island, farm is the site for 

a bold program to protect and 

preserve rare and endangered 
breeds of farm animals.

BY Tom Christopher

ON THE COVER
Ralph Lauren rules; Creamware Dunham coffee pot, $125; 
bone china Herringbone teacup (with saucer). $80;
Tigris woodgrain wall covering in Pine, $57 per roil; Heritage 
velvet in Academy Red, $6l per yard, all from Ralph 
Lauren Home. 888-475-7674. Styled by Michael Reynolds. 
Photographed by Preoerik LieberaTh.
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WRITING CUSS
Raves on September’s In the Garden 
piece “Forcing Bulbs”! 1 am remotivated 
to give this a go. The story is so 
beautifully illustrated and clearly written, 
without being overtly dumbed down, 
like so much of today’s magazine writing. 
While much of the luxury in vour pages 
is wildly over my budget. 1 can count on 
intelligent writing and presentation. To 
me, that’s a real pleasure. In a climate ot 
ever cheapening press, advertising, and 
.style, this is a breath of the good life— 
a reminder of the integrity still with us.

TERRE SEE 
Jim Thorpe. PA

in a gla.s.s container if the fish are on the 
small .side. She did not mention that 
onlv one male can go into a container: 
male Bcttjs cannot be paired.

CHERYL FARABEE 
Richland. WA

CANINE COMPUINT
My pecjple received their October issue 
of / louse ^ Garden today They showed 
me the cover, which had a picture of a 
cute Westic. 1 le looks a lot like Sammy, 
mv Westie friend from Delray Beach,
1 sat on the couch and watched as they 
turned the pages. I was shocked when 
wc reached page 37 and saw the picture 
of the same We.srie looking rather 
chagrined as he lay on the damaged silk 
sofa. Wcstics do not tear up sofas.
We are wonderful, considerate pets 
who do nothing to cause anyone any 
harm. I am the sixth Westie my people 
have owned, and they can vouch for 
that statement.

I hope I will not require psychiatric 
treatment as a result of the trauma 
experienced from .seeing your grotesquely 
manufactured picture. Life i-s tough 
enough on us little fellows.

It would help if a retraction wjis printt*d. 
Then I can hold my head up high again.

MURPHY TIEE WE.STIE 
Westport. CT

mrxTiiriTiiTii ui 1 iniru

DESIGNER DILEMMAS
As a dcsipi professional, I have ofren 
been embarrassed at my design paralysis 
in my t)wn home, thinking that the minute 
I committed, the pterfect piece would 
surface. I vowed that this year would be 
different. 1 returned from vacation ready 
to go with my Imng room plan for four 
great chairs and comfortable banquettes 
in the comers looking out on my beautiful 
gardens. As I read Dominique Browning’s 
letter, “Life L> Short; the Sofa Is Ix)ng” 
[October], 1 knew it was only a matter 
of time before I would be lounging on 
those banquettes. I'hanks for your words 
of support! Now on to the dining room.

MARY OTT HOl.TZMAN 
Pelham Ahmor. NT

1 am beginning to understand the insight 
your writers have as thev enlighten 
readers, including me. The magazine 
continues in the tradition of excellent 
writing, while suggesting many good ideas 
on interior decorating. I read with great 
delight the September letter from 
Dominique Browning. She hits the nail 
in discussing the urge in everyone to be 
a collector. The well-written commentaiy 
of Deborah Needleman shouts her 
familiarity with what wc need to know to 
become good gardeners and ways we may 
appreciate the natural wonders of flowers, 
shrubs, trees, and ponds. I found “Forcing 
Bulbs”—the housebound gardener’s 
salvation in January—very helpful.

DON MODEEN, JR.
Richfield. MN

DEAR TESTY TASTEMAKER
1 hope that vou will grant me special 
coral di.spJavdi.spensarion [.September].
I brought a piece of white coral home 
from I lawaii 26 vears ago, and I’ve 
become rather used to having it around. 
May 1 keep it? .Several years ago I noticed 
that mere dusting wasn’t keepi ng it 
clean. How to clean it, 1 wondered? 
Then, in a duh/aha moment, I realized 
1 could wash it with water. Jeesh!

Editors'reply: We are in the doghouse, ami 
we want to get out. Please believe us: we 
meant no harm. The story was a complete 
work of fiction, and any resemblance to 
living Westies is just a strange quirk. By the 
way. the cat made us do it.

something's fishy

In September’s The Find, Judyrh van 
Amringe si^ests placing Betta splcndens

a
• sE 1
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. iFriends, relatives, and colleagues have written to ask us to give Michael Campanelli 
credit for his part in Fox/Nahem Design’s grand and gracious makeover of a 1929 
Connecticut mansion, the project that was the subject of our September feature story 
"Focal Point" (page 184)- We are privileged to celebrate this gifted designer. Campanelli, 
a member of the Fox/Nahem team for five years, died in the April airplane crash that 
also took the life of one of the firm’s principals, Tom Fox. Campanelli was 36 years old.

"It’s so difficult to express my feelings about Michael," says Joe Nahem. "He 
was very dedicated, talented, and funny. Me made every day a pleasure. When things 
were at their most hectic, he brought a sense of peace and order to our world."
We at House ci Garden offer our deepest condolences to those who grieve for Michael 
Campanelli. We are sorry that we, too. did not come to know this man of such 
promising artistry and his acromplishments.

KAREN CY.SON
St. Cloud. MN

Please write us at House & Garden 
(4 Times Square, New York. NY 10036-6562). 
We also accept letters by e-mail 
(letters@house-and-garden.com) and fax 
(272-286-4977). Include your name, address. 
and daytime phone number. All submissions 
become the property of House & Garden and 
will not be returned: they may be edited and 
published or otherwise used in any medium.
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Introducing
high performance technoiogy 
that’s also 
good
for the environment ■ In the race for a greener planet.

Toyota is determined to win. That's why we've developed Hybrid Synergy Drive," a revolutionary power train that combines a gasoline 

engine with a powerful electric motor that never needs to be plugged in.

The result? Super-efficient, super-charged performance.

Hybrid Synergy Drive achieves nearly 2.5 times the average fuel efficiency of conventional vehicles and close to 90% fewer smog-forming 

emissions - all while dramatically boosting power.' In fact. Hybrid Synergy Drive can inject a V6 SUV with the power and torque of a V0. 

This groundbreaking yet affordable technology will hit the roads this fall in the next generation Prius, After that, Hybrid Synergy Drive will 

be available in more and more Toyota products, V^elcome to a new era in driving - we're off and racing. 

toyota.com/tomorrow 'Manufacturer's lasting to( 3004 est. city & combined mpg, 63003

TODAY TOMORROWMVBRIO
SVNERGV TOYOTA
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Cestello
18kt white gold.

A private affair.
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THOMAS O’BRIEN
FROM THE PERFECT DISHES
TO THE RIGHT LIGHT BULBS.
THOMAS O’BRIEN TELLS ALL
ABOUT THE DETAILS THAT ADD
UP TO A BEAUTIFUL HOME

“I hate design that’s like a trip around the world,” says designer Thomas O'Brien. “Houses shouldn't
have theme rooms that are totally foreign to each other." Since founding the influential Aero Studios in 1992. he has shunned 

stage-set tricks like faux finishes and cascading fabrics in favor of a tailored, luxurious style he calls “warm modernism." 
This trademark look has helped win him residential clients like Ralph Lauren (for whom he got his start working on the Ralph

BY SHAX RIEGLEP ■ PHOTOGRAPMEO BY JAKE CHESSUM ■ STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
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AT HOME WITH
THOMAS 
O’BRIEN For wonderful antiques

visii Joel Mathieson'^shop. We
always has incredibly special

Lauren Nome line in the 
1980s) and Giorgio Armani, 
as well as some of the 
country's most posh hotels, 
restaurants, and shops. To 
help bring his sensibility to 
as many homes as possible, 
O’Brien started designing 
home products. The range 
now includes furniture for 
Hickory Chair, bath fittings 
for Waterworks, bed and 
bath linens, china, glassware, 
fabric, and lighting. "The 
stuff you use every day is 
most important," he says. 
"What you sit on, the linens 
that you use. a light in your 
kitchen or by a chair-make 
those beautiful and your 
home will be. too.”

things; crgstat. cero/nics,
furniture. It's my favorite.' W

ve.. NYC. 212-34J5-7477.

Tirst thing; lighting.
Play around with
lightbulbs. Victorian bulfas-
replicas of Edison's carbon
filament tamps—cast a
great amber light ftJ5,
buylighting.com, 8B8-990-
9933I Use them in a floor

Rethink pink.lamp next to a chair where
you want a soft light. In It's great as an accent.
lamps that hold two bulbs. Against cream, it looks really
put in a IS watt and a 40 modern in an interestingCypress or 60 waft, instead of using way. I love using it so much
harsh overhead lights, set that it's a signi/icant shade
these kinds of tamps on in my new fabric line.
kitchen counters, beneath From left: Academy weave
cabinets, in corners. At night. in Light Pink, York weavefresh'
I leave on the 15 watt bu/fa. in Garnet. Academy weave
for a tow glow. Don't be afraid in Birch, Davis weave in

f to try out unusuat bulbs, Light Pink, and PenwickMy bMO scents
"The best home 
fragrances are 
made by Fresh. I 
love earthy scents 
like Cypress and 
Sultana."$45 each. 

• 800-373-7420. .

(ike the si/ver-topped ones. sheer in Light Pink,
all Thomas O’Brien for

Suit undworks for Lee Jofa.ana

MAKE WORK
SPACES THAT YOU'LL

h- ENJOY SPENDING TIME 
IN. I LOVE MY LAUNDRY 
ROOM-THERE'S AN 
OLD PORCELAIN SINK. 
AND I GOT THESE 
WONDERPUL, BIG, 
PRONT-LOADING
washing machines

PROM SEARS. 
they’re not BLACK, 
THEY’RE NOTWHITE- 
THEY’RE THIS GREAT 
GRAPHITE COLOR. 
NOW I ACTUALLY LIKE 
DOING LAUNDRY jy

Mix rich fabricsti

Iwith cosuat ones. I like to put 
little pillows made out of a 
beautiful fabric, like expensive 
silk velvet on a canvas 
slipcovered sofa It's like 
wearing a cashmere sweater 
with yeans. The combination of 
rich and casuat oftentimes 
makes better 0/ both of them."
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For holiday tables,Give yourself the luxury
of lots of great dish towels. In a include vintage. £ven if you're

a modern pjtd your serviceweekend I'll go through a dozen.
IS spare and all white, mix inJust loss them in the laundry as
ornate silver ladles andyou use them. Vbu don't have to
mismatchedcandlesticks.iron them-they just get folded.
It creates ajSestiVe/ee/ing.4nd then you always have clean

finens. It's a luxury people don't George Ill-era English
antique siei^ng silver soupgive themselves." Assorted Belgian
ladle. CO. 1d07. iJ.5SO,and French dish towels, ti5 to

$23. La Cafetiere. 866-486-0667. James Pobisson Inc.. NYC.

Paint the doors of your house shiny black,
something JVe seen in pictures of Colonial Williamsburg. As I was doing 
my house. Gosford Park was a big inspiration. I love the belowstairs
scenes—all shiny black and cream. To get that look. I found this great
Benjamin Moore industrial product. The luster is wonderful on doors
and even the walls, ceiling, or floor. I love that full-on high-gloss look.
Industrial Maintenance Coating Papid Dry Gloss Enamel in Safety Black
82. $24 per gaWon. Benjamin Moore. 800-672-4686.

UVintage dishes
are great. / collect Transferware. Buy
one piece at a time if that's all you can
find. I used them on my Thanksgiving
table last year—every pattern is
different, but they're great all
together. They're so wholesome, and
they seem to say holiday. I always
find excellent pieces on eBay.



^Jabric
bJbsession

DOMESTIC BUSS

WITH BOLD MOTIFS AND TEXTURES THAT FEEL HOMESPUN.
THESE FABRICS WILL WARM UP ANY ROOM BY Carolina Irving

COZY COTTAGE
I've always been inspired 
by the layered look of 
pattern on pattern in the 
painter Balthus’s Swiss 
chalet-those snug 
Alpine rooms where 
curtains, cushions, 
upholstery, and linens 
are covered with wildly 
different embroidered 
designs that look great 
together. With these 
fabrics. I immediately 
pictured making my own 
rustic and cheerful 
interior. The rich colors 
complement each other, 
and the fabrics are 
united in their handmade 
feeling. If doing a whole 
room seems too crazy, just 
make lots of cushions out 
of different fabrics and 
line them up on a sofa.
Clockwise from top: Lalita 
cotton and wool. Old VYorld 
Weavers. Carousel Stripe in 
ivy cotton blend. Lee Jofa. 
Thalia in Rouge/Vert cotton 
blend, Clarence Mouse. 
Claudie Plaid in Geranium 
cotton blend. Lee Jofa. 
Canevas de Touraine Louisette 
in Vert cotton blend. Georges 
Le Manach for Claremont. 
Lindsey's Garden in Carnation 
cotton blend. Brunscbwig & 
Pils. Senteurs in beige cotton 
blend. Old World Weavers.

CREWEL A TYPE OF 
NEEDLEWORK, GENERALLY 
IN BOLD FLORAL DESIGNS, 
CREATED WITH LOOSELY 
TWISTED WORSTED YARN; 
HISTORICALLY, USED FOR BED 
HANGINGS AND CURTAINS



WIN A $10,000 SHOPPING SPREE. VISIT HORCHOW.COM/SWEEPS TO REGISTER.



Fabric Obsession
COUNTRY COLONIAL
The brown and white 
palette of these heavy 
woven fabrics reminds 
me of Rose Tarlow 
and the way she can pull 

i off a decor that's rustic 
' yet sophisticated. Layer 

various shades, patterns, 
and textures to create 
a handsome, warm whole. 
Pair the large-scaled 
pattern on the wall with 
rough-textured and 
small-patterned fabrics 
in a similar color.
This is definitely not a 
delicate look. Use it only 
on such furniture styles 
as austerely elegant 
designs from the 17th 
century that can stand 
up to its masculine 
strength. These colors 
really complement the 
patina of old wood.
Background; Francois Villon in 
Carbon cotton blend. Clarence 
House. Others, clockwise 
From top left; Venice in linen. 
Michael Divine Maison. for 
A.M. Collections. Henry II bar 
chair by Dennis and Leen at 
Holly Hunt. Wool Diamond in 
Coffee wool. Clarence House. 
Broderie Montespan in Brown 
68 cotton blend, Claremont. 
Kyoto (craft paper and 
cotton yarn), from the Goza 
collection. Clarence House.

TOILE DE TOURS in the 1920S, georges le manach-a small silk-weaving
MILL FOUNDED IN TOURS, FRANCE. IN 1829-1NTRODUCED A GROUNDBREAKING 
COLLECTION OF HEAVY WEAVES INSPIRED BY ETHNIC AND HISTORIC DESIGNS
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Fabric Obsession

TRUE BLUE
Indigo blue is always 
bright and fresh. Don't 
be afraid to mix fabrics 
of different patterns 
in the same palette— 
especially blue. I never 
forget David Hicks's 
advice that all blues go 
together. You can use 
a toile for curtains, a 
geometric pattern on 
the sofa, and a floral for 
pillows, and they will 
always work together. It 
never fails. Besides the 
intense color, indigo- 
dyed fabrics like these 
have long been prized 
for their fade-proof 
properties, so they're 
perfect for rooms that 
get lots of sunlight.
Clockwise from top left:
Resist Print blues on linen, 
Scalamandre. Floral Trellis 
in Indigo cotton blend. J.P. 
Baker, at Lee Jofa. Check 
Rustique in Atlantic Blue 
cotton, F. Schumacher and 
Co. Newcastle in reversible 
blue cotton blend, Clarence 
Mouse. Srinigar in Indigo 
linen and cotton. Greeff. 
at Schumacher.

PLANT-BASED DYE RECOGNIZED BY ITS DEEP, PURPLISH BLUE 
AND USED FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS TO COLOR YARNS AND PRINT FABRICS

28 H.'ji.rSE & GABDEN NOVEMBER 200i



101 Historical Styles I*
Lecture credits 2 • No prerequisites
This course is an intensive, introductory overview of the history of 
design in furniture, interiors and architecture from antiquity to 1750. 
Lectures and readings focus on the deveU)pment of major forms, styles 
and techniques of design from the Egyptian, Greek and Roman through 
the Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque and Rococo.

NYSID is New Yorks only fully accredited, 
degree-granting college devoted exclusively to 
interior design education.

From an introductory course of study to an 
advanced degree ... from full-time attendance 
to part-time, evening and Saturday classes ... 
from the satisfaction of learning more about 
a favorite field of interest to professional 
certification and instruction in the most up-to- 
date design techniques and practice ... NYSID 
provides a curriculum and schedule to fit your 
individual demands.

The School’s roster of distinguished alumni 
attest to its success. They have found that NYSID 
supplies them not only with the vital discipline 
and training they need, but the credibility and 
credentials that inspire confidence in employers, 
associates and clients.

170 East 70th Street • New York, NY 10021

* To learn more about our other 75 courses and workshops, MFA, BFA and AAS programs, 
visit us at www.nysid.edu or call us at (212) 472-1500, ext. 205 for a catalog.



ADVERTISEMENT

hethcr you're ncwl)-weds hosting your first holiday fete or seasoned 
entertainers adding a regal touch to a mid-week meal, depend on sterling 
silver to infuse your table with glamorous shimmer.

The hallmark of a refined table, a time-honored sterling pattern 
from Wallace Silversmiths is the first item on many couples’ registry 
lists. Bloomingdalc's Registr)’ consultants work with to-be-weds to 
select the pieces they’ll need and a sn’lc they'll always love. After all. 
each piece is a future heirloom, appreciated today and passed down for 

generations to come.
An elegant accompaniment to holiday soirees, sterling is increasingly 

taking its place at simple dinners and easy Sunday brunches. As people 
begin to realize that frequent use only enhances the beauty of their 
silver, they've become more likely to lend its luxurious elegance to 
everyday affairs.

Certainly, small scratches will occur with regular use. But they'll slowly 
develop a rich patina that will transform your pattern from sparkling to 
luminous. Like fine wine, exquisite sterling truly dries improve with age.

Thanksgiving Day and Everyday

Living Wnii Your Sterling:

Tips from Nicole Marquis. Brid,\l 
Dirlctor, Wallace Silversmiths
when couples receive sterling silver as a wedding gift. I give them 
this simple advice: Pon’t be afraid to use it. Sterling will only achieve 
its true brilliance when used regularly and cared for following these 
easy guidelines:

We recommend hand-washing sterling. Dishwashing is .safe if you use 
a mild, chloride-free detergent and take care to wash stainless steel 
separately. Completely dry piecc.s with a soft cloth before storing them.

Store regularly used sterling in a clean, dry drawer. To prevent 
tarnishing, do not wrap silver in plastic or newspaper or secure sets 
with rubber band.s.

Regular use and washing keeps sterling pieces bright and shiny. If 
neccs,sary. rotate to ensure frequent use of each piece.

Pohsh frequently u.scd sterling once or tw'ice a year with a non- abrasive 
foaming paste cleaner. Rub each piece lengthwise never rub crosswise 
or in a circular motion

Like most precious metals, sterling scratches as it is u.scd and washed. 
Interlacing scratches form the soft, rich patina that gives heirloom 
silver its bcaut):

N u; O L E MAR Q_U I S

■ Wallace Silversmiths



A family legacy likely to be passed down for generations to come, sterling silver flatware is the ultimate wedding gift. 
Couples can add a fine sterling pattern to their BItKtmingdale's Registry list - and guests can purchase it - three easy ways: 
in our stores, over the phone at 1.800.888.2WED or online at www.Bloomindales.WeddingChannel.cnm.

Each 46-piecc set by Wallace Silversmiths includes eight 5-piecc place settings, a 6-piece hostess set and a bonus storage chest. 
Sets of the Giorgio, Barocco, Inipero patterns, which carry a $3,360 manufacturer's suggested retail price, may be 
purchased at Bloomingdale's for $2,200. The Palarina and Venezia patterns, which 
retail price, are sold at Bloomingdale s for $2,400.

$3,680 manufacturer’s suggestedcarcT a

To add the luxury of Italian sterling to your own menu, visit Bloomingdale's Dining Circle, 
featuring the finest in silver, china and crystal tableware. Order the pattern you prefer by calling I.800.555..SHOP and 
mentioning code #M539,

'Sorry, sterling silver nut jvailuhte in <»ir Rridgeti ater Commons, North Mu'higmt Ai'cmic, or Beverly Chenier Stores.

AvailMe tr> the trade.

an in-storc emporium



AROUND THE HOUSE AND 
IN THE GARDEN

Dominique Browning

Kaaf(W»i|i ••*4 Ni impeewemyrn

From the editor of 

House & Garden,
a collection of essays describing the 

power of home to heal the soul.

“Anyone who has ever owned a 
house, planted a bulb or lost a lover 

should read this book."

[ay Mclncrncy

Sheets, duvet covers, pillow coses and shams 
in stripes, solids and other imaginations.

Available wherever books are sold, 
or visit www.condenet.com.

V r ^ w”
KOLTEH ^ .i

EAST COAST
31 Spring Street 
NewYork, NY 100)2 
212.219.2271
athome@nancykoltes.com i

HOUSE
&GARDEN 5:

£

SCRIBNER &WEST COAST
1734 Redwood Highway 
Corte Madera. CA 94925 
415.924,5811
nkathomecr@earth!ink,net

£

www.simonsays.com
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Breast cancer doesn't just affect women. 
Consider the families and friends 

whose lives are also changed.

THE BREAST CANCER 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION

In the U.S. alone. 211,300 women and 1.300 men will be diagnosed 

with breast cancer this year, and 40.000 will die. 
We cannot rest until we win the battle against breast cancer.

With your help, we can erase this dlsease...for good.

PREVENTION and
A CURE IN OUR LIFETIME*

EVELYN H. LAUDER. FOUNDER

■8

For nxHe information: wwwix^rfcure.org, toB-free 1-866-RND-A-CURE The Breast Cartcer Research Foundation, Box 9236 GPO, New York, NY 10087-9236.
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irua& A HOME DESIGN DIRECTORY\

The FaK 2003 Trade WSncte Collection features 
many lighthearted and briiantly hued designs. 
Sarr^, Piii. and Marquesa Cotton Prints are 
lively; while Tahiti 6 full of equatorial flowers and 
faiits. Gauguin Linen Texture (pictured above on 
a B&F Wilcox Sofa) has a 16<x)lor palette, and 
Tonga Woven Stripe is a crisp alk and knen stne.

For more information, please call 800.538.1880, 
or visit WWW,brunschwig.com.

1 Harxicratted seating from the heart of the 
I Blue Ridge Mountans, produced by artisans who 

I t^pndemeverydetaii.Double<iciwel6dcomers 
and eight-way haricWed cok consfructon pro\^ 
lasting comf^ and support. From rediners to 
wing chans, executive chans, lounge chans artd 
sleeps, hlancocl<&Moore is your source for fine 
furniture of urxxxnpromising quaHty. Select from 
a dislinctive array of l^rthers and wood finishes.

II Rymoreinformation, i^6asecali828.495.8235,

I orvisitwww.hancockandmoore.com.

BrunschwiG bFiIs HANCGCKC^MGDREEverywhere you look, the look is Brunschwig

.Metropolitan Lighting finuiE Co,
A »*** anew Cownwr

This stunning perxJant from the Virtuoso 
Collectbn features a Pewter Finish with an 
Alabaster Ojst Bowl. The pendants are available 
ri an array of sizes frtxn 18" up to 60". The 
extensive collection also offers coordinating 
chandekers. sconces arxJ more. And Virtuoso s 
^so available in a Bronze F^tina Finish.

Illuminating fine interiors since 1939. the 
Metropolitan Lighting Fixture Company presents 
an impressive coibcton of chandekers, pendants. 
scoTK«s, and appliqu^. Contact our corporate 
headquartere for more rformation. 888.233.4500. 
www.minkagroup.net.

SttcWey's 21 sf Cerrtuiy cdleclion btends familiar 
Mission design ^ernents, such as spirvSes 
and unique joinery, with a more siraamlined 
and contemporary influence. The collection 
encompasses dlnir>g room, bedroom, office and 
occasional furnishings, as well as uphotetery. For 
the location of fhe Stickley dealer nearest you. cak 
315.682.5500. www.stickley.com

Stickley^ solid cherry French colection reflects 
the company^ inaeasing diversity of styles and is 
a welFcrafted response to popular int^est in all 
thfogs French. To purchase a fulFcolor catatog. or 
for the location erf the Stickley dealer nearest you, 
call 315.682.5500. www.stickley.com

I



Elements
of a Room

DOMESTIC BLISS

THE ENTRY HALL WE’VE ROUNDED UP A PROFUSION OF PIECES
THAT SAY "WELCOME.” SO YOU CAN CHOOSE A FEW THINGS THAT HELP

YOUR HOUSE MAKE A GREAT FIRST IMPRESSION BY Melissa Feldman

+ Useful objects don't 
have to be dull: a 
tree-shaped coatrack. 
branch-shaped 
porcelain candlesticks, 
a gnarled console, 
a v/ood-grained umbrella 
stand, and faux bois 
wallpaper perform 
their duties whimsically. 
(But don't overdo it.
A touch of whimsy goes 
a long way.)
:^cThis mirror's deep 
ledge is perfect for 
keys and other objects.

RUG Argentine Patch cowhide 
rug. 8 by 6 ft., $1,075, The Rug 
Company, NYC. TRAYS Set of 
three lacquered trays. $72 to 
$146. by Maga Sabao, at Global 
Table, NYC. MIRROR Grey 
mirror, $1,560, Casamilano, 
Property. NYC. CANDLESTICKS 
White bisque porcelain Rococo 
branch candlesticks. $800 
(small), $1,200 (large), Ted 
Muehling for Nymphenburg, 
NYC. COATRACK Birch Tree 
coatrack, $748, Swedese, Totem 
Design. NYC. UMBRELLA 
STAND Ceramic stand, $320. 
Bioomingdale's. CONSOLE 
Chrysanthemum Root 
console, $5,700, from a 16th- 
century Ming dynasty design.
J. F. Chen Antiques, Holly Hunt 
Chicago. BOWL Bronze monkey 
bowl, $100. William Wayne & 
Co., NYC. LAMP Vintage 
driftwood lamp, $1,250 a pair, 
Aero, NYC. WALLPAPER Faux 
wood wallpaper, Nobilis.

SUBTLE NEUTRAL TONES—FROM BEIGE TO DARK BROWN— 
FOR A MODERN WOODSY PALETTE THAT’S WARM AND INVITING

PHOTOGRAPHED BY DANA GALLAGHER ■ STYLED BY CARIN SCHEVE
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Elements of a Room
THE ENTRY HALL

sK Don’t forget to place 
seating near the door. If 
you’ve got the room, this 
red and chrome bench is 
a chic perch for putting 
on boots or setting down 
packages; otherwise use 
a dramatic chair, like this 
one in cast aluminum.

A demilune console
table that hugs the
wall, such as this gold- 
leafed piece, is perfect
for tight spaces.
iic Hang a classic sunburst
shaped mirror on the 

instead of art.wa
RUG Dolce in black. $4,999. 
ABC Carpet and Home, NYC. 
ACCENTS Le Tallec ginger 
jar, $4,400, trumpet vase. 
$1,650, and cachepot, $1,300.

porceiain. Tiffany & Co. 
BENCN Florence Knoll for Knoll. 
$1,300. NYC. CHAIR Cast 
aluminum In/Out chair,
$442. Paola Navone for 
Gervasoni, Repertoire, NYC. 
CONSOLE Gold-leafed, by 
Mrs. MacDougall at Hinson & 
Company. MIRROR Sunburst 
painted mirror, $4,903. 
Parish'Hadley for Baker. 
SCONCE Stellare, in lead. 
Donghia Furniture/Textiles Ltd., 
with shagreen shades, Osborne 
& Little. WALLPAPER Asuka. 
by Osborne & Little.

all

USE A BOLD PATTERN, SUCH AS THIS RUG’S BLACK AND 
GOLD SWIRLS OR THE WALLPAPER’S RED AND GOLD FLORALS, 
TO MAKE A GLAMOROUS DECORATIVE STATEMENT

NOVfMBEP 2r'r"'.-uc:;)--: 4 GAQDCN



METROPOLITAN
From Old World to Today’s Home!
The legacy of European Craftsmanship has been

captured by our lighting artisans in the Verona

Collection, Classic details are enhanced by

rich, distressed hand-finishes in Antique

Pecan or Castlewood with silver leaf

highlights. Included are hand painted

and silver leaf shades. The Verona Collection

and other illuminating needs are available

at very select lighting showrooms

accross the United States.

Chaiuuucr
In 30',

Diameter

Foyer FentLtm Island Ught

For information on the lighting showroom nearest you call

8 8 8-222-1212. Open 24 hrs, 7 days a week.



THE ENTRY HALL

3(cTo bring focus to 
a large foyer, consider 
placing a round table 
in the middle of the 
room, rather than 
pushing a console 
against the wall.
♦ it's a great spot 
to keep a vase filled 
with flowers, 
jfc When entertaining, 
light candles before 
guests arrive, to set 
the mood and make 
the entrance hall part 
of the party.
RUG Lulu Guinness's 
Tibetan wool checked rug. 
10 by 12 ft„ $8,400. The Rug 
Company. CANDLESTICKS 
Fluted brass columns, $220 
and $265. Visual Comfort 
and Co., Baker TriBeCa, 
in NYC. DAYBED Aries 
in hand-hammered iron, 
PierceMartin. FABRIC 
Silhouette in gray by Lee 
Jofa. TABLE Guerin in solid 
teak with ebonized Finish, 
$8,000. John Davies 
for British Khaki. NYC. 
HURRICANES From left; $75. 
Chambers catalog: Lizes, 
$34. Pierre Deux. vaSE 
Voluminous. $59. Pottery 
Barn. COATRACK Iron 
scroll. $129. Pottery Barn. 
SCONCES Iron, with blown 
etched glass. $39 each. 
JCPenney. PAINT Kayak 
Yellow, Ralph Lauren 
Greenhouse Collection.

PAINT WALLS A SOLID COLOR TO CREATE A DRAMATIC 
BACKDROP FOR THE CLASSIC SHAPES OF PIECES SUCH AS 
A WROUGHT-IRON COATRACK, A DIVAN, OR A TABLE

HOUSE S GARDEN - NOVEMBER 200334



Cindy

Crawford’S Choice

Ik

CONSTKLLATION

OMEGAThe Omega Constellation is a rare blend of style and elegance, 
a superb example of the watchmaker’s art. This is no wonder, since 
Cindy Crawford assisted Omega in its design, creating the only watch she 
is proud to wear. WWW,omcgawatches.com

jHred The (iiiJIeria or Jewclr> For ihc nciirest locahon cull l-800-43l-4.t93



S«rve cider-or arrange a fall bouquet-in an ample earthenware pitcher. Use pieces in 
complementary hues but different shapes and sizes. Think of them as a sculpture for the table.

From left: fACCTEO QUART PiTCMCR. $2$. Todd Piker for Cornwall Bridge Pottery. CT yCLLOW ceramic 
THREE-HANOLEO URM, $138. Berry Stoneware, Anthropologie. NYC. EaRTHSNWaRE aLEXandrE PITCHER 
with white glaze. $95. by Astier de Villatte, at Nest. San Francisco. GREEN CERAMIC PITCHER, $76 for a set 
of two, A La Maison, NYC. Haho-throwh STONEWARE JUG, $80. Richard Batterham, at Simon Pearce. 
NYC. CREAM CERAMIC CARTA CARAPC, $58. Arte Italica, at Cookworks, NM. ANTIQUE EARTHENWARE PITCHER. 

$310. Le Fanion. NYC. ANTIQUE WOOD CUTTING BOARD, $360, La Brocante. NYC.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY BEATRtZ DA COSTA

36



America, 
the Beautiful
STARTS AT THE TABLE

RHAM, S LEADING STERLING SILVERWARE BRAND, AND

Ross-Simons, America’s premier tabletop retailer, are offering you

A FREE gift with the purchase of Gorham Sterling Silverware.

See the reverse side for this special Holiday offer.

At Home in America

■/



Valued at SUO.OO
WHEN YOU PURCHA6&'$500.00 OR MORE OF GoRHAM STERLING SlLVERl^RE 

FROM Americas premier tabletop retailer, Ross-Simons. .

<0
Choose fr^ i^E sterling patterns, all at the lowest sale prices 

#i?HE SE<t«T(3^, and EXPERIENCE THE UNMISTAKABLE BEAUTY 
LOW THAT Gorham Sterling Silverware adds to your table.

2

a:
Rose Tiara'

Call 1-800-55()-737() or 
visil \N\\w.ross-simons.(*oiii

Order now, offer good on purchases made between October 15. 2003 - December 15, 1003 
When ordering, please refer to source code “gorham” to receive this special offer 

‘3-PIECE GIFT set includes BEAUTIFULLY TEXTURED 7.5MM • 8mM 
FRESHWATER PEARL I7 1/2 IN. NECKLACE AND 7 l/z IN. BRACELET WITH STERLING SILVER CLASP.

AND MATCHING EARRINGS.

Fairfax*

**Old Maryiand Ecignvet

UScala*

At Home in America.

12 unique Sterling Silverware patterns at the lowest sale prices of the season
GORHAM SHELL", ROCOCO™ 4-Piccc Place Setting, Sale Price S99.95; 32-Piccc Place Setting, Sale Price $789.95: 

46-Piccc Place Setting. Sale Price $l,129.95:Opcn Stock Place Setting Items, Sale Price $39.95;
Open Stock Serving Items, Sale Price $49.95

CHANTILLY*. BUTTERCUP*, "REPOUSSE-, STRASBOURG- ROSE TIARA* 4-Piece Place Setting. Sale Price $109.95: 
32-Piece Place Setting, SALE Price $869.95: 46-Picce Place Setting, Sale Price $1579.95;

Open Stock Place Setting Items, Sale Price $39.95: Open Stock Serving Items, Sale Price $74.95 
FAIRFAX*. “OLD MARYLAND ENGRAVED*, LA SCALA* MELROSE*. OLD ENGLISH TIPT* 4-Piecc Place Setting, 

Sale Price $139.95; 32-Picce Place Setting, Sale Price $1,109.95; 46-Piece Place Setting. Salf. Price $1,789.95;
Open Stock Place Setting Items, Sale Price $43.95; Open Stock Serving Items, Sale Price $96.95

Melrote'

K
Old English Tipt*

**Lfnoi. Kirk Sheff .Scprling patzetn* included ut kpead Oi ft with Pure hue Offer.



AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL 
STARTS AT THE TABLE WITH 
GORHAM STERLING AND A 
FREE GIFT!

H E N R E D 0 NENTER THE "LENOXCELEBRATES 
YOU THE DECOR.'^TOR.THE 
ENTERTAINER. THE GIFT GIVER
SWEEPSTAKES "

and

HOUSE & GARDEN
invite you to a conversation with 
House & Garden Style Editor Brooke 
Stoddard at Robb & Stucky Furniture. 
Guests will enjoy refreshments, gift 
bags, and a gift with purchase.'

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2003 
6:00 PM - 8:00 pm

ROBB & STUCKY 
Furniture and Design Studio 
7240 North Dallas Parkway 

Legac)’ Drive 
Plano, TX

Together, Gorham, America's leading 
sterling silverware brand, and Ross-Simons, 
America’s premier tabletop retailer, are 
offering a I Rt F pearl jeweir) gift .set when you 
purchase Ssoo or more of Gorham Sterling 
Silverware at the lowest sale prices of the 
sea.son. Offer good October 15 - December 
IS. 2005. V'isit www.ross'simons.com. or call 
800 SS6.7376 for details.

This holiday season. Lenox is giving away 
THREE SlO.OOO PRIZE i','\CK.\UES that will 
help YOU decorate your home, entertain 
your family, and celebrate life's special 
tx'casions! Entering to win is easy; simply 
visit www.Lenox.com. or call 800,6?.lenox.

RSVP; 972.403.306? 
Complimentary valet parking
'while supplic.<i Ixiit

LENOX'
Robb &.STUCICY

Fumfturr and Design srudfo
R O S S - S 1 M O N S

Al I li>m<- ill .AiDorii'ii.

LOOKING FOR THE WORLD’S FINEST COTTON?

PICK SUPIMA

Supiina is the world's most luxurious cotton, with unsurpassed 
softness, luster and strength. Look for the Supima label, found only 
in leading brands of home fashions and apparel. Only the finest 
brands luse Supima. so why .settle for anything cLse?

%

I J WORLD'S FINEST

www.supima.com

COTTONS



QJ
Handmade artisanal bowls are 
perfect for hearty soups 
and stews, homemade mashed 
potatoes, or fresh-picked apples.

Prom top: HAND-THROWN BOWLS in 
brown and green, $54 tor a set of three, 
by Patti Carbone Wellen at Privet Cove. 
Southampton. NY. wooo-fireo soup 
BOWL with handle. $14. Todd Piker For 
Cornwall Bridge Pottery. CERAMIC 
CEREAL BOWL. $16. A La Maison. rustico 
OLIVE BOWL. $8. by Tabletops Unlimited. 
Linens 'n Things. DISTRESSED WOOD BOX. 
$120, Simon Pearce.

QJ
•5

w

Set the table with bold linens to heighten the elegant,
antique air of white glazed earthenware by Astier de Villatte.
From top: OHAW BOAT. $120. Nest. SMALL SALAD BOWL, $50. and SOUP

BOWL. $65, ABC Carpet and Nome. NYC. soup tureen, $185. Nest, 
DINNER PLATE. $50, Amano. D.C. At rear; soapstone casserole. $95, 
Broadway Panhandler, NYC. LINEN NAPKINS. $20 each, Takashimaya. 
NYC. rosewood flatware. $45 for a five-piece place setting Vance 
Kitira International. FRUITWOOD TABLE. Holland and Co., through Baker.

Thick linens, such as a 
Proven9al quilt or even a 
picnic blanket, make great 
rough-hewn tablecloths. 
(Just don't use delicate 
crystal that might tip over.)
From top: Inga linen place 
MATS in Orange. Ped. and Bark. 
$20 each. Anichini. NEW stripe 
RED tablecloth, $100, 54 by 
54 in., Settings by Mona. 
Lagoon Linens, NYC. yellow 
LINEN tablecloth, $355. Etro, 
Bergdorf Goodman. NYC. 
CHECK picnic Blanket. $20, 
Hidden Cabin, M Groome. 
Southampton, NY. QUILTED 
BOUTIS tablecloth in Dijon. 
$159. 70 by 90 in., Williams- 
Sonoma. antique willow 
PLANT stand. $150. La Brocante. 
Sources, see back of book.



The power you need. The luxury you crave An available 290-horsepower V8. And Buick's

exclusive QuietTuning.' From the studio where the world's greatest car designer hung his hat.

I*eaceful. Powerful. RainierJ* t's a brartd-oew Butck.

r

BUICK
THE SPIRIT OF A/V^ERICAM STYLE'

ViHt «vwwonstarcom For system informalion and debris 
Fmd out more at bukk.com. C 2003 GM Corp All nghts reserved
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of the MonthWITH HIS LINE OF REPRODUCTION 
FURNITURE, MICHAEL S. SMITH BRINGS 

THE PAST HOME BV Thaddeus Kromelis

ichael S. Smith, an avid antiquarian, 
began fabricating reproductions 
of his most adored purchases 
six years ago. "I had emotional 

responses to certain acquisitions, and it 
pained me to see them leave the shop," he 
says. Since then, Smith has reproduced 
some 85 pieces, introducing 22 this year alone. 
To get just the right look, he tracked down 
craftspeople with the ability to re-create 
antique finishes and patinas without the results 
looking overworked. "We wanted to make 
furniture that could stand on its own or 
be paired with antiques without seeming out 
of place," he says. The catalog covers styles 
from early-ipth-century Italian to midcentury 
modern, and offers a whole houseful of 
furnishing options-from beds to lighting.

M

WE MAKE FURNITURE THAT HAS INTEGRITY; I DO NOT WANT TO
SEE ONE OF MY PIECES IN TWENTY YEARS AND NOT LIKE IT.^

1 The Rufino sofa, shown in Michael S. 
Smith's signature tobacco-colored.
hand-waxed, vegetable-dyed leather
sits in front of the four-panel studded
leather screen in the same material.
2 The Villa console, a half octagon
with turned legs and a worn, painted
finish, shows off the furniture maker's
ability to re-create antique patina.

3 Smith also covered the X-back bench
with his standard leather. ^ This over
scaled French tole lantern has a painted-
metal finish. 5 The Claridge chair
is upholstered in a red vegetable-dyed
Austrian leather. Smith's collection is
available at John Rosselli, NYC. Thomas
Lavin, L.A.. and other select dealers.
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Holiday Spirit Stemware

Holiday Gold Square 
3 Piece Place Setting

■■ymiAM^MUA^/LCC£pi^>4jt •

&ICJUCU.

Christmas Tree Crystal 
Salt 6f Pepper Set

Co{i,4±jt;fta^ Mfc

Yuieridc Metal Servewati 
Reindeer Tray

C lEKOX.INCORPORATED



Enter to win a
$10,000 Holiday gift pac 

from Lenox
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EVENTS OPEN TO THE TRADE THE SECOND ANNUAL
CONNOISSEUR’S

ANTIQUES ® FAIRHOUSE
&GARDEN l^conition vSi. ne>iKn Buildinj* Tkc Skt« «f An ml AMiqar Deilm loguc ■! Aamu. Ik.

trade WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8. 2003
I louse e^ CfOrden Editor^ in- Chief Dominique 
Rrowning will host a design trend discussion 
for guests of the Nicdermaicr showroom 
in the D&D Building at iiijo a.m.

NOVEMBER 20-23. 2003
49 members of The Art and Antique 
Dealers League of America will present 
at New York City’s Gramcrcy Park 
Armory, Lexington and 26th St.

Showing fine art and antiques that 
bring a sense of drama, character, and 
substance to any well-designed space. 
Lair c.xhibitors present furniture and 
decorative arts from Europe. England, 
and America: folk art; Asian works; 
jeweliT; Native American and ethno
graphic art and fine textiles.

■■■secrets
M MINAR ANO |;VI:N1 -SI iuls

NIEDERMAIER

E X O
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2003
House & Cfdrden Design Editor Mayer Rus 
will host a discussion on the inspiration 
behind the Alberto Pinto Carpet Collection 
for guests of the Saxony showroom in the 
D&D Building at 1:4s p m.

Design
« HOME OEKOT c a

Center

JOIN HOUSE a GARDEN 
AND EXPO DESIGN CENTER
FOR A DAY OF DESIGN WORKSHOPS, 
1NF0RM,\T1VE SEMINARS, AND 
SPECIAL EVENTS AND PROMOTIONS 
AT 10 SPECIALTY STORES UNDER 
ONE ROOF.

PUBLIC HOURS: NOV. 20 & 21, 11;0CL8:00; 

NOV. 22, 11:00-7:00; & NOV. 23, 11.-00-5:00 

INFORMATION: 310.455.2866 

PREVIEW RESERVATIONS: 212.836.2560. X22D&D Building l all Market Events by invitation only

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2003*
EXPO Design Centfr.
246$ Springfield Avenue 
Union, NJ 0/08j 
908.810.s500

OPEN TO THE TRADE ONLY
PLEASE JOIN US FOR HOUSE & GARDEN’S EXCLUSIVE 
TRADE SECRETS SEMINAR AND EVENT SERIES.

This unprecented program will feature a rwo-day ro.stcr of “MASTER CLASSES" 
hosted by Hotisr d Garden editors, industry professionaLs, and renowned artisans sharing 
their valuable techniques and skills. \'isit the L^&D Building for details or log on to 
ww-w.ddbuilding.com.

Meet with design professionals, and explore 
dozens of kitchen and bath models. Experience 
thousands of remodeling and decorating 
possibilities for windows, floors, lighting 
control and outdoor living. OCTOBER 21-23, 2003

D&D Be'U-DING 
979 Third Avenue 
New York Cit)-

KICK-OFF EVENT
Featuring House d Garden Editor 
Dominique Browning 
TUESD.W. OCTOBER 21. 2003 
4:00 P.M, - ASTR.A. CAFE

For more information and an updated 
schedule of Trade Secrets seminars and related 
events, visit www.hou.sc-and-garden.com hg.

HOUSE
&GARDEN

trade■ n.ite siib|fct to change

■■■secrets
M MINAR \NO I;VI:N I SI KILS

Monogram. PARTICIPATING SHOWROOMS;
Bruiischwig & Fils 
Clarence Hou.se 
Duralee
F. Schumacher & Co.
Zoffany

OLUTRONBUICK
R Al N I ER Decoration <Si Design BuildingU/lron controls your ligrtt..



AMERICA KNITS
Evie Rosen never imagined that knitting 
needles could be a tool for change. 
When customers at her Wausau, Wl, 
yarn store asked what to do with extra 
yarn, she gave them an assignment: knit 
or crochet 7-by-9-inch squares. The 
swatches were then combined to make 
afghans for a local homeless shelter. The 
project caught on, and soon the charity 
Warm Up America! was born. Today, 
the organization delivers thousands of the 
colorful blankets around the country. 

warmupamerica.org. -c(mca ackerbcrg

AN
AMERICAN, BREAK-THE-RULES MENTALIT

i
I\

SSSTi

vm a

REBECCA MOSES, DESIGNER ABROAD
The old-fashioned stationery shop has turned over a new leaf. With its 
redesigned flagship on Milan's Via Manzoni. Pineider. the 229-year-old 
Italian paper firm, has created a temple to a stately yet modern lifestyle. In 
designing the space and its new collections, American couturier Rebecca 
Moses (top), named Pineider's creative director last year, says she wasn’t 
constrained by company traditions. "In Italy there used to be only one way 
of doing things." she says. "Now they’re mixing everything up." The store's 
three floors are arranged in roomlike tableaux that each evoke a personality. 
Everything from the obvious (desk accessories) to the not so (velvet-topped 
bar stools) is for sale; the result is a unique blend of American verve and Italian 
polish. “Style boundaries have been broken," says Moses. “What was once 
Italian style, or English, or whatever else, is now global." -mclissa fcloman

El-.

PARK VIEWS
For the 150th ar>niversary of New York’s 
Central Park, Andrew Zega and Bernd M. 
Dams have painted a series of watercolors 
depicting historic features of the park, 
such as this 1S64 birdcage. Available at 
Dtdier Aaron. NYC. 212-986-5248. Damira 
frame by Larson Juhl. 800-886-6126.

i-
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Rest assured. Your family is secure and protected.

With a RadioRA® home lighting control system from Lutron, a single bedside 
remote lets you close the drapes and turn off the lights throughout the house. 
If you hear a noise at 3 a.m., one button will flood the house with light.

The RadioRA Security Package [RA-SPCL-STR-1 -] is one of many packages 
designed to suit any size home. Available through Architects and Designers. 
For more information call 877-2LUTRON ext. 673 or visit
www.lutron.com/houseandgarden.

OLUTRON
Lutron controls your light * ^



DOMESTIC BLISS

CUT AND PASTE: THERE’S A NEW WAVE
OF INTEREST IN THE ANCIENT, ARTFUL 

CRAFT OF DECOUPAGE Gregory Cerio

o, you yearn for an artistic outlet, 
but worry that you have the finesse 
of a bricklayer? Why not take up 
decoupage? ITie basics are easy to learn, 

and the results can be quite sophLsticated. “It’s 
playing with scissors and glue, like kids.” savs 
Carol Kaas of New York. “And each image you 
use preserves a piece of the past.” Diane Lyon 
likes the spontaneity it allows. “It's like when 1 
pick flowers and arrange them in a vase,” she 
says. “I lay out mv images, start gluing, and sec 
what happens.” Carrie Minot Bell of Boston 
says: “The fun is in making things that arc 
uniquely your ow’n. And 1 can cut pictures — I 
like auction catalogs—while I’m on the phone."

Though the evidence is mainly anecdotal, 
decoupage—the French term for using glued 
and varnished paper images to decorate furni
ture and other objects —is making a come
back. The Internet lists scores of classes and 
how-to guides on the craft, and experts such as 
Durwin Rice of Kansas City and Dee Davis of 
New York say there is con.stant interest in the 
seminars they offer. "Decoupage was dismissed 
for years as a fussy, Victorian thing,” says Rice, 
who advocates an easygoing approach to the 
craft in his book New Decoupage (Clarkson 
Potter, S25). “But it’s becoming very popular 
in cities, where people arc looking for quiet, 
hands-on creative pursuits as an antidote 
to today's world."

Kaas, w’ho specializes in decoupaged 
glass plates and travs, was one such person. 

She gave up her career as a lawyer this 
past spring to open her own store, Kaas 

i Glass Works, in Greenwich Village. Apple 
I Parish Bartlett, who was given decoupage 
I pointers bv her mother, legendary inre- 
F rior decorator Sister Parish, says cus

tomers at her .store. Apples, in Islesboro. 
Maine, always ask how they can learn to 

make pieces like hers. And New Orleans 
decorative artist Sallie Amoult says: “I’ve 

started using decoupage to give new life to old 
ftimiture. In one sense it's a cheat—the person 
who painted the original image is the real 
anist—but it adds such a richness of detail.” >

SA d*coupag*d bomb« 
eh*st. kft. by D*« DavU 
of Adv«ntur«s in Cr«ft»,
NYC. 212-410-9793.
■ Bolow: an array of wittily 
doeoupagad items—two 
wastebaskets, a stool, and 
a tray—by Boston hobbyist 
Carrie Minot Bell.
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OLAY

How does new Oiay Regenerist serum work? Like a light chemical peel, it 
retexturizes skin’s surface. It’s just not as serious or costly. Your skin looks and 
feels like newer skin with Regenerist serum. With our highest concentration of 
amino-peptide complex and a velvety smooth texture. There’s a free sample 
waiting for you at olay.com.

OLAY
TMlove the skin you’re in



But then, decoupage as we know it began as a cheat. 
Amid a craze in the late i6oos tor dccorativcly painted 
and lacquered turniture from China, Venetian work- 

shops began creating their 
own chinoiserie pieces. 

When artists could not keep 
^ up with demand, shops resorted to 

gluing tinted engravings to furniture, 
which was then varnished, a process 

called /acca contrafatta. Nobles—Marie 
Antoinette and Lord B)Ton, for two— 
took up decoupage; in the i8oos, books 
of prints made to be cut up opened the 
craft to the middle class.

Today, decoupage ha.s been revolution
ized by the la.scr printer-copier. Not only is 
glossy laser copier paper perfect for cutting 

and gluing, but the vivid copies let vou 
save prints, letters, cards, and other orig

in inal sources, and make materials like 
jEte photo,s and fabrics easy to work with.
1^^ Still, the basic process of decoupage is 
It timeless and simple.

You prepare a surface a ••{•ction. top loft, 
(trav, tabic, screen, what- of pkicos of d»coup«c«

under {!«»• at Kaas 
GlassWerka, NYC. 213- 
366'0322, ■ A Purpla 
Aatar tulip vaa*. $1,320, 
top right, and a Pink 
Hyacinth urn. $1,050, 
naar laft. both from 
John Dorian Dacoupaga, 
NYC. 212-677-3917- 
■ Carol Kaai, far laft, 
starts to work on a dish 

□ in har Naw York stora.

DECOUPAGE TOOLS
^Curved cuticle scissorsscissor:

are great for delicate work, but any
shears will do. Keep them sharp! ever), cut images, compose, glue, 

and cover them with a finish. There 
re refinements, exactingly laid 

out in Dec Davis’s Decoupage. A 
Practical Guide (Thames & Hudson, 
Si8), but the ultimate objective 

is fun. “You learn the 
rules, then play.” says 

^ Davis. “Decoupage 
is about expressing 

your personality.

? Use white polyvinyl acetate—
i.e„ good ol' Elmer's Glue-All.

^|Most kinds work, but glossy,PAPEI
mid-weight laser copy paper is best.
Soaking paper in water can relax it
so it smooths easily around curves-

^Acrylic polyurethanePINISHE:
does a fine job. Some sticklers use
a topcoat of rich, oil-based
polyurethane, but beware the fumes^
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start skincare from the inside and work your way out with new Olay Beauty
Nutrient Vitamins. A compteS# vitaminjine that includes key ingredients 
like natural vitamin E .-,feter C and Ultra CoQI 0 . to nurture

healthy, beautiful skin where many skincae products can't reach-inside.

O So what you get out is truly hdisfe skincare. In fact 72% of women mported
an improvement in appearance of their skin aftw four weeks..



CAN A SECURITY BLANKET 

BE MADE OF SHEET METAL?



OnStar is on the scene fast.
When a crash occurs, a quick medical response 

can mean the difference between life and death. 

The OnStar Air Bag Notification System* can help 

first-aid get to the scene faster. If a vehicle's 

fTont air bag deploys, an emergency signal 

is sent automatically to the OnStar Center. 

An Advisor will attempt to communicate with 

the vehicle's occupants. If there is no response, 

or if the car's occupants report an emergency, 

the Advisor will contact the nearest appropriate

YOUR FAMILY'S SAFETY IS YOUR

MOST IMPORTANT CONCERN. WHICH

S WHY IT'S SO IMPORTANT TO US.

We designed the first car seat to help protect children. 
And we invented the modern-day front crash test 
dummy. We were the first to make ait bags available to 
the masses. And we introduced drivers to infrared 
Night Vision. Over the years, our dedication to safety 
has helped save countless lives.

Today, we continue to set the standard with OnStar,® 
one of the most important safety innovations ever. This 
GM-pioneered system helps keep drivers in contact 
with a live Advisor 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.* 
Wherever you are, OnStar is there, It's the peace of mind 
over two million GM drivers have come to trust. Which is 
why we offer it on over 40 different GM cars and trucks.

Our safety measures don't stop there. Later this 
year, we're introducing the first ever Advanced 
Automatic Crash Notification system. This 
groundbreaking technology reports vital crash 
data to the OnStar Center, such as the severity and 
direction of impact, helping emergency response 
teams prepare before they even arrive.

And this is just the beginning. Because at GM, 
we're dedicated to building safe cars and trucks. And 
making sure you feel protected every time you get 
behind the wheel.

emergency services provider.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) gave Chevy Impela five stars for fiontal crash 
safety, the highest government rating,**

Beneath the inviting exterior of the Saturn Ion is a 
mighty steel spaceframe. This reinforced safety 
structure helps preserve occupartt space in a crash.

NIGHT VISION. ALLOW US TO SHED SOME LIGHT. 
A lot of companies are using 
cameras these days. But only 
GM is using one like this: a 
high-powered, ferroelectric 
heat-sensing camera - aka, ^
Night Vision, Offered exclusively 
in the Cadillac DeVille. this 
first-of-its-kind feature harvests

thermal-imaging technology from 
the military to help drivers 
see beyond the range 

|H of low beam headlamps. 
F By projecting infrared 

images ortto the windshield. 
Night Vision can give drivers some 
extra time to react.

GM Versatrak’" is a move in the right direction. 
Available on the Buick Rendezvous, it adds torque to 
the rear wheels when conditions get slippery.

The latest news, reviews and a glimpse of the road ahead. See it all at www.gm.com/story.

GM
CHEVROLET PONTIAC OLDSMOBILE BUICK CADILLAC CMC SATURN HUMMER SAAB

•OnStar service* require lehide electrical system and analog wireless service to be available and operating fo* features to function properly. Visit www.onstar.com for 
system information and details ’“Testing conduaed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSAl as part of its New Car Assessment Program (NCAP)
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DISH WANING DOS AND DON'TS

DOMESTIC BLISS

BY Glenn Recchia

can, let dishes air-dry in a rack. If not, 
use linen tea towels on glass and crystal, 

to avoid lint, and for other dishes 
John Ritzenthaler s antibacterial 

Ritz terry dish cloths, $2.79 
each (kilianhardware.com). I 

recommend hand-washing 
the following items: 

WOOD Bowls, misdng 
spoons, and 
wood-handled tools 
can crack or warp 
when heated. 
ANTIQUE TABLEWARE 

Most vintage 
dishes and cookware 

weren’t designed 
for a dishw-asher.

POTS AND PANS Aluminum can 
discolor, cast iron and steel will rust, 

and many nonstick surfaces will degrade. 
SILVER Flatware can get pitted and scratched 
when jumbled in the silverware tray. Soldered 
handles and spouts can come apart.
KNIVES The blades of many kitchen knives 
will dull in the utensil tray. Wood-handled 
knives and those with carbon steel blades 
can also be damaged. Manv newer knives are 
dishwasher-ffiendly. check with the 
manufacturer to be sure.
GLASSWARE Antique crj^tal pieces should 
always be hand-washed and hand-dried.
Everyday gla.ss and stemware can go right 
in the dishwasher; place it securely upright 
in the racks to avoid bumps.

y only regret about 
dishwashers is 
that I don’t own two, 
especially after a 

dinner party. But I do think we take 
these miracle machines for granted. 
Despite what many people seem to 
think, not every dirty dish belongs in 
vour Maytag or Mielc. Conversely, 
vou might be surprised at how many 
objects can withstand a rinse cycle.

M

■ Soap Box
Let’s start with the suds. While my mother 
and aunt favor the original powder detergent,
I find it cakes if the filler cup is not perfectly 
drv. I avoid this problem by using liquid 
or gel detergents. The newest soaps are in tablet 
form, a good idea for households with children 
who might overfill the dispenser. In hard 
water areas, a rinsing aid like Jet-Dry will 
eliminate the spotting of dishes and glassware. 
I’m impressed with Cascade’s new additive. 
Plastic Booster, which removes red stains and 
deodorizes plastic containers and a dishwasher’s 
plastic chamber. I also like the way it cleanses 
my vinyl spatulas of excess oils.

Proper loading of the dishwasher racks is 
important to the final outcome. There needs to be 
enough space between items for water to riase off 
food properly Make sure that the washer s arms are 
firee from bulky items. If the arms can’t move in 
a full circle, dishes won’t get a thorough cleansing. 
Keep plastics on the top shelf away from the 
direct heat of the drying coil or they can deform.

0- ■
01

*!•

■ Hands Off
Now that I’ve given you all this extra work, let 
me save you some time. The following articles 
are surprisingly dishwasher .safe:
SPONGES. SCRUB PADS, AND DISH BRUSHES 

Why not also sterilize your toothbrush and 
plastic combs and brushes this way?
BABY TOYS, BOTTLES. AND PACIFIERS Keep them 
safe in a specialized basket.
AQUARIUM ROCKS OR MARBLES Set in a fine 

mesh colander, This also works to clean 
the pebbles used to force bulbs.

■ Hands On
Here is my method for washing 
dishes by hand: Place two plastic 
dishpans filled with hot water in 
the sink—one for hot soapy water 
and one for a hot rinse. (Delicate 
objects are less likclv to break 
against a plastic surface.) Add a 
cup of white vinegar to the rinse to 
eliminate soap residue. Protect your hands with 
good rubber gloves. (My favorites are Star 
Kitchen’s True Blues. $10; cooking.com.) If you

Fine cryital, like this 
Baccarat {oblet (800- 
777*0100), should be 
washed by hand. Play it 
safe and keep wooden 
salad bowls and good 
aluminum pots out 
of the dishwasher, too.
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In an accident, some people’s lives flash before them.

Edgar Muller heard voices.

Luckily, the “voice” Edgar heard -was an OnStar® Advisor, calling to 
say she got a signal his air bag deployed and that she would call for 
help, A rescue team got to the scene quickly and within minutes, he was freed from his car. Stories like this happen every day. And since 
OnStar was Introduced, we’ve helped our subscribers with everything 
from contacting emergency services to sending a signal to unlock their 
doors If they lock their keys Inside, So make sure to order your next 
vehicle with OnStar. To learn more, visit your dealer or onstar.com. If 
you’re already an OnStar subscriber, it’s easy to maintain the safety 
and security you already count on for only •16.95’ a month. Simply press 
the blue OnStar button and tell the Advisor you’d like to renew. Always there. Always ready.

Standard on: Cadillac'*’ *
Available on.: Chevrolet* • CMC*

Saturn is a registered trademark ol Saturn Corpwatton. ‘Plus sales tax where apphcabie. tOnStsr standard on HUMMER H2. OnStar requires vehicle electrical systems and 
aralog wireless service to be available and operating. Features vary by model. Visit oriBtar.com for system information and details. 02003 OnStar Corp. All rights reserved.

HUMMER®t • Saab®
• Buick® • Pontiac* • Saturn • Oldsnoblle®



CORN IS MUCH MORE VERSATILE THAN PEOPLE
REALIZE. HERE ARE SOME GREAT CORN PRODUCTS 

THAT YOU CAN USE ANY TIME OF YEAR ay Lopa Zapubin
No microwave 
popcorn 

for me! 1 only use 
Cousin Willie’s 

Originel Popcorn, straight 
from the Midwest for an 
unadulterated corn taste. $1 
for 2 lbs.. Ramsey Popcorn 
Co. 600-624-2060. This old- 
fashioned Theater Popcorn 
Popper from Crate & Barrel 
ensures all your kernels are 
popped. $30. 800-996-9960.

When summer is coming to an 
end, I like to extend the season 
by using the TIlia FoodSaver 
Vac 420.1 vacuum-seal freshly 
shucked corn and put it in the 
freezer. It is never quite the same 
as when I get it fresh from the 
farm stand, but it is much better 
than anything you will find 
in stores in November. $79. 
888-233-5001.

This fantastic Tamaya blue corn 
pancake mix from Native Seeds/ 
SEARCH-a crop preservation 
organization—is the perfect 
choice for pancakes, with a great 
earthy flavor and no additives or 
preservatives. 1 make my pancakes 

the size of silver dollars 
and top them with smoked 

salmon for hors d’oeuvres. $3 
for 12 OZ. 520-622-5561.

* ma«n

Grits have a long history in 
this country. Luckily, Anson 
Mills is keeping the tradition 
alive by making organic 
products such as Fresh Native 
Stone Ground Antebellum 
Coarse Yellow Grits and 
Hand Made Artisan Fine Yellow 
Polenta. The White Grits, 
with their delicate flavor and 
subtle hint of violets, are my 
favorite. The company mills 
its grits right before shipping.
$4 for 12 02. 803-467-4122.

Johnny Cake Corn 
I Meal from Kenyon Corn 
! Meal Co. makes the best 

version of Rhode Island 
johnnycakes. I also use 
it for corn bread and for 
breading seafood, especially 
deep-fried oysters.
$3 for 1 lb. 800-753-6966.

II
I

Hi

KENYON’S
WHMNY cake 1/ Creamed corn is a great side 

dish for your holiday meal. 
Cope's Dried Sweet Corn from 
Pennsylvania Dutch country 
makes the finest version of this 
old favorite. Drying the corn 
produces an intense sweet 
flavor, and toasting it adds a 
smoky taste. $3.40 for 7-5 or.. 
Cane and Reed. 800-227-8498.

Wiinfctu—' D.* ^NSON AMiLr' I thought I had outgrown 
candied popcorn until 1 tasted 
Tiny Trapeze Confections' 
Oven Toasted Caramel 
Kernels in Ruby Berry Blue. 
Now I cannot keep this 
strawberry-flavored treat 
in my larder, because it is 
just too tempting. $5-50 tor
6.5 or. 800-844-8469.
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A Special Advertising Section

Gevalia* Kaffe presents

An Extraordinary Cup TM

Inspired by a coffee of uncommon quality, designer Lilly Pulitzer has 
fashioned a cup of uncommon style and made the moment purely her own.

i^ou' ftom tAe Inside acU
(uUc'

smiie^ tAe

dae&. ui4i^Sy
Up induA^ i^ui/v senses dcnj, .

, (p

tip/ ifout spiAits^ and make^can
Lom^ that a ^tesA- cpip.same

From i50 years of European craftsmanship 
comes Gevalia Kaffe. Smooth, rich and 
aromatic—exquisitely tailored to the coffee 
lover's polate. The vibrant colors of the 
Lilly Pulitzer design perfectly complement 
the robust, full-bodied flavor of Gevalia 
Signature Blend.

<fl>
>as3e*T.

GEVALIA

JK A F P E

Purchase this Lilly Pulitzer*"Jungle Road" collector's set ot www.gevalia.com/cups.
Show your support for an extraordinary cause by purchasing your Extraordinary Cup, produced exclusively for Gevalia by Rosenthal 

compoign, Gevolia will donate $20,000 to The Kennedy Center Alliance for Arts Education . In honor of this
Network, on organization fostering arts education and

aware r^ss.



GEVALIA^

YOURS TO ENJOY: Stainless Steel Thermal Cotfeemaker and two boxes ; SMOOTH, RICH AND DELECTABLE, Gevalia 
of Gevalia Koffe for just $16.95, with no further obligation.

CODE: 102833

starts with premium Arobica beans from the 
finest coffee regions on eorth. Then, to ensure 
superior freshness, eoch of our 30+ varieties is 
triple-sealed in golden foil end delivered to your 
door from Europe. Whatever you prefer, from 
deep or mellow roasts to exquisite flavors and 
special varietals, Gevalia is always o pleosure.

Nomv
Addrau

Stot*City Zip

Phon*

P.wwi*
D PImm chack h«ra If you do not with to receive special 

often and news from Gevolla vlo e-mall.
Choose your two coffees:
0 Hazelnut (Q)
D Bretridost Blend (KN) □ French Vanilla 

Choose one of each:
□ Regulor(R)

0 Whole bean (1) OGround{2)

Choose your coffeemaker color;
□ Block (BL)

Charge my: OMoeierCord
□ American &9rws □CNscow

YOU CAN LOOK FORWAKO TO: CONVCwent nujNC upon recetpf 
SATISreCnOM 0UAIUNTTO> or you 
may return your coffee for a ''O'V from t5-55-$745. A shipping 
complete refund artd keep the and handling chorge will be odded. 
coffeemaker. Gewlta Koffe reserves Ybu moy pay upon receipl of eoch 
the right to substitute on Hem of ihlpmem or, for those using credit 
enuolorgreafervolue.whetilimtted cords.subsequentshtpmemswibe 
supplies or# exceeded. If you enjoy billed to your cord. Coffee prices ore 
(Swiio, you will oufomoficalfy subject fe efiortge. 

receive four holf>pounds of your NO COMMITMENT, no minitruim 
selected coffeefs] twprDximotely one purchose. Vbu may cancel anytime 
month loter, Subsequent deliveries by moll or phone. If you must 
will arrive ortce every sh weeks, return a shipment, you moy do so 
'frni may diortge the fre^jency, at our expense. Offer is subject to 
quantities or types of your coffees change and Is open to residents of 
or cancel onytime by calling the U.S., the U.S. Virgin islands 
1-800-GEVALIA- Each yeor you and Puerto Rico. Limit or» Gevallo 
will also receive o holiday Koffe or European Coffeehouse 
shipmertt. Mju will be notified in Collection* membership per 
advonce with defoils of this household. Offer only valid for new 
special package and Its seasonal members of the Gevalia Koffe 
price, you may concel ony delivery progrom. Offer expires 12/31/04. 
you do rtoi wi^ to receive.

of eoch deltvery. Prices of coffee

□ Signoture Blend (InL

□ Trodilwtoi Roost* (C
(O)

0 Decaf (D)O YES, I'd like to try two half-pounds of 
Gevolia Koffe for $16.95, including shipping 
ond handling, and receive o stoinless steel 
Thermal Coffeemaker in block or white. I 
understand that If I enjoy Gevolla, I will receive 
more outomoticQlly about every six weeks (or on 
a schedule I request], plus o special holiday 
shipment. I moy cortcel at orty time after receiving 
my Trial Shipment. The cofWmaker Is mirte to 

keep with no further obllgotion.

Complete and moil to: GEVALIA KAPFE,
RO. Box 5276, Clifton. NJ 07015-5276

□ White (WH)
□ Visa

Cord Number Exp. OoW:
MonttiTIkf

Signature Required

□ Ertciosed is my chock payable to Gevalia Koffe for S16.95.

CALL 1-800-GEVALIA (1-800.438-2542) TOLL FREE, 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS. 
Or visit www.gevalio.com

6EVAUA is a registered trodemark.



DOMESTIC BLISS

STRIKING GOLD IN WESTERN NEW YORK
GREAT RIESLINGS ARE NOT TME ONLY WINNERS AMONG THE SUPERB WINES

PRODUCED BY DR. KONSTANTIN FRANK VINIFERA WINE CELLARS by Jay McInerney

n ike most voices in the wilderness, Willy 
Frank’s is colorful and more than a little 
strident. “I can prove every word I say” is one 

1 of his favorite sentences. His father 
proved that fine wines can be made in New 
York State’s Finger Lakes region, but the mes
sage hasn’t really gone wide yet. in spite of 
periodic encomiums to Dr. Konstantin Frank 
Vinifera Wine Cellars in the national wine pre.ss.
Nevertheless, the parking lot of the ramshackle 
winery and tasting room complex, overlooking 
riverine Keuka Lake, is jammed with tourists— 
bikers with antlers mounted on their helmets 
and parents in matching polo shirts loading 
up the minivan with cases of wine.

“This region is much better for classic cham
pagne varieties than Champagne," declares the 
highly caffeinated Frank within moments of 
meeting me in the jam-packed tasting room one 
Saturday afternoon in July. 'Fhe spry, birdlike 78- 
year-old looks like a cheery version of Junior 
Soprano. “What champagnes do you like? Krug?
Bollinger? We can beat them. The grapes never 
ripen in Champagne.” As someone whose parents 
used to serve Great Western “champagne,” for
merly the best-known product of this region, I 
am skeptical, but Frank never stops talking long 
enough for me to demur. He reels off a list of gold 
medals and awards. And the 1997 Chateau Frank 
Blanc dc Blancs he thrusts upon me is a subtle and 
toastv sparkler, if not necessarily cause for utter 
despair at the house of Krug. His seriousness in 
pursuit of sparkling-wine quality is attested to by wa.s already producing vast quantities of sweet 
the permanent blood blisters on his hands, caustni plonk—remember Taylor?—from hybrid French- 
by riddling—the champenoisc process of hand- American grapes, 
turning racked bottles to work the sediment down 
into the neck. But it is non-bubbly whites, partic
ularly Rieslings, that put Dr. Konstantin Frank’s 
Vinifera Wine Cellars, to some extent, on the map.

The Frank family originally hailed from Alsace, 
migrating to the Ukraine some 300 years ago.
Willy Frank’s father, Konstantin, a professor of 
viticulture, brought his family to America in 1951, 
and was drawn to the Finger I.akcs region, which Rockefeller regularly sent a plane to pick up cases

The area was thought to be too cold for the 
noble vitis vinifera grape varieties from which the 
world’s great dry wines are made. But Frank real
ized that the great depth of the glacially carved 
Finger l^kcs moderated temperatures on the 
hillsides above, and he eventually planted 60 vari
eties of vinifera above Keuka Lake, making wines 
that astonished critics and connoisseurs. Nelson

One of the surpriseft of 
the Konstantin Frank 
- ineyards is 
with rkatsiteli. agrr.j-- 
originally from Ht. Arar 
that produces a wine 
<esembling a i^-jni^:-»d 
jewgritramir^f

succe;:
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DOMESTIC BLISS

THE OENO FILE have a great future with this most temperamental, 
sublime—and lately fashionable—red grape.

While a lot of Willy Frank’s neighbors are still 
turning out fermented Kool-Aid, the Franks’ exam
ple is having an effect. Hermann J. Wiemer, a 
German immigrant who arrived in the area in 1968, 
produces beautiful Rieslings on the western side of 
Seneca I^e. Fox Run Vineyards is turning out some 
fine whites and reds—including a good pinot. 
Other up-and-comers: Glcnora, Lcidenfrost, and 
(chateau Lafayette Reneau, Dr. Konstantin Frank 
Vinifera Wine Cuellars should continue to flourish 
under Fred Frank, Willv’s son. who may eventually 
find that he doesn’t have to talk quite as fast as his 
father to convince a skeptical wine world about the 
virtues of the Finger Lakes.

■ 2001 Salmon Run Pinot Noir. New York Prom Prank's second label,
this younger vine bottling is the best pinot bang for the buck I've tasted in years. 
Pure pinot character, nice cherry fruit, and a velvety texture in the mouth. My 
new house red. $12
■ 2002 Dr. Konstantin Prank Dry Riesling, Pinger Lakes A very dry, 
tart Riesling with peach and apple fruit and. rare for a new-world Riesling, a 
vein of minerals down the middle. Nice dry finish. SI4
■ 2001 Mermann J. Wiemer Johannisberg Riesling Dry Very crisp, dry,
and mouth-puckering-like a juicy green apple; not unlike a Moselle kabinett.
Pass the crab cakes. $12
■ 2002 Chateau Lafayette Reneau Johannisberg Riesling A nose of 
wildflowers, with a core of fruit that turns lemon-lime tart on the finish. $12
■ 2001 Lamoreaux Landing Gewurztraminer, Pinger Lake$ Classic 
lychee-nut-and-peach nose—a real Carmen Miranda party hat in the glass.
Nice dry finish. A perfect Thanksgiving wine. $14
■ 2000 Wagner Riesling Ice Wine, Finger Lakes Apricot and honey; a sweet, 
sticky beauty with a nice acidic edge. Great ice wine value. $24

of late harvest Riesling, and Frank’s wines triumphed in 
international competitions. A young Robert Mondavi made 
the pilgrimage to Hammondsport before starting his own 
winery in Napa. Yet, when Konstantin Frank died, in 198^, his 
son Willy inherited a financially precarious estate.

Willy Frank, who often refers to himself in the third per
son, explains how he turned his father’s experimental win
ery into a commercially viable enterprise: “Willy rips up 
fifty of the varieties and keeps ten. He starts to replant the 
vineyards. I le busts his chops seven days a week.” Switching 
between first and .second person without seeming to pause 
for breath, he says, “I took a lesson from the theater—1 
stayed away from New York City till 1 was ready. You try 
out in Boston and Philly before you open on Broadway.” 
Frank’s wines arc now ready for the big time. Lc Cirque 
pours his dry Riesling by the glass, and last year The New 
York Times chose it as one of the best American Rieslings— 
and this is a wine that retails for 13 bucks.

At the Bar
The humble bottle 
opener is getting a 
sleek upgrade. Tiffany 
& Co. is extending 
its Century flatware 
collection by introducing 
a i6-piece barware 
set this month. The 
Century collection was 
designed to celebrate 
Tiffany's lOOth 
anniversary in 1937- 
Its geometric Art Deco 
pattern is as stylish 
in 2003 as it was back 
then. While some 
customers will want 
to purchase pieces 
that will match their 
existing flatware.
Linda Buckley of 
Tiffany believes others 
“will be drawn to 
the classic design.” 
Sterling silver and 
steel ice scoop, $135. 
ice strainer, $175, 
and bottle opener, $125.
800-526-0649. □

J

1

rank’s other whites arc all worth checking out. His 
barrel-fermented chardonnay, made trom 40-year- 
old vines planted by his father, could pass for a village 
burgundy from Chassagne. And I’m hoping others 

ivill follow his lead and plant rkatsiteli (pronounced ar-kat-si- 
tell-tz), a grape from Mt. Ararat that produces a powerful, 
s^icy white. One wine writer has argued that the area’s future 
resides ingcwiirztraminer, but Frank points out that aside 
from being cold sensitive, this highly aromatic late-ripening 
grape is the hands-down favorite of the wld turkeys who out- 
number humans hereabouts. “It’s like they have up-to-the- 
minute cell phones,” Frank complains. “They call their friends 
from miles around to come and eat the gewiirz.”

What astonished me was the quality of the pinot 
noirs, from his fruity $12 Salmon Run to the herbal and 
backward $40 Reserve made from 40-year-old vines. I’m 
going to go out on a limb and say that this region could
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I ^ hen we think of bulbs, we
' yy I tend to think of the stalwart
' / j glories of spring, like daffodils
/ / and tulips. There are, of course,
I y also hosts of dramatic summer 

bulbs, such as cannas and dalilias, 
but for those of us with cold winters, these late 
season delights take more work than their 
spring counterparts. Most hail from the sub
tropics, and resent a hard frost, so they must 
be planted out in spring, dug up after frost, and 
wintered indoors. That's not too much to ask, 
given their rewards, but when there’s so much 
to do outside, these bulbs often end up rotting 
in a basement or freezing in the earth,

For that reason, we’ve gathered a few of our 
favorite .summer bulbs that are as hardy and 
foolproof as their familiar, early cousins. Since 
most late bloomers arc tender north of zone 5, 
we’ve made sure that our list includes only 
those tough enough to withstand a punishing 
winter. Fantastic .summer blossoms couldn't be 
simpler: order bulbs now, plant before frost, 
and stand back to admire your succession of 
gorgeous flowers from June into August. >

BEST BLOOMERS
□ TRITELEIA HYACINTHU A floriferous late 
June bloomer that can take sun or light 
shade. When planted near billowing perennials, 
which hide its often shriveled foliage, it 
appears to float like a small cloud above its 
12'inch wiry stem. Q GLADIOLUS COMMUNIS 
SSP. BYZANTINUS Not your grandmother’s 
funereal glad, but a hardy heirloom with 
2-foot spikes of delicate, fuchsia-colored 
flowers in early June. □ TRITELEIA IXIOIDES 
‘STARLIGHT* Completely charming buttermilk 
yellow stars with green stripes that open in 
early summer atop ifl-inch stems. Sometimes 
called brodiaea. these are long-lasting cut 
flowers. □ ALLIUM CHRISTOPHil Short and 
fabulously stout foot-high stems boast 
metallic, starry balls. Its early June flowers 
make as graphic a presence as its seed heads 
do later. LILIUM ‘anaconda’ Spicily fragrant 
blossoms in late July open atop 5-to-6-inch 
stems. Plant these lilies extra deep and they 

t need staking Q EREMURUS ‘SPRING 
VALLEY HYBRIDS' Foxtail lilies should be 
more widely planted for their striking note of 
verticality (about 6 feet). Plant upon arrival, 
and mulch with fir boughs in December.
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Side effects with Allegra-D were similar to Allegra 
alone and may include headache, insomnia, and 
nausea. Due to the decongestant (pseudoephedrine) 
component in Allegra-D, this product must not be 
used if you: are taking an MAO inhibitor (a medication 
for depression) or have stopped taking an MAO 
inhibitor within 14 days; retain urine; have narrow-angle 
glaucoma; have severe high blood pressure or severe 
heart disease.You should also tell your doctor if you 
have high blood pressure, diabetes, heart disease, 
glaucoma, thyroid disease, impaired kidney function, 
or symptoms of an enlarged prostate such as difficulty 
urinating. Allegra-D is for people 12 and older.

ALLEGRA-D RELIEVES YOUR MOST 
FRUSTRATING ALLERGY SYMPTOM: 

CONGESTION.

And it doesn’t cause drowsiness like many 
other allergy medicines can. Because only 
Allegra-D has the unique allergy-fighting 
combination of fexofenadine and 
pseudoephedrine. Ask your doctor about 
Allegra-D. And don’t let allergy congestion 
frustrate you another day.

oBcgra-D
Join the extras program @ allegra.com.
For more information call 1-800-allegra.
Please see additional important information on next page.
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One Gardener's'^manac
FOLLOW YOUR STAR
Protect your plants 
by reading the skies. 
They give a clear 
indication of when the 
first frost will arrive

/ / /strology, I used to explain
to tie-dved girls, is not mv 

bag. I find some irony, then, in the fact 
that three decades later I spend much 
of every fall trying to read my future in 
the heavens. Mind you, I still don't 
believe in the power of the zodiac. But 
I have learned that if I can see the 
stars clearly at twilight, there’s a good 
chance that 1 could find my garden 
cut down the following morning by 
autumn’s first frost.

This event, the first time every fall 
when the air temperature drops to 32 
degrees and ice forms on my plants, is 
one of the definitive dates of my year. I 
may have trouble keeping track of fam
ily birthdays, but I don't need any 
reminders to watch for the first frost. I 
know that before it arrives 1 must (usu
ally in a la,st-minute scramble) move the 
banana trees and the sago palm indoors 
from the terrace, and dig the elephant’s 
car bulbs from the surrounding border 
and store them in boxes of peat in the 
cellar. Then, as the sun sets, I drape old 
bedsheets and plastic drop cloths over 
the herbs and vegetables.

Timing is the key to all these precau
tions. If applied a day too late, obvi
ously, they arc useless. By the same 
token, though, I hate to winterize the 
garden earlier than I have to, It cuts 
short a growing season that, in New 
England, is already too brief. For this 
reason I find unsatisfactory the com
mon guide to fro.st prediction, the so- 
called first-frost date, the average date

MapI* leaves look beautiful in a touch of frost, but
much of your garden won't. Knowing which areas—
under a tree canopy, naxt to the house—stay
warmer than others will help you enjoy your plants
longer and fret lest about when to bring them in.
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ONE GARDENER*S 
ALMANAC
on which, according to the records of 
the National Climate Data Cienter, 
the first frost occurs in any given area 
of the United States. The date for my 
region is October 12. An average, how
ever, is just that, as Jim Angel points 
out. Illinois state climatologist, and a 
keen gardener, he sax’s he has found that 
the actual fro.st often comes a week ear
lier or a week later than the average 
date. Which means that if I rely on 
the calendar for frost prediction, I 
really should disassemble my tropical 
terrace as early as October 5. But then 
if the first fro.st doesn’t come until a 
week after the average date. I’ll have 
lost two full weeks of enjoyment.

That’s why I prefer to do my own 
fro.st predicting. As the first-frost date 
approaches, I listen to the weather 
forecast on the local radio station. 
When it calls for an overnight drop to 
the 30s, 1 step outside. If the day has 
been warm and the evening is overcast, 
1 relax—clouds act like a greenhouse to 
trap heat radiating up from the earth, 
so frost is much less likely on a cloudy 
night, Similarly, a strong breeze also 
makes a frost less likely. Cold air is 
denser than warm air, and on a still 
night it settles to form a colder layer at 
ground level. I'hat, according to Angel, 
is why the weather station, which reads 
air temperature at head height (i.> 
meters), may record a temperature in 
the mid or even upper 30s when ice 
crvstals are forming on mv plants. A 
breeze, hv mixing the air, prevents this 
sort of stratification.

lear nights are the special 
threat, but even then the first 
fmst is likely to affect various 
areas of the garden differently 

Areas underneath trees or shrubs may 
well escape, as the foliage canopy acts to 
retain heat rising from the earth. Areas 
next to the house dike my terrace) ben
efit liom heat radiating from that struc
ture. It’s the areas out in the open that 
are most at ri.sk, especiallv if they are 
blanketed with mulch, because mulch 
insulates the soil, slow’ing the movement 
of heat in or out. This has benefits for 
roots, bur leavc.s the aboveground part.s 
of the plants even more vulnerable to 
sudden drops in air temperature.

C
picky about your canned tomatoes 
as you are your fresh ones.

At Hunts our passion is tomatoes.
Hunts* Tomatoes are perfectly vine-ripened, picked only 

at their peak of fre.shness and packed full of delicious llavor. 
Isn’t it good to know were as picky as you are?

Only the best tomatoes 9row up to be Hunfs.
HOUSE a. GACDEN • NOVEMBER 2003
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Pick Hunt’s
for your favorite recipes.

myself with moving tender plants into 
cover and otherwise bidding the garden 
good-bve. If it’s late in the season, well 
past the usual first-frost date, then I usu
ally let nature run its course. If the frost 
comes early in the fall, though, I’ll spread 
my own canopy over the sensitive tender 
plants, covering them with fabric or plas
tic sheets, or. better yet, with the float
ing row cover material commonly sold 
under the brand name Rcmay. Timely 
protection of this sort can translate into 
three or four weeks more of dinner 

amid the banana trees and 
another harvest of tomatoes 
and basil. Protection from 
an abnormally early frost 
will also give plants of ques
tionable hardiness, such as 
hyl')rid tea roses, several more 
weeks to ease into dormancy, 
and thus greativ reduce the 
damage they suffer over the 
succeeding winter.

In addition to all of the 
practical benefits that frost 
watching can provide, there 
is another, intangible, but 
far greater benefit. Angel 
remembers how closclv his 
grandparents, maternal and 
paternal, watched the weather 
on their farms outside the 
hamlet of Nebo, Illinois, 
Meteorology was a much less 
precise science two genera
tions ago, and farmers and 
gardeners of that era had no 
choice but to adjust the 
regional forecast with clues 
they themselves could col
lect. At best, such prognosti
cations mast have been crude. 
Not so, howx'ver, the rapport 
this process fostered. His 
grandparents' habit of close, 
detailed observation, Angel 
says, connected them to 
their land in an especially 
close and personal way,

That sounds like a defini
tion of good gardening. 

Besides, you’ll find the messages that 
come straight from the stars much 
more plainspoken (and, to my mind, 
more pertinent) than those published 
in the dailv horoscope.

Topography also plays a role. The 
heavier cold air runs downhill like 
water, collecting in low spots, called 
“frost hollows," that are especially 
prone to freezing. For the same reason, 
a garden on the side of a hill is gener
ally less prone to frost than one at the 
hill's base. Hedges, solid fences, or 
walls that run across a hill can act like 
dams, blocking the cold air’s downward 
flow; the pool of chilled air that accu
mulates on the barrier’s uphill side 
makes frost more common.

Tr
f
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Hunts- Tomoto fideo Dinner

Prep: 10 min. Cook: 20 min. Serves: 4

1 pound sirloin steak, thinly sliced 
1/4 cup Pure Wesson- Vegetable Oil, divided 

8 ounces uncooked fideo, angel hair or vermicelli, 
broken into 1-inch pieces 

I tablespoon minced garlic 
3 cans (8 ounces each) Hunt’s'Tomato Sauce 
3 cups frozen broccoli florets, thawed and drained

Season steak generously with salt and pepper. Heat 
I tablmpoon oil in a wtik or large skillet 
over m^ium-high heat; cook steak in it 
about 3-4 minutes or until brovmed and no 
longer pink, stirring frequently. Remove 
from pan; keep warm.

Add remaining oil, broken pasu and garlic to 
pan. Carefully toss pasta in oil to coat; 
cook until pasta is golden brown, stirring 
constantly, .Stir in tomato sauce until well 
blended. Cover; reduce heal to low. Cook 
about 10 minutes or until pasu is tender.

Combine steak and broccoli with pasta; tos.s all
together. Coven cook on low until heated 
through. Serve.

For more delicious recipes, visit
www.hunh.com

*

How I respond to sigrts of an approach
ing frost depends on both the long-range 
weather prediction and the d-ate. If the 
foreca.si calls for a freeze that will last 
right through the following day, I content

S
i •I-
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The Goods
Next spring, you wont know where your 

perennials are. Label them now \C*^ (yiAr

Pall is the time to get your 
garden in ord^. It's easy to 
identify plants during the 

growing season, but just 
try finding your prized 
perennial in February— 
what was once a lofty 
cimicifjga will be 
an indecipherable heap 
of blackened leaves. 

Label your plants now, 
but to avoid giving 
your garden the seif* 
important look of 
an ersatz botanic 

garden, you should 
deploy labels discreetly.

Only occasionally will you 
want to trumpet the arrival 
of a rare acquisition. In either 
case, long-term legibility is 
paramount. Mere are some of 
our favorite plant tags.

1 Custom-engraved 
plastic labels, $4
each. Ambergate Gardens. 
3mbergategardens.e0m.
2 DooHickeys. ten for $14. 
Yucca Do Nursery, yuccado.com.
3 Copper tags that can
be engraved with a ballpoint 
pen, ten for $l8. Smith & 
Mawken. smithandhawken.com.
4 Vertical zinc markers. 25 
for $14. Gardener's Supply 
Company, gardeners.com.
5,6 Powder-coated steel 
markers. $2.50 each for small. 
$2.75 each for large, KS Plant 
Markers, ks-plantmarkers.com. 
7 The Dymo labeling system.

$225, presses custom- 
lettered tags. A. M. 
Leonard, Inc. amleo.com. 
fl,9 Zinc Victorian- 

inspired labels, ten for 
$12. V/artnaby Gardens. 

wartnabyplantlabels.co.uk.
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Floral Sa
Don’t be shy about deploying 

orchids; be fearless ^ t'/L Ct

New York floral designer B*onchct, below, loves 
orchids, but regrets how seldom thev are used well 
in arrangements. “People mainly know orchids as 
potted plants,” she says, “but they make really long- 
lasting cut flowers as well.” Banchec’s vivid memory 
of the way that cut orchids are used in religious 
ceremonies in her native Thailand has inspired her 
simple yet dramatic arrangements. Bancher Flowers. 
809 Washington St., NYC. 212-989-1088.

Orchids can be
combined with
surprising ease with
garden-variety
flowers, including
tulips. This packed
arrangement of a
vanda hybrid is
loosened by the
addition of a single
golden philodendron
leaf and a rough
coconut-wrapped
vase. Banchet says
the blossoms will
last up to two weeks
if you change the
water frequently
and recut the stems
every five days. She
doesn't recommend
floral food or
other additives.

Banchet is intrigued by 
the tropical combination 
of orchids and bamboo, 
evoked here by horsetail 
grass in tall black ceramic 
vases. Sprays of moth 
orchids (Pho/oenopsis) are 
bound by square structures 
and knots of a reedy grass.

These chartreuse lady's 
slippers (Pophiopedi/um) 
remind Banchet of tropical 
water plants. The orchids 
are perched on the rim 
of a vase with their short 
stems concealed by a 
submerged coconut frond.
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Need He
Finding good alternatives to box hedges 

and lily of the valley ^
\t IN THE PALL. WHEN I BRING IN TENDER 

PLANTS SUCH AS MY POTTED FIG 
TREE AND DATURA, SHOULD I TRY TO 
KEEP THEM GOING?”

A-'
\

■i. ‘m

According to Scott Canning, director of 
horticulture at Wave Hill in New York, the fig 
tree (A'cus carica) will defoliate and enjoy a 
dormancy in a dark place at about 60 degrees. 
Several plants, including datura and plumbago, 
can be kept going in a greenhouse or cool 
sunroom. Otherwise, give them a cool, dark 
spot, and water about every two weeks. In 
late spring, after a week outside in the shade 
with more watering, they should be fine. 
Experiment with humidity, moisture, light, 
and temperature. You won't always succeed. 
"Celebrate your successes." Canning

i:

A SWEEP OF LILY OF THE VALLEY 
WOULD BE WONDERFUL IN 
MY WOODLAND GARDEN, BUT 
THE PLANTS ARE SO EXPENSIVE. 
ANY SUGGESTIONS?”

Because convallaria tend to become 
invasive and overcrowd confined 
spaces, you might Just find a fellow 
gardener or neighbor who would 
be happy to have you thin her patch. 
November is the perfect time to 
lift, divide, and plant lily of the valley 
(Convai/aria mo/a/is). and if you 
provide the ideal conditions of fertile, 
humus-rich, moist soil in part shade for 
these pips, the underground rhizomes 
will fill in quickly. By thus encouraging 
the rate of spread, you can space the 
plants farther apart than the suggested 
4 to 8 inches, setting them out instead 
on l-foot centers, and thereby saving 
some money. To keep the new plants 
from heaving over the winter, mulch 
the area. Water and weed well the 
first fail and over the next few seasons, 
until the plants become established.

L ^

■f

s£j
says, "and compost your failures.

'A

LAST YEAR I GREW MINT IN A
A POT INDOORS. BUT IT TOOK
SO LONG TO GROW BACK
AFTER SNIPPING. ANY IDEAS? ff

The only solution; plant more! Pot
up several containers, using a bunch
of finger-length cuttings from 4
underground runners in each pot. If
you or a neighbor have a wild patch.
or if you have a large pot that
you can divide, place the runners
2 inches below the surface in pots filled 4

nt on slowlywith post. Bring the in acom mi
greenhouse or cool, enclosed porch. Then
force the mint one pot at a time by bringing
it into a sunny spot in a warm kitchen.

I LOVE THE LOOK OF A BOX HEDGE. BUT I HATE THE SMELL.
ARE THERE ALTERNATIVES?

If you don’t enjoy what Katharine Hepburn called "the fragrance 
of eternity" but some perceive as the smell of cat pee, Lynn R. 
Batdorf, the curator of the national collection of boxwood at the U.S. 
National Arboretum, recommends Ilex crenata. Similar to box in 
appearance and zone hardiness, it likes acidic soil, whereas buxus 
prefers alkaline territory. See Michael A. Dirr's Dirr's Wordy Trees and 
Shrubs for different cultivars and varieties of this Japanese holly.
Dirr likes Ilex glabra, which he calls "a most aesthetic native species."



Did you know that long-term use of some pain relievers may actually 
interfere with the effectiveness of your blood pressure medication? But
with Extra Strength Tylenol* there's less reason to worry. Not only does
Tylenol start working in as little as 10 minutes it's also the pain reliever
doctors recommend most for people on blood pressure medication. Ask
your doctor about the benefits of Tylenol. Just think of it as fast pain
relief that plays well with others.
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THIS MONTH ON THE DESIGN BEAT

P :>|CTREND ALERTA
by George Nakashi

this month in Boston. San Diego, and Philadelphia. Mira Nak ashimas

cl Spirit (Abrams), i

merican studio furniture—especially 

ima -is the latest collectible. Check out shows

gorgeous book on her late father. Nature. /-< 

just out. Our lip: with Nakash
orm, an

ima tables selling in the six fig 

ures, seek out vintage furniture by Wendell Castle (left). ^ 

rench designer Jacques 

found inspiration in Miami s notorious jellyfish population.

e main motif in his design for th 

to-open Hotel Victor, located in South Beach next to the V

ir
I .Vi^SEA WORLD F Garcia has

■Th creature is the sea e soon- iI i ^
Kill B,II. k.

ome rrom Beijing

ersace \ . \t
^BARTAB After spending some $55 

his two-part female samurai send-up, director Quentin Tarantino carted h 

a striking rose petal bar (below) created by Japanese production designer Yohei Taneda

mansion. million on t.
f

y
:>|CMUST-READS Fa Hingwater /?;'s/ng(Knopf), Frankli 

Tokers book
in

on Frank Lloyd Wrights (below) most f 

is a dramatic saga of riches, social climbing, bigotry 

suicide—and genius. When the fab 

Lunts werent brawling actors Alfred Lunt 

and Lynn Fontanne were decorating, and 

entertaining such stars as Laurence Olivier and Katharine Hepburn. Read Margot

amous
house,

. sex.

UIOUS

new biography. Design for L/V/ng (Knopf), and tour the Lunts Wisconsin 

estate, len Chimneys. >)CTIME OUT Were off to see the

Peterss

clockwork

musical Wicked, inspired by the witches of Oz. Theres 

theater in the home, too, in train-station-sized time-

marvelous
stage sets in the Broadway

furniture hybrid known as 

^HIGH AMBITION Frank Gehry suffered

pieces—especially the new the clocktail table.

a crushingdisappointment 

2000 when he failed to get the New York Times skyscraper commission, butin
he has now entered the high-rise

tower blocks in Bri^t on & Hove, England, due for 2009, -ingrid abramovitch

stakes with his stunning design for futuristic

POR MORE INFORMATION. SEE SOURCES.
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RENZO PIANO’S NASHER 
SCULPTURE CENTER 
SETS OFF ITS MODERN 
MASTERWORKS TO 
PERFECTION by martin tiller
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aybe it’s something in the 
water, or perhaps just good 
old competition, but what
ever the reason, Texas contin

ues on its three-decade roll of racking up 
the greatest assemblage of museum archi
tecture in America. Louis 1. Kahn’s 
Kimbell Art Mascum in Fort Worth, com
pleted in 1972, invariably tops critics' lists 
as the finest of all modern gallerv struc
tures. Across the street from the Kimbell, 
Tadao Ando’s Modern Art Museum of 
Fort Worth opened late la,st year to well- 
deserved acclaim. I lou.ston boasts two 
winners by Renzo Piano: his powerfully 
restrained Menil Collection of 1982-87 
and, across the street from it. the fault
lessly proportioned Cy Tvombly Gallery 
of 1993-95. Now they are joined by yet 
another understated Piano gem, the 
Nasher Sculpture Center in Dallas, which 
will be dedicated on October 20.

Piano's impressive track record in the 
region made it seem like an obvious 
choice when shopping center developer 
Raymond D. Nasher—who with his late 
wife, Patsy, put together the most impor
tant survey of modern sculpture in private 
hands—turned to the Genoa-based archi
tect. Unlike many architecture patrons 
on the museum scene today, Nasher had 
sagely decided against publicity-seeking

M ffl
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PUOTOGR&PMED BY

LEN JENSHEL AND DIANE COOK
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D«»pite Ki «z» and
dynamtam, Mark di Suvaro'a
hugely dynamic CWva
4more does not upstage
the Nasher Sculpture
Center behind it, nor dees
the building make any
effort to upstage the art.



architectureamerican scene

gSL
^ The downtown site ultimately 

chosen for the $70 million center 
was a parking lot alongside a 
sunken freeway and adjacent to 
Edward Larrabee Barnes’s undis
tinguished Dallas Museum of Art 
(completed in 1984).

Remarkably, amid that unprom
ising environment, the new build
ing and its verdant little park 
create aself-encloscd arcadia that 
evokes the classical ideal of rus in 
urbe, country in city, It is the 
principle that can make a sprawl
ing metropolis—even a highly 
civilized one like London—far 
more humane and livable through 
landscape in miniature.

Although Piano’s range is truly 
international. encompassingNew 
York and New Caledonia, he has 
a particular affinity for Texas, 

where he understands the quality of light better 
than any other present-day practitioner. What 
makes both his Menil and Iwombly galleries 
such extraordinary containers for art is their 
enlivening luminosity, created not by tricks of 
artificial lighting but through the architect’s 
masterful modulation of the harsh Texas sun 
(which is the secret behind Kahn’s Kimbell as 
well). Conservation requirements for most 
art media demand that illumination levels be

novelty and in favor of low-kev pierfection, and he 
found it by inviting Piano back to Texas.

Nasher’s magnificcntlygenerous donation to 
his hometown of more than 300 works by artists 
from Rodin and Gauguin to Kelly and Koons 
could not, as the collector hoped, be housed in 
and around his mideentury-modern mansion in 
north Dallas. He was unable to acquire the addi
tional acres he needed in his quiet residential 
neighborhood, so Nasher looked elsewhere. 
After a coy courtship with 
major museums in other cities 
(which caused considerable anx
iety back in the Big D), Nasher 
decided in 1997 to bestow his 
collection on the place where he 
made his fortune—a fitting act 
of civic gratitude.

Nasher wanted the sculp
tures to be shown in a setting as 
serene and intimate as his 
house, but he also liked the idea 
of his collection’s bringing a 
stronger sense of urban cohe
sion to a diffuse city with mul
tiple nodes of activity (some of 
which are the very shopping 
centers that made him rich).

Th« acrv-and-a-hAlf 
{ardan, with Richard 
Sarra's My Curvas An 
Not Mad, abova, and 
Joal Shapiro's Untitled, 
balow, was craatad by 
Patar Walkar. Lika Piano's 
building, it is a quiat and 
alagant mix of classicism 
and minimalism that 
dafars to tha art.
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structure of five equal rectangular bavs with barely 
curving ceiling vaults is simple in the extreme. Its 
rhythmic repetition brings to mind the archi
tecture of ancient (yreece and Rome, but here 
stripped down to the merest es.sentials and with
out anv attempt at historical recall. In the current 
frenzy of exhibitioni.stic museum architecture, it 
takes courage to whisper rather chan shout, and 
the strength of Piano’s self-effacing background 
scheme is that it allows the art to sing.

strictly controlled, but sculpture doesn’t need as 
much protection as works on paper and fabrics, 
or even paintings. Yet light does play a crucial 
role in defining the space within which sculpture 
stands and breathes, thereby presenting a special 
set of challenges for an architect.

Piano was more than equal to the task at hand. 
Here he devised yet another of his distinctive light 
baffles, the most celebrated of which have been 
the Icaflikc ceiling louvers that he and the late 
engineer Peter Rice created for the Menil. Those 
shading elements drastically reduce the level of 
harmful rays and give the rooms a feeling of radi
ant fullness even when devoid of art. For the 
Nasher, Piano has invented an ingenious svstem of 
white-painted metal skylight panels composed of 
rows of hollow spheres and resembling an op art 
sculptural relief Round openings on the top and 
bottom of each globe are angled so that strong 
southern light is blocked, while cooler northern 
light, favored in artists’ studios, is admitted. The 
design is low-tech but high-style, brilliantly effec
tive in bathing the works on display with an even 
wash of light at once energizing and soothing.

The architecture takes its subtle cues from both 
classicism and minimalism. The travertine-clad

he collection is nothing less than stupen
dous, with masterpieces at every turn. 
Among them are the original plaster of 
Rodin's Age of Bronze, a founding monu

ment of modern sculpture; an array of the com
pelling wax modelings by tum-of-thc-century cult 
figure Medardo Rosso; ii glorious Matisse pieces; a 
slew of superb Giacomettis, from both his surreal
ist and existentialist periods; two rare, exquisite 
pieces in silver and steel bv Abstract Expressionist 
titan David Smith; and a freestanding stone garden 
structure for one of James Turrell’s hypnotic com
positions, framing a portion of the sky overhead.

Big, durable works that don’t require the shel
ter of the pavilionlike building—such as the 

stunning di Suvero that claims 
vast areas above and beyond the 
Nasher with its dynamic diagonal 
steel beams—arc set out in the 
acre-and-a-half sculpture garden. 
There a rotating roster of some 
25 pieces by Miro, Moore, and 
Serra, among others, will be on 
view. Designed by landscape 
architect Peter Walker, the pleas
antly unassertive garden is appro
priately planted with native Texas 
trees and shrubs. It is as defer
ential to the art within it as is 
Piano’s building, and thus indoors 
and outdoors flow together with 
seamless continuity.

The keenly intuitive Nashers 
had one basic rule of acquisition. 
As Raymond Nasher puts it, “Patsy 
and I never bought anything unless 
we got that butterfly feeling in our 
stomach." Now a grateful public 
will be able to experience that 
same flutter of excitement, thank.s 
to this enriching gift that makes 
Dallas, with a single stroke, an 
international center for modem 
sculpture at its best.

T
Picas*o‘s Head of a 
>Voman, below, and the 
di Suvero in the background 
are among seme 25 works 
by Mir6, Moore, Serra, 
and others that will occupy 
the outdoor space on 
a rotating basis.

□
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superb marries supersonic.

4.3 cu.ft. capacity

muiti-rack baking • ulptd; I

There's never been an oven like the remarkable 6E Profile 
with Trivection'- technology- It ingeniously uses three 
heating methods - thermal, convection and microwave.

Food cooks in a fraction of the time. And it has such amazing 
texture, crispness, moistness and browning that something 
remarkable happens. Good cooks turn into superb chefs.

GE ProfileTM

imagination at work
GEAppHances.com
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PAPER TIGERS
MOW TO DEAL AND DABBLE IN TME VINTAGE POSTER 

MARKET; PLUS, CHRISTIE’S BAGS TME CONTENTS OF A
BIG GAME HUNTER’S NEWPORT CHATEAU 
by gregory cerio

private collector for Si2,650—a record tor the 
poster and the artist, and a price that some found 
shocking, “Unl>elievable,” says one poster expert. 
“The Unde .Sam is not a rare poster. They usually 
scU for three to four thousaitd.” (Which was Swann’s 
presale estimate.) “Dealers with a copy of that 
poster mast be dving to talk with the underbidder” 

TTte Swann sale illustrates one of the many wrin
kles in the vintage poster market, a collecting field 
that arguably encompasses more niche interests, 
more variants of treatment and subject, more sub
sets for connoisseurs, and more price points than 
any other. There are poster enthusiasts who collect 
by artist, era, graphic style, subject, or country of 
origin. The vintage po.stcr market includes blue 
chips like Toulouse-Lautrt*c, whose work can com
mand anvwhere from $15,000 to $230,000, com
monplace “decorative” works that sell for $100, and 
offerings whose values float on the zcphvTS of the 
Zeitgeist. With U.S. troops abroad and nationalism 
(if not chauvinism) thick in the air, the context was 
perfea for a patriotic icon like the Fla^ poster to 
sell big. “*rhat’s the attraction of vintage posters,” 
says Swann president Nicholas Lowry. “There’s 
literally something tor everyone.”

For all their popularity, collectible vintage 
posters are frequently misunderstood. Don’t, for 
example, expect your inspirational iianc. 

THERE, BABY kitten poster to accrue much value. 
As defined by collectors, a poster is a tool of adver
tising (albeit one with a level of artistry, sophisti
cation, and even dignity unseen today). “Vintage" 
refers to posters made from the 1880s to the early 
1960s, before the primacy of glossy magazine and 
TV' ads. And while many desirable posters are 
photo-offset prints—that is, reproduced from a 
photographic image—the earliest, most valuable 
vantage posters are lithographs, made from press
ings of etched blocks of limestone or metal plates.

Experts judge posters bv three principal criteria. 
The first is rarity. AJrhtJUgh 5,000 was a typical 
print run for a poster, very few examples of agiven 
work mav survive. “Technically, thev never should 
survive," says Lowry. “Posters were meant to be

w

0

I w/nTtYOU
FOR U.S.ARNY

NEAREST RECRUITING STATION

Th« burly 1942 war 
•ffort postar by 
Jean Carlu. top, told 
for $2,070 at Swann 
Auction Galleries, NYC. 
■ James Montgomery 
Plegg’i 1917 Uncle 
Sam, above, recently 
fetched a record 
$12,650. BA rare Roy 
Lichtenstein poster 
for Lincoln Center, 
right, sold for $2,165 
this spring.

IN

he legend on the poster read i want 
YOU, but. clearly, several people very 
much wanted it. At the August 6 sale of 
vintage World War I and II posters at 

Swann Auction Galleries, a New' York salesroom, 
a battle quickly opened between bidders when a 
copy of James Montgomery Flagg’s famed 1917 
Army recruiting poster came on the block. After 
the mustard gas cleared, the lot had sold to a

T
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Cherct. an admired Toulouse- 
Lautrec contemporary; German 
artist Ludwig 1 lohhvein; French 
Art Deco great Adolplic Mouron 
Cassandre; and Leonetto Cq5piello, 
whose signature is a witty, car- 
toonish style. Prices for these 
artists vary widely. Cassandre 
pieces have sold for as much as 
$43,000 and as little as $600. “A 
good poster is supposed to grab 
attention.” says Jdrn Weigelt, 
head of the San Francisco auc
tion firm PosterConnection. 
“For the same reasons that it 
works as advertising, a poster 
works as art.”

Third, experts look at condition. A poster is 
graded by how many holes, tears, stains, and 
creases it has. and whether paper has been 
replaced or painted over. Novices judge condition 
more severely than dealers. “Never expect a poster 
to be pristine,” says Louis Bixenman, head of the 
International Vintage Poster Fair. “Very few were 
handled as art—they were commercial tools."

Asked where beginners on a budget should look, 
many dealers mention postwar Polish graphics. 
But experts cite many “hot" genres—golf, magic, 
skiing, trains, Coca-Cola—demonstrating the 
breadth of the field. All poster mavens i^rec: buy 
what you enjoy. Don't get posters solely as invest
ments; don't buy into fad markets. Case in point: in 
the ’90s, when cigars were the rage for the steak- 
housc-bellv .set, prices on stogie posters shot into 
the thousands. Now such posters go for zilch. The 
market has, almost literally, gone up in smoke.

Who know engino lubricants
woro cool? A1937 Shall postor,
loft, sold for $5320 at a May 
auction. BA slaak 1970 postar 
for tha Gugganhaim Musaum, 
abova. sold for $489 racantly.

plastered on a wall, rained on. and 
tom down the next week.” While 
experts are hardly ever certain how 
many copies of a particular poster were printed— 
those by Toulouse-Lautrec, whose printer kept 
careful records, are exceptions—experts a.ssume 
that 60 to 80 percent of pK>.sters served their pur
pose and then were lost. Beyond that, dealers and 
collectors measure raritv bv how often thev sec a
poster on sale. A striking El Lissitsky poster for 
a 1929 exhibit of Russian avant-garde art fetched a 
record $^2,900 at auction this spring because only 
a few examples of it are known to exist.

The second criterion is the artist. In the early 
years of lithography, says New York poster dealer 
C.Tarv Cherpakov, “manv fine artists did not coasider 
commercial graphics beneath them.” Even decades 
later, masters .such a.s Picasso and Matisse happily 
designed po.sters for exhibits of their own work.

Some collectors prefer artists whose talents 
are recognized primarily, if not exclusively, 
through posters. Some names to know arc Jules

HIGH CALIBER A Chrbties sale Konors a remarkable ariist/sporUman
Louis Xlll-styie house in 
Newport. Rl. Mightights include 
a boule marquetry bibtiotheque 
(estimated at $50,000 to 
$80,000), an l8ih-century 
central European carved stag 
($30,000 to $50,000), and a 
bronze nude by Attken’s first 
wife, sculptor Annie Laurie 
Crawford ($15,000 to $25,000). 
The Christie's sales. Mrs. Aitken 
says, are a fitting tribute to 
a questing mind. "Russ was an 
extraordinary Renaissance 
man,” she says. “We shall not 
see the likes of him again.” □

Russell B. Aitken was called 
"Hemingwayesque,” and his life 
was indeed an astonishing mix 
of the rough-and-ready and the 
refined. Born in 1910. the heir 
to a Cleveland industrial 
fortune. Aitken studied art and 
developed into a respected 
sculptor and ceramist whose 
work is in the Museum of 
Modern Art. At the same time, 
he was an outdoorsman 
nonpareil: an expert rider, 
fencer, and flier, and a famed 
marksman who hunted big 
game in Africa for 40 years.

Aitken was also an avid 
collector, and upon his death 
last year after a long illness, 
his widow, Irene Roosevelt 
Aitken, agreed to let Christie’s 
hold a series of estate auctions 
that would serve as a memorial 
to her husband. So far this 
year, Christie's has held four 
separate Aitken sales, in 
specialties such as waterfowl 
decoys, armor, and tribal art. 
On November 25, Christie's 
celebrates Attken’s domestic 
side when it auctions the 
contents of Champ Soleil, his

8
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FAMILY MATTERS
DUANE MICHALS RETURNS TO THE MOUSE WHERE HE WAS BORN AND

EXPLORES THE CONNECTION OF PRESENT TO PAST by elizabeth pochoda

there proudly. Between the images of past and 
pre.scnt— the kitchen, bedroom, and porch, then 
and now—he has inserted other pictures, in 
which old and new iiruigc.s arc .superimposed. The 
artist has also composed some verse to guide us 
through his family album.

We’re inclined to feci comfortable with these 
poems and pictures because we’re used to mem
oirs about childhood homes; everyone has a 
story of nostalgia and longing, or, equally senti
mental, of hatred, resentment, and disillusion — 
the lost Eden or the unlamcntcd hell, or a mix of 
the two. These arc stories in which the division 
between innocence and experience, past and 
present, is a gratifvdng source of .sadness to writer 
and reader.

This is familiar territory, but Duane Michals 
ha.s moved beyond it. Instead of drawing the 
sentimental line between innocence and experi
ence, he sidesteps it. His photographs and verse 
create a continuum where the silent conversa
tion between past and present is unsettled and 
exploratory. Michals has not perfected a version 
of the past but inve.stcd it and the present with 
mvsterv. Take, for instance, the longest little story 
in the book, that of the photographer’s father. 
Jack. The poem tells us that Jack worked three 
shifts in the steel mill, smoked three packs of 
Camels a dav. was cuckolded, and went from ama
teur drinker to professional. It ends like this: 
“Once I saw him crv. I never thought to ask him 
why. / He was already a ghost when he died. / It 
pains me to write this.; I Ic was not missed.” 

'I'hc accompanying photograph of the van- 
et's begin with the simple plan in the ished family posed in the vanished dining room 
title. The House / Once Called Home: A does not confirm or deny this judgment, but 
Photographic Memoirwith Verse. A 70-vcar- together with the poem it manages to raise the 
old photographer revisits his abandoned unspoken question about what gives any life 

childhood home in McKeesport, Pcnnsvlvania. solace and meaning, without pausing to supply an 
and photographs its empty, ravished rooms. 1 le inevitably unsatisfying answer, 
makes a little book juxtaposing these new pic
tures of tom curtains and crumbling plaster uith An exhibit of Duane Michats's work. “The Wouse / 
some he took years ago when the hou.se was in Once Called Nome," opens October 23 af Pace/ 
good repair and his working-class family posed MacGill Gallery, 32 E. 57th St, NYC.

Michals in the garden of 
the house in 2002, top, 
and the family on the 
san>e spot years eaiHier. 
above. “By a serendipitous 
intersection of time and 
place, the threads of 
my families' lives were 
woven together into the 
fabric of this shared 
moment,” Michals writes.

L
>
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Tasters Guild International Wine Competition
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Deep in Redwood Creek Cabernet Sauvignon.

Natural. Enjoying things as they are meant to be. Our winemakers let the quality 

of the grapes and nature do their own thing. Redwood Creek — wine that’s won 

gold because of our time-honored approach to winemaking and enthusiasm for 

a simpler way of life.
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MEDIEVAL AND MODERN
ALMOST A CENTURY AFTER IT WAS BUILT BERNARD MAYBECK'S TIMELESS FIRST

CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST IN BERKELEY CONTINUES TO SURPRISE by beth dunlop

crnard Maybeck’s First CLhurch of 
Christ. Scientist, in Berkeley, California, 
is an American original, an elaborate 
ode to the great medieval cathedrals of 

Europe, wrought in the most commonplace of 
modern and ancient materials—concrete, wood, 
paint, steel, and glass, ft was completed in 1911, 
and the near century that followed has not 
diminished it. The church is a triumph of imagi
nation, artistry, and architectural expression.

Step inside. First there is amazement, then 
wordless wonderment. When the San Francisco 
architect William Marquand led tours through 
the church, he knew to wait until the Impact 
of it all was taken in; he didn't start talking until 
first-time visitors had a moment to absorb 
the experience.

Great wooden trusses, rich with ornamental 
stencil work and inset with gilded Gothic tracery, 
cross the space below a stained-red ceiling. The 
paint on the tru.sses is just a few colors—gold, 
blue, green, red—but the effect is nonetheless 
dazzling. The trusses ought to suggest heaviness, 
but instead the whole intricate ceiling seems to 
rise, almost float, above the huge concrete

B

columns that support the trusses. More gilded 
(rorhic tracery screens the organ loft. Muted 
light—ever changing and colored only by the 
leaves, the clouds, the sun, and the sky—infuses 
the auditorium through the hammered glass of 
the windows. Bra.ss lights hang from the ceiling.

Marquand, who did his Yale masters thesis on 
the church and is now the executive director of 
the San Franci.scrj-bascd Maybeck Foundation, 
sees the auditorium as "a part of the tradition 
that, through its elaborate structure, space, and 
iirtwork, suggests the realm.s of heaven and earth."

It is quite a progression from the latter to the 
former. Outside, a simple wooden signboard wel
comes all to Sunday service.s; otherwise, there art- 
only hints—the Gothic imagery of rhe windows

Th* dark, ralatively 
plain axtarior,
Uft. givai way to 
a majeitic, light- 
filled auditorium, 
above, with a high, 
intricate ceiling.

D BY RICHARD BARHCS
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oak as the doors. Two lay 
readers—the church has 
no minister—stand behind 
a concrete desk elaborately 
painted in a fashion that 
intimates Japanese scroll
work. There is no choir, 
but a soloist and an organ.

Maybeck had a rare com
bination of what Kenneth 
Cardw'ell calls “genius and 

perseverance.” In 1940, Cardw'cll, then a student 
and now a professor emeritus of architecture at 
Berkeley, was out w'andering its hilly streets, 
camera in hand, when he encountered “an 
elderly man with flowing white beard and 
intense blue eyes, dressed in buggy denim 
trousers and loose, peasantlike smock.” I'hat 
chance meeting led to a 17-year friendship, 
interrupted only by Cardwell’s World War II

Prom top: Rod. gold, 
and graan splashas 
on tha trusaaa 
giva tha auditorium 
a burnishad glow.
■ It it petsibla to 
mittaka tha church, 
bahind wistaria, for 
a larga bungalow.
■ A fira warms tha old 
Sunday-school room.

and subtle bas-reliefs in the portico—that this is H 
not a sprawling Berkeley bungalow. The corner is H 
cut away for an elaborate entry sequence—por- H 
tico to pergola—in which you can head straight H 
into what was originally the Sunday school or H 
turn left and head toward the auditorium. B

The facade is wood and concrete, with a tile 
cladding of cement asbestos, called Transite, 
which is ordinarily relegated to roofs and insula- & 
tion. To achieve the right rugged patina in the B 
concrete, Maybeck lined wooden molds with B 
paper. The floors are concrete, the pews the same ^

s’

service, until Maybcck’s death in >957, In fact. 
Mavbcck—never a self-promoter—might have 
remained obscure were it not for Cardwell’s 1977 
biography of him.

Born in 1862 to German immigrants, Mavbcck 
first followed his father into w'ood carving, but 
soon enrolled in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 
Paris to study architecture. After a brief time in 
New York (with a firm for whom he left his 
imprint on two quite astounding hotels in St. 
Augustine, Florida) and in Kansas City, he made 
his way to San Francisco in 1890.

The Berkeley Christian Science group had 
split off from a church in neighboring Oakland. 
By 1909, the plans committee —five women—of 
the Berkeley church approached the artistic, 
iconoclastic, ever inventive Mavbeck. who bv 
then had a prodigious architectural practice in 
the Bav Area. 1 le said no. He told the commit
tee that his building, one that would be the same 
on the inside and the outside and designed 
“without sham or hvpocrisv." would not suit

MBCR 2003HOUSE & GAROCN
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ofnouse worse I p
them. But the ladies of the plan.s com- curious, and his modern church incorpo- 
mittee selected him anyway. rates elements of Craftsman, Gothic,

"The plans committee, after consulting Romanesque. Mediterranean, and 
twelve architects, unanimously recom- Byzantine architecture, 
mended architect and engineer Mr, ‘‘Maybeck was totally ageless,” says 
Bernard Maybeck,” a 1933 history of the Anthony Bruce, director of the Berkeley 
church reports. The ladies told Maybeck Architectural I leritage Association. “He 
that their choice was based on both delib- never thought of himself as being in a 
eration and prayer, and he was persuaded, particular time or place."

caretaker, Charles Dickinson —fastidi
ously maintain it and study it in minute 
detail, ever amazed that there is more 
to discover. They can point to places 
where scraps of paper from the board- 
form molds adhered to the concrete, 
where the architect inserted his signature 
mark (the initials of his wife, Annie 
Maybeck, in the shape of a stylized 
bell), and the few isolated dabs of orange 
paint on the side of the reader’s table. 
“Maybeck was always stretching your 
eye,” liiickinson says.

Yet even those who know this church 
best—its keepers and the scholars who 
have studied it—still share the experi
ence of first-time visitors. They step 
through the door, pause, and look up, 
taking it all in, gazing quietly with undi
minished awe.

BERNARD MAYBECK WAS RESTLESSLY CURIOUS,
AND HIS MODERN CHURCH INCORPORATES 
ELEMENTS OP CRAFTSMAN. GOTHIC, ROMANESQUE, 
MEDITERRANEAN. AND BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURE

They gave Maybeck a list of the qualities 
they wanted in a church: unity, harmony,
beauty, light, peace, sincerity.

Cardwell says that Maybeck always 
called First Church “modern," but it 
is a particular kind of modern. Maybeck 
is often quoted as having said he wanted 
to put himself “into the shoes of a 
twelfth-century man." Yet he was an 
architect of fertile imagination, restlessly

Over the years, the church’s original 
metal roof was replaced bv tile. In 1928, 
Maybeck and the Berkeley architect 
I lenry Gutterson added a Sunday-school 
wing, which replaced what is now called 
more simply the fireplace room. The 
Maybeck Foundation is currently tak
ing steps to keep the structure stable and 
ensure its survival. The present keep
ers of the church—among them the

□

Beth Dunlop lives in Miami Seach. Her 
most recent books are A Mouse for My 
Mother-. Architects Build lor Their Families 
fPrinceton Architectural Press) and Beach 
Beauties fStewart Tabori & Chang).
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defining moment
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CRYSTAL
GAZING
A GLITTERING RETROSPECTIVE 

CELEBRATES STEUBEN’S 
MODERN MOMENT

^ A # e knew we’d be dazzled 
^ m by the Matisse and 

Noguchi experiments 
T ▼ in Steuben glass 
showcased at the Museum of the 
City of New York. But we were 
unprepared tor the glories of the 
unsung house designer. George 
Thompson, an MIT-trained 
architect. His glimmering 10-foot 
cascade wall, shown here, 
was a highlight of the 1959 opening 
of Steuben’s flagship on Fifth 
Avenue. It contains 289 identical 
pieces of hand-shaped abstract 
crystal lilies, and was reflected 
in a serene pool of water. For 
those who missed the masterwork, 
it’s a centerpiece of the new 
exhibit, designed by architect 
John Keenen and on display from 
November 7 to April 25. Steuben 
is also reissuing several Thompson 
designs this fall, including our 
personal favorite: the Ropetwist 
candlestick, created in 1939 in 
the wake of the public opening of 
Colonial Williamsburg. □

A 1959 photo of th* cascade wall at the 
opening of Steuben's Fifth Avenue store.

Lhibit only;
those on tables were for sale. The small 
bowl and candlesticks on the right are still 
in production. Sources, see back of book.

Items on shel' fi

101
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The One-Room 
Schoolhouee

lbTHIS SEASON’S BOUNTIFUL HARVEST
RUNS FROM BOTANICAL DISCOVERIES 

TO DECORATING ADVICE by katrine ames M
77..* L--

fe=- O Si ILHla

V*' 1 H

AThe One-Room Schoolhouse
(Universe/Rizzoli. $35) This handsome
and highly personal volume, by
Paul Rocheleau, is touching without
dripping with sentimentality, and
remarkably informative.

< Roses (North Point Press/FSG,
$30) More than 30 great gardeners

ACohmon to This Country (Artisan. 
$23) Susan H. Hunger's account of 
the vast botanical discoveries of Lewis 
and Clark is revelatory reading for 
any armchair traveler as well as for the 
plant enthusiast. The illustrations by 
Charlotte Staub Thomas are exquisite.

lyrical, and prickly, on theirwax
Favorites. Thomas Fischer practices
"serial rose polygamy." which.
he notes, may give him "a reputation
for being a little slutty." Hurrah!

" * %
ml ^

AReady to Roll (Viking Studio. $33) If you'rebasics many of us ignore;
not a travel trailer fan. Arrol Gellner andneeds, budget, desires.
Douglas Keister's affectionate and. yes. learnedThe last, the decorators
history will convert you. (Who knew Bingnote, is the thorniest.
Crosby was president of a luxe trailer park?)and they're here to help.

ARCHITECT-DESIGNER MICHAEL GRAVES PICKS SIX CLASSICS

B Household Furniture and Interior Decoration, by Thomas Hope (Dover. 
7971). and Josef Hoffmann, by Eduard F. Sekler (Residenz Veriag. 1982). In the work 
of Thomas Hope and Josef Hoffmann, there is both harmony and wonderful 
tension between the exquisitely proportioned furniture and the context of the 
rooms—timeless lessons for architects and designers,
a Encyclopedia, the Complete Illustrations 1762-1777. by Denis Diderot 
(Abrams, 1978). In this rich and charming five-volume set of drawings, Diderot 
shows his fascination with relationships between the human body and the machine, 
including the many mechanical inventions of the Enlightenment.
B Edifices de Rome Moderne. by Paul Marie Letarouilly (Princeton Architectural 
Press reprint. 1997). and RECUEIL ET PaRALL^E DES EDIFICES DE TOUT Genre. by 
Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand (Princeton Architectural Press. 1982), While Durand set 
out to document the monuments of antiquity. Letarouilly wanted to describe mod
ern Rome, These two collections of analytical drawings-plans, sections, elevations, 
details—provide ways of understanding both the formal characteristics and the the
matic content of the architecture.
bTowards a New Architecture, by Le Corbusier (first published in 1923: 
several editions available). This classic treatise is essential for architects to com- 
preheisd the raison d'etre for modernism—if only Le Corbusier's own version of it
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' STEVEN GAMBREL DEFINES 
A NEW GENERATION OF 

PARK AVENUE CHIC IN A
SOARING DUPLEX APARTMENT
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TRADE SECRETS
FURNITURE In th« dining 

room. Gambrol pairs 
robust, custom*d«sign»d 

ash tablos and chairs 
with a David Wooks 

chandelior from Ralph 
Pucci International. 

FABRICS Chairs in 
Clarence House's 

Angora Mohair in Black 
Coffee. The curtains 

are Fonthill's Lysandra. 
SCULPTURES Chinese 

Han dynasty horses.

f;^^cnclavei||ipt' Manhattan’s 
astvkic. soriB old prejudices 

th£. Consider the 

For more than 
id held dominion

,p,
der th^ 
if modem 
;rs. tradition
)per-crusty Pa"A Avenue taste. 

Twentieth-century modernism may have 
revolutionized the architecture of corn

ier

merce along Park, but the movement’s 
assault on traditional decorating failed 
miserably. To this day, old-world precepts 
define “appropriate” decorative expres
sions of stability, security, and status. 
These received ideas, bequeathed from 
one generation to the next, guard the 
fortress of Upper East Side propriety 
against avant-garde incursions.

Steven Gambrel, an interior designer 
whose signature style defies convenient 
categories, understands the politics of 
taste and the power of entrenched stereo
types. He describes himself as “supremely 
lucky” to have found sympathetic Park 
Avenue clients with the rare confidence 
and imagination to question accepted 
wisdom. The spectacular 12,000-square- 
foot duplex he designed for this young 
family is undeniably modern. There arc 
no elaborate moldings or stately columns, 
no fields of marble, and no suites of 
gilded antique furniture with aristocratic 
pedigrees. This is not your grandfather’s 
idea of Park Avenue swank.

Yet for all its colorful bravado and crisp 
architectural detailing, this apartment 
hardly conforms to caricatures of radical



i
SUBTLE ARCHITECTURAL DETAILING

DEFERS TO THE STRENGTHS
OF THE LEAD PLAYERS IN THE DINING

ROOM DRAMA: A CALDERESQUE
CHANDELIER, HAN DYNASTY
TERRA-COTTA FIGURES, AND

A DAVID HICKS-INSPIRED CARPET



TRADE SECRETS
FURNITURE G«mbr«l dvtigned 

th« living room Mating, 
including club chairs, 

two sofas, and an ottoman. 
Marhaba low table by 

John Boone Inc. 
FABRICS Club chairs have 

a custom pin>striped 
velvet. The ottoman is in 

Edelman Leather’s Cavallini 
cowhide in Pearl Grey. 

CARPET Custom wool 
from Beauvais Carpets.

aniicstablishment style. Compared with 
certain exercises in white-box mini
malism, the design seems downright tra
ditional. Therein lies its transgressive 
genius; Gambrel and his clients rehised 
to play by the rules of decorating’s two- 
party system. The apartment is a spirited 
declaration of independence, an elo
quent testament to the possibility of 
detente between traditional virtues and 
progressive sensibilities.

In the early st^es of design develop
ment, however, consensus proved to be 
a challenge, as Gambrel tried to resolve 
contradictory messages from his clients. 
“She definitely wanted a modern apart
ment without any of the familiar trap
pings of prewar Park Avenue style,” he 
says. “Her reference points were icons 
of early modernism, such as Mies’s 
Barcelona chair and the classic Eames 
lounge. Her husband was more concerned 
with basic issues of comfort and refine
ment. He equated modernism with cold, 
inhospitable interiors.”

*s ultimate aesthetic direction

tlved through discussion and delibera- 
I. “We created a highly personal deco- 
diive language,” Gambrel explains. “He

t
ntually opened up to the idea that 
lem design can be warm and luxurious, 
m she discovered the power of using 
l^piiliar things in unfamiliar ways.”

5Tie jaunty cliaracter of the apartment 
is apparent in the sleek vestibule, crowned 
by a massive disk of perforated brushed 
aluminum. You pass through a door of 
highly lacquered macassar—itself a state
ment of modem luxury, with nickel hard
ware wrapped in saddle-stitched leather— 
and emerge into a soaring, double-height 
volume with a sweeping staircase worthy

>r^
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TRADE SECRETS
FURNITURE For both 
roomt, Gambrol d*»ign*d 
furntshingi in tl««k 
lacquorod framot. whH* for 
hart, black for bit, finithad 
in contrasting fabrics. 
FABRICS Oonghia's blaacbad 
grass cloth givas lavity to 
bar study walls, and 
contrasts with tha daap 
color of his, which ara 
in Edainnan's burnt 
eranga Luxa calf laathar, 
trimmad with pictura rails. 
LIOHTING A parchmant 
wall lamp, opposita paga, 
by John Wlgmora, from 
Ralph Pucci Intarnational.

The decorator’s strategy of 
rapprochement between tra- 
dirionaJ formaliryandcontem- 
porary spirit is expressed with 
particular confidence in the 
dining room. A Calderesque 
lighting fixture by David Weeks 
presides over (Tambrcl’s neatly 
tailored table and chairs. Han 
dynasty terra-cotta figures 
float on cantilevered plinths. 
The carpet's graphic pattern 
was taken from a David Hicks
design and blown up for heigfvt* 
ened impact.

The carefully orchestrated 
symphony of harmony and contrast reaches its crescendo in the facing his- 
and-hers offices on the apartment’s upper level. The husband’s office evokes 
a quintessential gentleman’s library, albeit one with a fresh, modem spin. The 
walls are covered in tomato red leather; paneling and bookcases are made of 
cerused ash with nickel fittings; and boxy club chairs upholstered in burnt 
orange silk velvet sit on a lush chocolate brown carp>ct. Directly across a 
common hallway, the wife’s private retreat radiates a spirit of ultra-cool chic: 
walls are covered in unpretentious white grass cloth; an unapologerically 
sybaritic carpet of hand-tufted white silk begs for bare feet; and brown vel
vet upholstery on a white lacquered sofa and aquamarine Lucite side tables
accent the ethereal composition.

“These rooms may have wildly different personalities, but they remain 
intimately connected by the common decorative language that unifies the 
entire apartment,” Gambrel says proudly “Every aspect of the design was 
meticulouslv considered. The level of detail is intoxicating. Le Corbusier 
described the house as a machine for living. This machine operates with

>absolute precision and enormous character.





TRADE SECRETS
WALLPAPER
REVISITED

U
 Living room walls covered in S. R. 

Gambrel's own Mexican bark paper 
provide a neutral backdrop for a 

stunning Rothko painting. The designer 
considered covering the walls with 
parchment, but decided that a more 
modest material would capture the 
client's fondness for nature and subtly 
introduce surface variation without 
pretension. Texture, not pattern, 
animates this wall covering. Stainless- 
steel fire screen from Troy, NYC.
Por a sintilar effect, try: 1 Corrugated 
Stripe in Sable. 2 Shagreen in Parchment, 
or 3 Crocodile in Bone, ail from the 
Elements collection, at Clarence House. 
4 Camouflage, a lumdcrafted paper, in 
Parchment, from Stark Wallcovering.
5 Cannon Bullock's Imperial Scrolls in 
Simone, from the China Wall collection, 
available through F. Schumacher & Co.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
STEVEN GAMBREL
DEPLOYS
UNEXPECTED
MATERIALS TO
MAKE A MODERN,
SOPHISTICATED
STATEMENT
The perfect time to hire
Steven Gambrel?
When you have crossed 
into adulthood but have 
not yet become your 
parents. Gambrel's 
interiors, plush 
with clean-lined 
furniture, are 
suited to a 
generation of 
homeowners who 
are comfortable 
reconciling formal 
traditions with 
contemporary 
flair, attuned to 
the finer things 
in life, and 
poised to redefine 
personal style.

LEATHER ^ 
WALL TILES
Tomato red leather 
adds new spice to the 
gentleman's study. Walls clad 

in Edelman's Luxe calf leather, in 
burnt orange, above, muffle sound and 
warm the atmosphere. The luminous 
waxed finish complements the tones 
of a Philip Guston painting. Edelman's 
tiles, which come in varied shapes 
and sizes, can also be used as flooring. 
Wax and buff leather floors at least 
three times before use. Then buff 
every few weeks and wax semiannually. 
1 Leather floor and wall tile in Dark Red 
*FT03, Edelman Leather. 2 f^el leather 
tile in Really Red, in 3 Red Fleur de Lis, 
and in 4 Bright Red Polished Couchon, 
all by York Street Studio for Ann Sacks. 
Last three tiles are water*resistant, and 
for vertical applications only; available 
in a range of colors and sizes.

2 5

4
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COLOR THEORY
The stylish pairing of chocolate brown and blue is 
a Steven Gambrel signature, hie creates a sense 
of modern luxury through material and hue. using 
Nancy Corzine's Emilio silk-polyester in Lapis on a 

cerused brown ash armchair that he designed. The custom sofa 
is clad in Nancy Corzine's Boucheron silk velvet in Sapphire. 
John Boone Inc.'s Vesey side table holds Donghia’s Vela lamp.

1 Lino •oo-«7» a hand-woven yak wool and cotton blend, from 
the Chapas Textiles collection, at A.M. Collections. 2 David 
Easton's Marco chenille, a viscose and cotton blend, in Prussian 
blue, from Lee Jofa. 3 Honeycomb, a cotton and rayon blend, 
in blue, from Clarence House. 4 Paddington cotton velvet in 
Coffee Bean, available in 20 colorways. and 5 Parfait, a Bemberg 
cotton, in Blues & Golds, both from Scalamandrc. 6 Lombard, 
a cotton and viscose blend, in Blue Lagoon, Old World Weavers.

octagon-patterned wool
carpet, in Ivory, Camel, and
Chocolate, from Beauvais
Carpets, NYC. To suit
the size of the room and
heighten the impact
of the design. Gembrel
blew up the scale of
Hicks's pattern, which
complements the angular
chairs and table. Subtle
coloration balances
the pattern's strength.
Modulating the
tones of a carpet can
dramatically change the
effect, whether you want it
to pull into focus or blend.
1 Ric Rac, a hand-tufted wool carpet, by
Connie Beele. 2 Coggeshall hand-tufted 
wool, and 3 Quean Bee hand-tufted wool, both 
by David Hicks. 4 Oxford hand-tufted wool end silk, 
designed by David Easton. All carpets shown in custom 
colorways, from the Leaders of Design collection, available 
at Beauvais Carpets, NYC. Sources, see beck of book. O
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A vi*w af tha lodga
from the lakcsida deck.
top loft. E Cottnor's
whita Labrador*, above.
= Tha actor raquaitad
UHrasuada for tho *ofas
in the living room. left, 
to they would withttand 
heavy dog traffic. They 
surround a Sri Lankan 
chest used as a coffee 
table, t In the dining room, 
opposite page, an lAth- 
century English oil lantern 
hangs above an early- 
20th*century American 
dining table and chairs.

house clocks in at under 4,000 
square feet— smaller than some 
media titans’ home spas. 

“When we first looked at
the land six years ago. Kevin 
talked about building a hum
ble fishing shack, a place 
where you’d feel comfortable 

odesty is not a quality typically as soon as vou walk in.” recalls Jeffrey Beecroft, the 
. associated with places like Los Angeles-based production designer enlisted to cre- 

I lollywood and Aspen, where ate an appropriate, family-scale expression of Costner’s 
gargantuan statement homes archetypal shack. Architect Stevens B. Wilson coUab- 
lend credence to stereotypical orated on the interpretive exercise.

__ images of the lifestyles of the Having worked with Costner on two previous homes
as well as on several film projects —Beecroft’s contri-

A

rich and famous. Kevin Costner, however, is not your typ- 
ical Tinseltown player. The actor/dircctor’sAs'pen fishing bution to Dances with Wolves was nominated for an 
lodge rejects McMansionary sprawl and instead finds charm Academy Award—the designer approached the Aspen 
and character in blissful restraint; the three-bedroom assignment with an intimate understanding of his
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THE BORDER BETWEEN THE
LIVING AND DINING ROOMS
WITHOUT DISRUPTING THE
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THE RUSTIC HOUSE IS DESIGNED
FOR COMFORT, NOT STATEMENT
MAKING. THE WIDE, ISLAND-
FREE KITCHEN ENCOURAGES
COMMUNAL COOKING

client’s personality and aesthetic preferences. “Kevin 
is an avid outdoorsman,” Beecroft says. “He is passion
ate about things like horse riding and fly-fishing. This 
house allows him to share his love of the great outdoors 
with his entire family.”

sensitivity that held considerable appeal for the actor. 
Exemplars of the Adirondack style in New York and 
New England suggested specific architectural details, 
construction techniques, and materials for the Colorado 
project. In his quest to imbue the lodge with a spirit of 
timeworn authenticity, Beecroft integrated original 
wood beams, floorboards, fireplace mantels, and other 
architectural remnants of eighteenth- and nineteenth- 
century houses in Colorado and Vermont into the new 
construction. Furthermore, he utilized finishing tech
niques of the set design trade, such as thickening paint 
to simulate the texture and patina of age.

“As a production designer, I not only have to create 
realistic sets, I have to create an environment that sug
gests the whole lifestyle of the characters,” says Beecroft. 
“Obviously, there are very different challenges in 
designing a real house for a real family On a movie proj
ect, 1 can take shortcuts that will not register on film. 
For a house like Kevin’s, I had to ensure that every sur
face, every texture, and every architectural detail stayed 
true to the form and spirit of the Adirondack lodges 
that inspired this project.

The outdoors arc great indeed at Costner’s magnif
icent ranch outside Aspen. Beecroft and his client sited 

the lodge to take full advantage of dazzling 
views that sweep over a bucolic lake to Rocky 
Mountain peaks beyond. In addition to the 
lake, a class-A trout stream on a different

Costnar and hi* 
fiancee, Christine 
Baumgartner, above, 
make a casting call on 
the lake in their canoe. 
■ The master suite, 
top rifht, features a 
reproduction Early 
American four-poster 
bed covered in Early 
American quilts 
and Ralph Lauren 
linens. The lamps are 
from Crystal Farm, 
Redstone, CO.

part of the land allows C'ostner to indulge his 
love of fishing. “Kevin had scouted several 
places in Wyoming and Montana, but when 
he saw this piece of land, he fell in love with 
it immediately,” Beecroft notes. “His prop
erty adjoins a protected national park, so it 
feels a.s if he owms the whole spread. This was 
an incredibly good find.”

Beecroft proposed designing the house as a 
riff on the traditional Adirondack lodge—a 
model of old-world comfbn and environmental t>
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CHIAROSCURO 
IS ESSENTIAL 
TO THE MOOD 
OF THE HOUSE: 
DARK BEAMS 
AND WHITE 
CLAPBOARD; 
NATURAL LIGHT 
AND UBIQUITOUS 
WOOD SURFACES

The house’s plan responds to 
the needs of Costner’s close-knit 
family as well as to the actor’s 
fondness for frequent informal 
entertaining. In the voluminous 
kitchen, for example, Bcecroft 
left the center space wide open so 
that the whole family—Costner, 
his three children, Anne, Lily, 
and Joe, and his fiancee, Christine 
Baumgartner—can comfortably 
use it together. A commodious 
porch off the living and dining 
areas—the perfect vantage point 

for enjoying lake and mountain views—accommodates 
social gatherings both small and large.

“It was very important to Kevin that the house should 
have multiple levels, so that there is always something 
new to discover as you move through,” Beecroft says. 
“The individual spaces feel intimate and discrete, but the 
rooms flow easily from one to the next."

The decorating scheme mixes familiar Adirondack 
accoutrements—old fishing gear. maps, stag horns— 
with an eclectic assortment of flea market finds that 
generally share a woodsy, rustic aesthetic. Unexpected 
elements, such as apothecary cabinets from Sri Lanka, 
may deviate slightly from the established vocabulary, 
but they give the house a distinct personality. Many of 
the pieces were procured by Susan de Havenon, a New 
York interior designer who has worked on films with 
Beecroft in the past.

The sum total of the efforts of all who contributed to 
this project is a house that pays homage to the glories of 
nature as well as the joys of family life. Beecroft sums up 
his client’s feelings best: “The first time Kevin came to 
the house when it was finished, he and the kids jumped 
through the doorway together. It was really sweet. I knew 
it meant everything to him to have this home.'

The custom-built bunk
b«ds in the children's
bedroom, above, designed
by Beecroft, are made

A from aspen logs with birch 
bark paneling. The pillows 
are by Ralph Lauren Heme. 

- Decorator Susan

P^ive SLOW

de Havenon found this 
vintage warning sign. left, 
at Avalanche Ranch 
Antiques, Redstone, CO.

children Jish
near here ^

□
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tBfAMERICAN
EXPERIENCE

Inside a modest 18th-century
clapboard house in Newport, Rhode
Island, a superlative collection of antique
furnishings offers a compendium of Early American taste

WRITTEN BY PAULINE C. METCALFPHOTOORAPMED BY ERIC BOMANPRODUCED BY CAROLINA IRVING





Looks can be
deceiving, the saying goes. One person might glance at 
the yellow clapboard house across the street from historic 
Trinity Church in Newp>on. Rhode Island, and sec only a 
charming but unassuming little residence. A more discern
ing eye, however, will note the elegant brown doorway, with 
its fluted pila.sters, or the sweeping gambrel roofline that
has given the place its popular

TRADE SECRETSname, Pagoda House, and real-
A modern color sonso 
•nlivons th* traditional 
docor in th« kooping room, 
abov*. and dining room, 
laft and opposite page. 
PURHITURS Anwiean 
Ifith-century ffining chairs 
are from Benjamin Wilson 
Antiques, Hudson, NY. 
FABRICS Antique damask 
was used to nuke the 
dining room curtains. 
ACCENTS Vintage Nancy 
McClelland wallpaper. 
Twisted wood and brass 
candlestick lamps by 
Vaughan flank a ca. Id40 

Chinese pagoda model.
The mirror Is Piedmontese, 
ca. I7ft0. The chendelier is 
earty-lAth-century Polish.

ize that here is something spe
cial. Thanks to the efforts of its
two most recent owners—the
late J. A. Lloyd Hyde, a well-
known antiques dealer who
rescued the hou.se from near
oblivion in 1962, and its cur
rent residents, Armin Allen and
Lynne Stair Allen—the 250-year-
old Pagoda House is a veritable
time capsule of eighteenth- and 
early-nineteenth-century style, 
containing an extraordinary 
collection of textiles, ceram
ics, furnishings, and objets 
dart, Both of them seasoned 
veterans of the decorative arts 
world, the Allens, with their 
knowledge and understanding
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The dignified ambience of the parlor, the most formal room, i;

of period furnishings and their flair 
for color and comfort, have brought a 
sophisticated and cosmopolitan atmos
phere to the Colonial interiors, an 
achievement rarely found today.

Lloyd Hyde was a pioneer among 
those who undertook the renovation 
of old houses in Newport in the 1960s. 
As a dealer, he specialized in China 
trade porcelain and early lighting fix
tures; he also acted as an adviser to 
collectors such as Henry Francis du 
Pont and Electra Havemeycr Webb, 
as well as institutions such as the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 
York. He enhanced the oriental refer
ences of his house with the addition of 
a lacquer-red pagoda folly in the garden, 
and incorporated a chinoiserie theme 
into the decor—not only a nod to his 
fondness for this popular eighteenth- 
century design motif, but a reminder 
of the many links that Rhode Island’s 
first families had to the China trade 
during the Federal period.

]
ie Allei^ have retained most of I lyde's 

rnishings. while adding their own taste 
d touches to the overall period look of 
e decoration. Armin Allen’s eye for the 
^^ual bibelot and his substantial col
lection of Chinese and European ceram

ics can be traced to his experience as 
a London antique ceramics dealer in 
the ’80s. He is president of the board of 
the Preservation Society of Newport 
County, a former department head in 
Sotheby’s fine arts division, and cur
rently a real estate broker at the firm of 
Edward Lee Cave Inc. in New York 
City. Lynne Stair (as she is known pro
fessionally) is both an interior decorator 
and a glass specialist for Christie’s. She 
has also recently opened an antiques 
shop on Franklin Street in Newport. The 
changes she has made to wall colors and 
furniture coverings in Pagoda Hou.se are 
particularly striking. “It was an exciting

r
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)unctuated by bright color notes and eye-catching exotic obi



In paints, fabrics, and porcelain, hues from the same colo

A1

challenge to amalgamate Armins collection, the pieces 
of Uoyd Hyde’s, and my own taste into a homogeneous 
setting,” she says.

The plan of the house is typical of the eighteenth 
century. The principal rooms are arranged around the 
central chimney, with the parlor 
to the left of the front entrance, 
the dining room on the right, and 
the keeping room—what Armin 
Allen regards as “the original 
family room and kitchen, where 
everything was done”—across the 
rear. The parlor, the most formal 
room, has been dressed up with 
the Allens’ addition of a pair of 
English simulated bamboo cock 
pen chairs and two French Louis 
XV fauteuils. Lynne Allen selected 
pale gray and celadon paints from 
the English firm Farrow & Ball 
for the wood trim, while Armin 
added to the room’s decorative 
Chinese references with a pair of 
blue-and-white delft vases and 
two Chinese export silk-work fan.s.

The most arresting feature 
of the dining (Cont. on page i6y)

>
TRADE SECRETS % IPFURNITURE Th« mast«r 
badroom f«atur«» an 
American pencil-post 
bed paired with Chinese 
rosewood tables and 
American ladder-back 
chairs. The leather 
chest is a 19th-century 
Chinese piece.
FASRIC5 The Osborne 
& Little fabric used 
for the bed and window 
curtains has been 
discontinued, accents in 
the master bath, above, 
a 19th-century mirror and 
hearse lamps hang 
over a gilt console sink. 
Paints In the bedroom, 
Benjamin Moore's 
Aubergine and Cream. 
Sources, see back of book.
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trade
secrets

WALL TALK
The Allens' vintage wall
paper came from 
Nancy McClelland, 
who opened her own 

decorating firm in 1922.
In Furnishing the Colonial 
and Federal House (l936), 
she wrote: "Nothing more 
useful than wallpaper 
can be found to complete 
the decoration of an 18th- 
century American room, 

and nothing exists that 
is more devastating 

if it is poorly chosen 
and poorly used." 

i She approved of 
flowing patterns 

placed above 
the chair rail.

HISTORICAL FABRIC AND 
FURNITURE REPRODUCTIONS 
CAPTURE AN AMERICAN SPIRIT
Colonial and Early American 
interiors were rich with
homegrown design and exotic 1
goods. Luckily, this period has ’
a hold on our national decorating 
imagination, so reproductions 
and adaptations aren't hard to find. 
“We delve into the archives," says 
Murray B. Douglas of Brunschwig & 
Fils, which produces documentary 
fabrics based on textiles from many

But you have to consider

1 Mortaniies *1476, 2 Rose 
de France *210B. and 3 Ananas 

^ *197D, historic wall coverings hand- 
blocked with hand-mixed paint, 
are all from Mauny. Adetphi Paper 
Hangings and Waterhouse 
Wallhangings also reproduce l8th- 
and 19th-century wallpaper.

museums, 
the design mentality of the current 

moment.” -sabine rothman

DAMASK
J J "In the second half of the 

/ / l8th century, damask was very 
/ f fashionable and very expensive.

________ ] especially silk," says Linda

Baumgarten. curator of Textiles and 
Costumes at the Colonial Williamsburg 
Foundation. "Those who could afford it 
used damask in public rooms."

1 Diantha cotton-rayon in Meadow, from 
the Romantic Treasures collection.
Pindler & Pindier, Inc. 2 Schumacher's 
Madewood cotton damask in Bloom.
3 Georgian cotton-rayon in Maize on Geld ^ 
and 4 in Taupe on Brick, Scalamandre. /An update from 

designer Victoria 
Hagan:the 
Wainscott wing 
chair, available 
at Holly Hunt.

y
WINGED
VICTORY

3 '.y'’

Wing chairs' tall 
backs and deep 
sides offered 

protection from cold drafts. 
Stickley makes a fine copy of 
one at Colonial Williamsburg; 
Kindel has Winterthur's prizes.
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EAST MEETS WESTf'
I

Floral motifs such as those on the Allens' 
crewelwork curtains were popular during 
the l8th century, due in large part to the 
fascination with Indian palampores, which 

featured intricate tree-of-life images, and Indian chintz, which 
was hand-painted, starched, and polished cotton. (Because 
England and France had trade sanctions on Indian chintz for 
most of the l8th century, the Colonies were the main 
market.) According to Baumgarten, crewelwork from this 
period was often produced at home by women, many of 
whom incorporated exotic flora and fauna into their designs.

1 Malika crewel in Rust, Old 
World Weavers. 2 Bokhara 
Embroidery in Coral, Lee Jofa.
3 Paiampore Border print in 
Ivory and Corel, from Greeff's 
Williamsburg Prints cellectien, at 
Schumacher. 4 Paiampore Stripe 
print in red, at Brunschwig & Fils, 
is a documentary design adapted 
from an 19th-century textile in 
Canada's Royal Ontario Museum.
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IKAT’S IN
,w " •<!* IW • MNW Baumgarten says that an ikat fabric with stripes 

and chevrons, like the one Allen used for bed 
hangings, "sounds good for the late eighteenth 
century." The ikat technique, in which threads 

are tie-dyed before weaving, began in northeast Asia and 
spread to India. Malaysia, and Africa. The process creates 
dynamically blurry outlines that soften geometric patterns.

1 Goorgos Le Manach's Concini 
Fleur Rouge 1, from Claremont 
Furnishing Fabrics Co. 2 G.P. & J. 
Baker's Romany, Lee Jofa.
3 Rayure Chinee, French Prints 
collection, at Zoffany. 4 Point de 
Mongrie multicolored hand- 
loomed silk, Georges Le Manach 
Document Collection, Claremont. 
Sources, see back of book. D3
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ENDURING ELEGANCE
RALPH LAUREN RULES. THE KING OF HOME 

COLLECTIONS HAS PUT A LUXURIOUS AMERICAN
STAMP ON ENGLISH STYLE, AND HIS NEWEST

PIECES WORK ENERGETICALLY WITH
CLASSICS FROM HIS PREVIOUS LINES

in Pina, 1^ a roll; 

B Aldon \
This page: Dunham COFFEEPOT. $125: Aldon TEACUP in French blue with gold band, $155 (with saucer); Tigris’s Woodgrain WALL covEPlII^

Townhouse TNaS paint. Opposite page: Leighton VA$E in hand-cut crystal and 24k gold, $450; a roll of Gallery Novelty WALL COVERING, S.
DINNER PLATE in black with platinum band. $125, and accent BOWL in gold, $100; New Kings KNIFE in vermeil. $90; Teurville DRESSER. $5,629; AcHer's PeUey 
WALL COVERING in Bronze, $40 a roll. FABRICS, from left: Heritage velvet in Academy Red and Fig, $61 a yard, and Denison Stripe cotton in red. a yard.''^

PHOTOGRAPHED BY FREDERIK LiEBERATHPRODUCED BY JEFFREY W. MILLER







FIND LUXURY
IN THE BLUES. THIS 
RICH COLOR-IN A 
SLEEK LAMP OR AN
ORNATE WALL
COVERING-ISA 
PERFECT FOIL FOR 
ALMOST ANYTHING 
IN YOUR HOUSE
Prom l«ft: Dunham
creamwara cherry
BOWL, $100 (with plate);

nickel Disc TABLE LAMP,

$600; Dunham MILK
POT, $45; silver-plated

Regency WINE COOLER
from the Hotel Silver
collection, $275; hand-

cut crystal Dillion
DECANTER. $295: classic

HURRICANE LAMP in
polished silver and cobalt
blue glass. $600; hand

out crystal Bentley
GOBLET, $95: all sitting

atop a Regency-inspired
Cllvedon CONSOLE in
macassar with a carved
stone top and base,
$5,629- Elizabeth's Paisley
WALL COVERING in blue.

$138 a roll, and a Tourville
MIRROR with white-gold
leafing. $3.330. create a

striking backdrop.





GIVE SHAPE TO YOUR ROOMS. This page: Herringbone
DINNER PLATE. $$0. atop a

SOLID GEOMETRY AND STRAIGHT EDGES Cliveden SIDE TABLE.

ARE NEVER TOO SEVERE WHEN YOU TEMPER $2,496. WALL COVERINGS;

Harrogate's Lattice in
THEM WITH SOFT FABRICS AND PATTERNS orange, $81 a roll, and

Tigris's Woodgrain in ebony.
Palm Leaf GH88 paint.
Opposite page: Clivedon
CHAIR in leather and

crocodile, $9,275: Crystal
Tate VASE, $Z40; silver-
plated Gallery TRAY,
$595, holding, from left.
Hewitt handblown crystal
iced tea CLASS. $65,

two Leighton HIGHBALLS
in crystal and 24k gold.
$170 each, and a Becket
hand-cut crystal DECANTER.

$265. FABRICS: Cathay
silk in fuchsia, $97 a yard.
and Standish jacquard



TRADE SECRETS
FURNITURE In the living area 
of the dairy barn, this page, 
Welch and Fiiippone sit 
atop 19th-century ladders 
originally from a sculpture 
studio. The dining room, 
opposite page, has an 
American oak library table, 
ca. early 20th century. 
ACCENTS A Bordeaux 
19th-century clay jardiniere 
and a pair of Napoleon III 
firepots on tripod stands are 
on a Renaissance Revival 
mantel, ca. 1090, salvaged 
from a Manhattan apartment.

BARN 
STORMINGARCHITECTS WILLIAM WELCH AND ANDREA FILIPPONE, 
SPECIALISTS IN RENOVATION AND RESTORATION, TURN A NEW JERSEY 

DAIRY FARM INTO A MAGNIFICENT HOUSE AND WORKSHOP
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room. But the couple’s penchant for making what 
they didn’t have meant that they needed a wood
working .shop, a mold-making area, and a “ho.spj- 
taJ” for antique light fixtures. So in 1992, when 
they heard of a New Jersey dairy farm with four 
barns and a silo, they bought it, lock, stock, and 
fire truck. They have restored the barns, which 
had been uninhabited by man or cow for 30 years, 
and unified them with a new central structure, a 
courtyard, and gardens. TTiere is no forma] name 
or fixed period for thi.s look. “It is hard to put a 
finger on what makes it spectacular," says Scathis 
Andris, a client who has become a friend. “The 
dimensions? The elements? The 
symmetry? The design?”

Perhqjs it doesn’t matter. Inside 
the main structure, you can’t tell 
that the construction is recent.
It’s the couple’s signature style, 
a mutable combination of refined 
elements and the graceful imper
fections of handcraftsmanship.
From the unpaved road, their 
home looks like an updated 
nineteenth-century bam and silo.
The kitchen garden ha.s dry-stack

Welch fits e mirror into a 
19th-century French frame 
in the workshop, left.
■ An architectural model, 
below, is a study for a house 
in the Irish Georgian style.
■ In the dairy barn, opposite 
page, lighting awaits use: 
Parisian gat and electric 
lanterns lie beside a cast-iron 
streetlamp, ca. 19th century, 
from the Classic Lighting 
Emporium. Philadelphia.

\

rchitccts William Welch and Andrea
Filippone have been working on one

project for more than ten years, and
they expect the four bam, one silo

renovation to continue for another
eight years. For them, partners

in life as well as in Tendenze
Design, this epic endeavor is similar to that of a 
tailor who lives over his shop, except that they live 
in their showroom and their improvised dining 
room is a space that 60 cows once called home.

The two met as Harvard students, and in 1987 
they began collaborating on renovation projects 
—work that had been supporting Welch, a 
Cranbrook-trained artist, and providing him with 
spare building parts. Usually rhe couple worked on 
older structures by anonymous builders who had 
been guided by pattern books or architectural trea
tises. As their client roster expanded, so did their col
lection of building parts. At the end of each project, 
“there were always pieces left over,” Filippone says.

Soon the collection included everything from 
slabs of blue.stone to hand-hewed beams to a 
scvcnteenth-ccntury English linenfold-paneled
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THE FORMER DAIRY^ARN SERVES 
AN AIRY UVINGSPACE BUT AS A SPECTACULAR ” ^
STORAGE AREA FOR THE ARClllTECTS’ COLLECTIOK > 
OF ANTIQUE LIGHTING FIXTURES AND BlIILDIHG 
PARTS. PLANTS SOFTEN AND ANIMATE THE ROOM



BUILT WITH ARTISTRY, 
IMAGINATION. AND 
A RESPECT FOR THE 
PAST, NEW STRUCTURES 
MANAGE TO BLEND 
SEAMLESSLY WITH THE 
OLD, YET HAVE STRIKING 
INDIVIDUALITY

Stone waUs that the couple built without cement, 
aided by stonemason John Neto. He recalls 
searching for stones with “a nice face, a weath
ered look. It took a lot of patience.”

“We’ve tried to create the illusion that our 
home has been here forever ” Filippone says. On 
the exterior, they used a gray-green stain with a 
touch of brown—a color in.spired by one that 
English gardeners use to blend fences into fields. 
The couple diluted the stain, then added white 
to make it look sun-faded.

TTtroughout the interior, they employed sim
ilarly invisible aging aids. In the cozy, a small sit
ting nook, the smoke-darkened mantelpiece and 
exposed beams suggest decades of use, even 
though they are part of the new structure. In the 
high-ceilinged kitchen, a glistening black Aga 
stove looks as if it has been in place for years. 
The couple used sand from a local river when 
they mixed the cement for the wall of salvaged 
bricks. As the cement dried, they scraped it with 
a stiff brush, which made the material look 
coarser, handlaid, and older,

Another hint of the past comes from the 
ninetecnth-centurv verdigris-tinged brass han
dles on the Sub-Zero refrigerator, which is faced 
with walnut plywood that echoes the book- 
matched crotch-cut walnut used in the kitchen 
cabinetrv, installed with the help of David James, 
a fine cabinetmaker who has worked vdrh Welch 
and I'ilippone for ten vears. The wood enhances 
the fire-blackened exterior porch columns and

1 Th« unfiniih*d s)d« «ntry has a door surround 
from a Now York City bank, ca. 1900, and a 19th- 
coniury cast-iron lamp fi'om Philadelphia. 2 A 19th- 
cantury French leather chair, one of a set of eight, 
is from Linda & Howard Stein Antiques, Solebury, 
PA. The white oak flooring is made of beams from a 
Gettysburg field hospital. 3 The main courtyard 
entry to the house. The cupola was salvaged from a 
stable; the carriage wheel guards ware forged in 
New York CHy, ca. 1910. 4 The west courtyard entry 
gallery. 5 The silo entry. 6 A hallway to the architects* 
office, with 14th-century Parisian entry doors.
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TRADE SECRETS
FUBNITURE In th* breakfast 
room, opposite page, the 
Napoleon III library table is 
from a Paris flea market. 
ACCENTS Lidded stone urns 
in the breakfast room, from 
Balsamo Antiquities. Pine 
Plains. NY. French gilt'wood 
frames, this page, rest 
against the kitchen island. 
APPLIANCES Range by Aga. 
CABINETRY By David James, 
Millerton, PA. Sources, see 
back of book.

and sec the grcenerv,” Filipponc 
says. “It is very liberating. I’m not 
a camper, so that’s as close as I get."

It is in the fullv renovated barn 
behind the kitchen that the cou
ple’s st)4e reaches its fullest expres
sion. The space celebrates the 
beauty chat they find in well- 
made old things, what Welch calls 
“the humility of cverydayness." 
The room has elongated yet clas
sical proportions and a stagger
ing suggestion of the breadth of 
the couple’s collection of interior 
offerings. Anchoring each end 
is a massive Renaissance Revival 
mantelpiece rescued from a New 
York City town house, Mantels 
and other items from a 42nd 
Street building bear “Peepland" 
labels. Unifying what would oth
erwise seem like an endless clutter 
of urns, columns, gilded frames, 
and potted plants is the tone-on- 
tone use of fabric. The layering of 
color “brings a quietness to the 
rooms,” Welch says. “The sim
plicity of that is beautiful.”

The couple hope to add three bedrooms and 
a bath in the silo, and a library’ over the kitchen. 
Only by working on their offices, in the barn 
connected to the new structure, did they real
ize where to put the library. That process is what 
the house is all about. “IVe been more informed, 
having lived here over rime,” FUipjJonc savs. 
“If I had to make all those decisions at once, 
they wouldn't have been right. As the .sea.sons 
change, you see things differently.

pediment that surround the pantry door—a nar
row. gray-green metal gate that the couple found 
in a Paris flea market. Visible through the gate 
is an antique American walnut linen cabinet, an 
estate auction find that inspired the kitchen.

Upstairs is a simple bedroom with a fireplace 
set into it, allowing perfect symmetry for the 
windows and creating an unexpected sitting 
space-<un>-hideout for reading. A hideaway wall 
in the bath is the backstop for the shower, which 
is otherwise without walls. There’s a tree house 
feel to the room, with two windowed walls fram
ing views of rolling hills, “I like to take a shower

□

Elizabeth Blish Hughes is a writer based in San 

Prancisco and New York.
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WITH THE HELP OF GARDEN DESIGNER JUDY KAMEON, 
TWO MUSIC VIDEO ENTREPRENEURS GIVE THEIR

MODERN HOUSE A WHOLE NEW VIBE
ud

i
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/
\ / / hen a hot director and a chic,

A \ /Bs hard-driving producer join forces 
\ \ /w to remake a house for themselves. 
\ y 7 the transformation is rapid and

/ \___j dramatic.Just over three years ago,
/ vv Scott, Emmy Award-winning

1 V English director of music videos and
commercials, for REM and Nike, among others, and 
his French wife, Rhea Rupert, whose company, Little 
Minx, does the same for such performers as Madonna 
and Elvis Costello, bought an unassuming 1960s house 
in the I lollvwood 1 lills. According to Rupert, the house 
was a drab stucco box with ‘'a hideous driveway, ugly 
linoleum deck, and cheap gutters everywhere.” Yet 
she and Scott took only one look at it before making 
an offer. “It had an incredible indoor/outdoor vibe,” 
Rupert explains. “It seemed to float among the trees 
like a tree house, and it had good lines; it was modem, 
but not pretentious, not apiece of‘architecture.’ ”Tlie 
rwo rapidly beat out the bad and pumjX’d up the good, 
making a vibrant, colorftd setting for their collections.

With Scott, his profession and his pa.ssion for deco
rating both beg the question of nature versus nurture. 
Son of director Ridley Scott i^lude Runner), who is 
meticulous about creating stylish interiors for his 
homes here and abroad. Jake is also obsessed. According 
to his wife, he is “constantly questioning everything in 
the house.” “I hate when you walk into someone’s

Kam«on d«sifn«d a pair of
rebin's-egg blua pota. top laft. to
complemont oranfc panals

Th« front doorat the antranca.
opons onto a vi«w eWaight

houM to an outdoorthrough th«
dmmg ar^ o«} tha dack.
■ A scraon. thi* paga. wraps
the porimotor of tha front yard
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THE SCREEN, whk:h opens
ele^:tronically, turns the front

OF THE HOUSE INTO A SECLUDED
LIGHT BOX OPEN TO THE SKY
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kameon's garden rooms have the kind of attention to



house,” Scott explains, “and it’s all coordi
nated and looks like they bought every
thing at the same rime.” While the two 
comb antiques shops and flea markets 
togctlicr, Rupert is the more practical. “She 
stops me from spending all of our money,” 
Scott says gratefully 

Although confident in their taste, Scott 
and Rupert enlisted Judy Kamcon, a Los 
Angeles garden designer, to help pull 
the place together. Kameon turned the 
exterior into a scries of inviting outdoor 
living spaces through her artful plantings, 
bold hardscaping, and simple furnishings. 
According to Rupert, Kameon streamlined 
the house and gave it warmth.

ameon sees her contribution

<
W ditferentlv: “I essentially just 

created sets for them to art- 
direct.” She transformed the front of 
the house into the enchanted, mag- 
^ ical garden that Rupert envi- 

sioned for her children by 
ripping out a perimeter hedge of ficus and 
replacing it with a frosted acrylic and steel 
screen of her own design. She substituted 
a subtly pigmented concrete drive for 
the existing obtrusive one. and cut gener
ous, curving planting areas around its 
edges, to offset the house’s geometry. She 
filled these beds with 
cacti and succulcnt.s 
inspired by the couple’s 
love for Joshua Tree.
“The beds are filled 
with desert plants,”
Kamcon explains, “but 
they are lush and color
ful, arranged like a 
garden rather than the 
actual spare configu
rations of plants in 
a desert.”

For his part, Scott 
painted the dull stucco 
in bright panels of 
yellow, orange, and 
steel bluc^colors taken 
from a palette that 
Le (Zorbusicr created 
for a (Cont. on pug^ i6y)

IDETAIL AND FINISH FOUND IN GOOD INTERIORS

1 Kameon and 
partner Erik Otsea 
converted Scott's 
antique French market 
carts into poolside 
chaises. 2 Cuba at the 
outdoor dining area 
near the pool. 3 The 
redwood-clad wall 
and built-in banquette 
along the back of 
the house, by the pool. 
4 Breakfast on 
the deck. 5 A desert 
planting of A/oe 
striata, Katanchoe 
bmharensis, and 
Senecio mondrak’seae. 
6 The ipe wood deck 
at the back of the 
house has a steel 
railing, with recessed 
bottom rung, inspired 
by Swiss architect 
Peter Zumthor.
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GROUND RULES
BEYOND PLANTS: DESIGNING 
ROOMS FOR OUTDOOR LIVING

CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT
Judy Kameon’s gardens transcend beautiful plantings 
and striking hardscape to become complete outdoor 
environments. She gives them the sort of finish 
one usually sees in interiors. The point at which most 
designers stop—after the paths, patios, walls, and 
plants—is simply the foundation for Kameon's addition 
of furnishings and lighting, the crucial elements in 
transforming a garden into a room.

SPACE
■ Think of each area 
as a volume with wails, 
floors, and ceiling.
■ Determine how you 
want to use it. whether 
for conversation, reading, 
dining, entertaining,
or all of these.
■ Furnishings needn’t be 

expensive or custom- 
made: a pair of butterfly 
chairs can turn a small 
spot into a charmed area.
■ Don't be afraid
to move things around 
until you find the 
perfect place for them.

&

FURNISHINGS
■ A mat under a 
table defines a space 
and warms it up.
Plastic mats are good 
for outdoors, and sea 
grass mats for covered 
areas. Both hide ugly 
surfaces and break 
down large expanses 
of patio into sections.
■ Kameon uses potted 
plants sparingly to 
soften harsh corners.
■ Mixed-planting pots 
(the mini-garden-in-a- 
pot look) make nice 
outdoor centerpieces, 
which, like flower 
arrangements, can be 
changed often.

= LIGHTING
soft light that drawsgarden should haveThe

you out, not one so bright that it looks like daytime.
■ The focus should be the light, not the fixture.
Kameon uses tiny copper fixtures in large pots and
small black ones that disappear in beds and trees.
■ Kameon uses low-voltage lighting (FX Luminaire,
available to the trade) set on a timer.
■ Kameon uses decorative hanging fixtures above
dining tables and dangles others from trees. This
light still needs to be diffused, and most fixtures can
be rewired to make them low-voltage.



Roman takes a plunge, this page
Opposite page, clockwise
from top: Judy Kameon with a
centerpiece for the table:
the poolside dining area with
acrylic screen: pillows and
cocktail tables for casual dining
the decktop dining area.
Sources, see back of book.



TME PEACEABLE
KINGDOM

A BEAUTIFULLY RESTORED NEWPORT FARM IS THE SITE 
FOR A BOLD PROGRAM TO PROTECT AND PRESERVE 
RARE AND ENDANGERED BREEDS OF FARM ANIMALS



PRODUCED BY JUDYTH VAN AmRINGE

Rstcuing this landmark
farm was only half the
battle for owner Oorrance
Hamilton, opposite
page; the foundation she
has established here is
fighting now to save our
endangered farm
heritage. ■ Built with
stone blasted out of
the hill behind, the farm
buildings, this page.
are of a piece with their
rocky setting.



he walls are stuccoed; the root^ 
of cedar shingles hand-cut, 
then steamed and molded to 
give the effect of thatch. It 

is. far and away, the most elegant poultry 
house I have ever seen. C )bviously, the wild 
hen turkey agrees: with a fake and a dodge, 
she slips pa.st Joe Jones, facilities manager 
at Swiss Village Farm, and in through 
the door to captivity 'FhanLsgiving is com
ing, I reflect, but Jones assures me he 
will roust the interloper as soon as he 
finishes my tour. Aw'ild hen cannot be 
allowed to interbreed with the farm's 
Narragansett tom turkeys.

For, like all the livestock here, the Swiss Village Farm 
turkeys belong to a breed once popular on American 
farms but now threatened with extinction. A New 
England favorite until the early twentieth century, the 
Narragmsetr was cvennially displaced by the mamm<>rh- 
breasted large white, the turkey 
favored by factory farms. The 
entire surviving population of 
Narragansett turkeys numbers 
fewer than <)00, and the mongrel- 
ization of a single flock would be a 
serious blow to the breed’s sur
vival. Fortunately though, Swiss 
Village Farm is taking steps to 
change that situation. Since the 
spring of2002, the farm has been 
experimenting with a revolu
tionary kind of cryogenic library, 
one that offers a secure future 
for America’s at-risk breeds.

Wei! before the new mission 
was undertaken, however, this was 
an extraordinary place. In 1916, 
financier Arthur Curtiss James 
decided that these 30 acres inside 
the city limits of Newport, Rhode 
Island, should feed his family, the 
lOO-member staff of his adjoining 
estate, and the 40 crewmen on his 
three-masted .sailing yacht. What’s

I Acr»s of bruth and aaphalt were stripped away to restore the farm’s once 
spacious views. 2 The Tennessee fainting goat, a genetic oddity whose 
future is guaranteed as part of the farm's genetic library. ^ A Narragansett tom 
struts his stuff behind the hennery. Abner, a 2-month-old Tennessee 
fainting goat kid. 5 Good-tempered and willing, the beautiful American Cream 
horse deserves a ^tter fate than extinction. , Norman the steer shows 
off the stocky build and shaggy coat typical of hardy white Galloway cattle, 
y Who could resist this vrhite Silkie hen, which, though net endangered, 
enjoys the farm's hospitality, g A muttimillion-dollar restoration has returned 
Arthur Curtiss James's village to its original appearance.
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THE RESTORATION OF THE BUILDINGS TOOK 
THREE YEARS TO COMPLETE. THEIR ORIGINAL

APPEARANCE HAS BEEN RE-CREATED BOTH INDOORS 
AND OUT BY CONCEALING ALL THE MODERN

UTILITIES THAT THE FARM WILL NEED TO
CARRY ON ITS HIGH-TECH RESEARCH



more, they should do so with Swiss efficiency. By blasting 
out the heart of a hill, he created a rou^-hewn court; after 
framing the entrance with an arched stone bridge, he lined 
the space with a cluster of cuckooHrlock cottages, a stable, 
a bam, a dairy, a slaughterhouse, even a private veterinary 
clinic. Dorrance Hamilton, founder of the Swiss Village 
Farm Foundation, remembers, from childhood visits, the 
farmhands dressed in lederhosen and dirndls.

y the time she purcha.sed the farm at a bank- 
ruptev’auction in 1997, brush had swallowed 
the pastures and the buildings verged on 
ruins. With the three-year, multimillion- 
dollar restoration that ensued, architects 

Robert T. Crane and Madison Spencer, with the help of 
project supervisor Peter Borden, maintained an appear
ance authentic to the original coastruction both indoors 
and out. At the same time, modem utilities such as under
ground conduits for fiber-optic cables were installed. 
These were essential because, in conversations with the 
veterinary faculty of Tufts University. 1 lamilton had 
begun to plan a high-tech future for the site.

The impetus was Hamilton’s discovery of the dire 
state of biodiversity in American agriculture. Driven 
by the need for profit, modern farming has focused 
relentlessly on a handful of highly productive strains 
of livestock, such as the Narragansett’s neme.sis, the 
large white turkey. Similarly, 95 percent of our milk now 
derives from one breed of 
cow, the Holstein-Friesian, 
and 90 percent of our eggs 
come from the white leghorn 
chicken. As a result, hun
dreds of other breeds are 
disappearing. With them, 
they are raking agricul
ture’s heritage and much of 
the genetic potential for 
its future, for prc.served in 
the older breeds are many 
valuable traits not found in

B

An American Crsam mar* 
and h*r foal, above, at 
p*ac* in th* farm pattur*. 
Only about 300 horses 
of this breed, th* only 
draft horse native to the 
United States, surviv«.
% The ambience is medieval, 
but th* cryogenic storage 
facility vrithin the 
bridge abutment, right, 
is state-of-the-art.



THE FARM. WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF NEWPORT,
WAS DESIGNED AS A MINIATURE SWISS VILLAGE AT

THE BEGINNING OF THE CENTURY. IN ITS NEW INCARNATION 
IT STILL OPERATES WITH CHARMING SWISS EFFICIENCY

.U . ■



Only minutes old, this
Gulf Coast Native lamb,
below, carries in its genes
a 400-year heritage worth
preserving. ■ A Mille
Pleur d'Uccles rooster and
a Silver Seabright hen. right.
share a roost. ■ To restore
the hennery, opposite
page, project manager
Peter Borden reinvented
the process by which
the roof was buik. Cutting
cedar shingles to shape.
he steamed them until
pliable, then formed them
over molds fashioned
from plastic pipe. Sources,
see back of book.

ALL SORTS OF REFUGEES FROM AMERICAN 
AGRIBUSINESS. SUCH AS THE TENNESSEE

FAINTING GOAT, THE NARRAGANSETT TURKEY, 
AND THE DOMINIQUE CHICKEN. HAVE FOUND 

A HOME AND A FUTURE FOR THEIR BREEDS
AT SWISS VILLAGE FARM

time, and a handful of prc.scrvationists have applied rhe tech
niques to endangered breeds. Bur this practice preserves onlv 
the male half of a breed’s genetic material. The more compre
hensive sampling at Swiss Village Farm preserves a complete 
cross section of the breed. As such, it ensures that animals 
otherwise lost to agriculture can be resurrected at will. Almng 
library, this collection will also offer samples of genetic mater
ial that future breeders and researchers can withdraw to meet 
the challenges that American farming inevitably will face.

New refugees continue to find sanctuary at the farm. The 
San ('.Icmente goat, a descendant of Spanish animals released 
onto a California island in the sixteenth century, is adding its 
samples to the bank. a.s is the Tennessee fainting goat (a con
genital anomaly causes these animals to experience a tempo
rary. harmless paralysis when startled). The Narragansett 
turkeys and Dominique chickens must wait their cum.

This, Mrs. Hamilton believes, will come. Her foundation is 
focusing on the banking of cattle, sheep, and goats, but as a model 
it has already stirred the intere.st of the US. Department of 
Agriculture and a varicn-of other institutions. There’s hope that, 
in the future, all of America's endangered breeds will find such 
a home. It may look like a toy, this mock Alpine village, but it has 
always been a hardworking place. And what once fed sailors, 
servant.s, and familv seems likelv one day to feed us all

the animals favored bv contem
porary production agriculture.

The Gulf Coast Native sheep.
for example, a breed descended 

from animals imported into Florida and Loui.siana by Spanish 
colonists, has over the centuries developed a natural resistance 
to internal parasites. In contrast, the sheep that arc the basis 
of most modern flocks do not thrive unless dosed with anti
worm medicines every three months, and the existing drugs 
are losing their effectiveness. Could the genes of the (tulf 
Coast Natives, bred or .spliced into rhe chromosomes of more 
commercial breeds, provide a solution.^ Certainiv not if the last 
few hundred of these animals have perished.

In early 2002, Swiss Village Farm personnel flew south to 
acquire Gulf Coast Native breeding stock. Once established in 
Newport, these animals were u.sed to produce a novel kind of 
harvest, Semen, eggs, embryos, blood plasma and serum, and 
cellular material were taken from the animals and frozen in liq
uid nitrogen in a laboratory that the Tufts veterinarians had 
installed in the former dairy. Preserved at minus 325 degrees 
Fahrenheit, these materials will retain their vitality indefinitely.

The livestock industry, note.s Dr, George Sapersicin, a leader 
of the 'liifts team at Swiss Village Farm, has in tact been col
lecting and storing semen from mainstream breeds for some □
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Advertisement
Log on now to request product information at www.house-and-garden.com/hg

Check out House & Oarden's “OBsipi Csneration" web site at www.1iouse-and>B8rdfln.cDm/tig.
To receive more information frwn our advertisers, simply fill out the form Oelow and send it 
to House & Eamea. P. 0. Sox S215, Pittsfield, MA 01203-9707. Kttie reply card is missing, you 
may mail us your request Please indicate the information you wish to receive using the 
numbers provided, as well as the amount requested (if applicable). Make check or money 
order paykile to House & Garden.

House t .ffart^rfs advertisers invite you 
to find out more about their products and 
services. 27. Vves Delorme: Delorme

brings fashion to the home with our 
stunning collection of fine French 
linens and accessories. 866.DELORME 
or www.yvesdelixme.com

lighting
28. Lutron Electronics; Experience 
the beauty d light—bright, dim. 
somewhere in between—througlKiut 
your home. Lighting controls enharKe 
comfort and create ambiance. Visit 
www.lutron.com or call 677.258.8766, 
ext. 668 FREE
29. Maitland-Smith: Maitland-Smith 
otters a wonderful array of distinctive 
and unique decorative accessories, 
lighting and accent furniture. Visit 
our new onlirie catalog at 
www.maitland-smith.com.
30. Metropolitan: Illuminating line 
interiors since 1939. the Metropolitan 
Lighting Fixture Company p 
an impressive collection of > 
pendants and appliquds. 
888.233.45{X] www.minkagroup.net

tobletop/home accessories
31. American Frame Corp.: Picture
Frames and Framing Materials shipped 
right to your door! American Frame 
has the finest selection of unique metal 
and wood frames, custom cut ma& and 
framing tools. All up to 70% off frame 
shop prices. Place ywjr order or request 
a catalog: www.AmericanFrame.com 
or 866J12.3407.

13. Larson-iuhl: A great frame touches 
the entire room. ai 
persona! st^. For 
frames, for the Craig Ponzio Custom 
Frame Collection by Laison-Juhl. 
800.886.6126. www.larsonjuhl.com. 
Free Brochure.
14. Raymond Waites OMigD; Raymond 
Waites and sixteen manufacturers have 
creat^ a world of beautiful products 
undtf ^ Raymond Waites name.
Waites drives inspiration from our 
American heri 
into his famed *^tintage'' style.
15. Storehouse: Storehouse t^ mail.
a new 64-page catalogue filled with the 
meat furniture and accessories you'
Tr> our retail stores. 1.888.ST0REH0U5E 
or www.storehouse.com

automobiles
Acura TL: Never before has 0 to 60 
been so exhilarating, lei alone so 
luxurious, sophisticated and intelligent. 
Introducing the all-new, 270 horsepower 
Acura TL. Experience a higher form of 
performance at acura.com.
1. ALLSTATE: Contact Allstate today for 

~ r home and auto insurance needs.
I I.SOO.AIIstateSM, see your local 

Allstate agent, or visit allstate.com. 
You're in good hands with Allstate*.
2. Buich: Introducing Buick Rainier. 
The soul of Harley Earl. In the body of 
an SUV. Find out more at buick.com.
General Motors: The road to 
redemption is all about quality. Learn 
more about this story in progress at 
www.gm.com/story.
3. Subaru: For more information 
on the full line of All-Wheel Drive 
Subaru vehicles, visit us online at 
www.subaru.com or call 
L800.WANT.AWD
4. Toyota Motor North America: For
more information on Toyota innovations 
and technologies that positively impact 
the wcxld in which we live, visit 
www.toyota.com/tomorrow,

beauty/fashion/retail
5. Olay Complete Body Wash:
Visit www.olay.com to learn more about 
Olay Complete Body Wash, an ideal 
combination of soap-free cleansers and 
Olay moisture that rinses clean. 
Available in 4 skin versions including 
Sensitive and Dry Skin.
6. Omega: For over ISO years. OMEGA 
has successfully built an unmatched 
reputation for exceptional timepieces 
with precision, endurance and leading 
edge technology. 1-800-76-0MEGA. 
www.omegawatches.com
7. Target: Call 800.800.8800 for
a store location near you. Assortment 
of items varies by store. Visit 
www.taiget.com

education
S. New York School of tnterior Design: 
New York's

and
custom

LOEWEN WINDOWS
www.loewen.com
800.563.9367

ACURA
www.acura.com

ALLSTATE INSURANCE
www.allstate.com
1.800.ALLSTATE

LUTRON
WWW, lutron.com 
877.258.8766 ext. 668

youi
Call

AMERICAN FRAME CORP. 
www.AmencanFrame.com 
800.537,0944

and reinvents itMAITLAND-SMITH
www.maitland-smith.com

METROPOLITAN LIGHTING
www.minkagroup.net
888.233.4500

ANICHINt
www.anichini.com
800.553.5309

II find

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN
www.nysiO.com
800-33NY5ID

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS 
BY CUTWATER
www.Archpro.com
888.772.1400

Furniture services
16. Beacon Hill Showrooms:
A tradition that designers, architects, 
and discerning clients count Oh. Our 
reputation for quality products and 
superior service comes from years of 
experience and industry roots that can 
be traced back 100 years.
17. Excelsior Designs: Excelsior 
Designs offers contemporary and 
transitional bedroom, dining, office 
and occasional designs. The finest 
Italian craftsmanship featuring 
exquisite finishes, veneers and 
inlays. Call 1.800.53EXCEL or visit 
www.exceisiordesigns.com. Free.

home design materials
18. Architectural Products by Outwaler; 
Your Ottorative Building Product 
Source! Lowest Prices...Widest 
Selection...All From Stock! 8uy Online! 
www.Archpro.com, E-maiL 
lnfoOOutwater.com 888-772.1400
19. PrarearSeiect: Your guide to the 
best frame shops in America. Request 
our FREE brochure “10 Things to 
Know Before Framing Your Picture." 
800,444.8387, www.framersclect.com.
20. Laewen Windows: Choice of 
builders and homeowners who want 
superb design, impressive 
efficiency and the natural 
of West Coast Douglas
21. Rocky Mountain Hardwara;
Handcrafted solid bronze architectural 
hardware. Call 888.552.9220 for more 
Information and a FREE catalog. 
www.rockymountainhardware.com

iresents
chandeliers.OLAY

www.oiay.com

OMEGA
www.Qmegawatches.com
800.76.0MEGA

ASKO
www.askousa.com
800.367.2444

BATHS FROM THE PAST
www.bathstromthepe3t.com
800-697.3871

PURCELL MURRAY
www.purcetlmurray.com
800.892.4040

BERNHARDT
www.Mrnhardtturniture.com
866.881.3598

RAYMOND WAITES DESIGN
www.raymondwaites.comBEACON HILL SHOWROOMS

minvy tirarnrhiiisf’' ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
HARDWARE
nwvw.rKlcymouniainhardware.com
888.552.9220

32. Chace Candles Inc.: Quality, 
el^nce and Oripless candleii^ 
with Chace* Nevof-Burn-Down*cand 
Perfect tor gifts. 800,225.2250 or 
www.chacecandles.com
33. Gorham: Together. Gorham and 
Ross-Simons are offering a FREE pearl 
imiry gift set when you purchase 
$500 or more of Gorham Sterling 
Silverware between October 15 - 
December 15. 2003. Visit 
www.ross-simons.com for details.
34. Horchow: Shop www.hoichow.com 
for every room plus outdoors—from 
furniture to fountains and more! Free 
monogramming on rnany bedding and 
bath items.
39. Lenox: Enter the Lenox Celebrates 
You—The Decorator, The Entertainer. 
The Gift Giver Sweepstakes for a chance 
to win a $10,000 gift pack^! For 
details and to enter to wm. visit 
vrww.lenox.com or call 80O.63.LENOX.
36. Lladro: Lladro porcelain sculptures 
are renowned the world over for their 
original and authentic artistic sty 
For more information or any autnorized 
retailer, please visit www.lladro.com
or call 800.634.9088.
37. Syratech: Wallace, Towfe and 
International, renowned silversmiths
Eroducmg the highest quality 
andcrafwd sterling silv9 flatware.

For more information, please call 
888.747,0475.

CHACE CANDLES. INC. 
www.chacecandles.com 
800.225.2260

les.

EXCELSIOR DESIGNS
www.excelsiordesigns.com
1.800.53EXCEL

RQHL
www.rohlhome.com
800,777.9762

STOREHOUSE
www.storehouse.com
888.ST0REH0USE

FRAMERSELECT
www-framerselect.com
800,444.8387

GE APPLIANCES
www.GEappli8nces.com
800.626.2000

SUBARU
www.subaru.com
800.WANT.AWD energy

beauty
fir.only college sole^ devoted 

to interior design offers top facilities, 
distinguished Acuity and prime 
location. Send for a tree catalog 
describing how you can hold down 
a full-time lob while earning Bachelor 
Associate degrees in evening and 
weekend classes.

floors and coverings
9. Karastan: What is a classic? It's 
timeless styling, pattern and color 
all woven together...it’s Karastan 
carpeting and area rugs...enduring 
fashions for the home. For more 
information, call 600.234.1120 
or visit www.karastan.com.

SUPIMA
www.supimacotton.arg

GENERAL MOTORS
www.gm.com/story

SYRATECH
888,747,0475

GEVALIA
www.gevalia.com
800.GEVALIA

TARGET
www.target.com
800.800.8800

kitchen, bed and bath
22. Baths From The Past:
Affordable custom design solutions for 
the bath and kitchen - authentic looking 
old fashioned & period style faucets, 
shower systems, tubs on legs, high-tank 
commodes, matching accessories. Visit 
www.bathsfromthepast.com 
or call 800.697.387
23, GE Profile: GE Profile appliances 

the perfect marriage of style and
innovation for today's kitchens. For 
more Information, contact us at 
600.626.2000 or visit 
www.GEAppliances.com

GORHAM
www.garhaml831.com
1.800.4.G0RHAM le.

THOMASVILLE FURNITURE
www.thomasville.com 
1.888.234.HOME

HARDEN FURNITURE 
www.harden.com 
315,245.1000 ext. 226

TOMMY HILFIGER
www-tommy.com
1.888.TOMMY

HENREOON
www.henredon.com
800.444.3682

1.
TOYOTA
www.toyota.com/tomorrow

food are
HENRY CALVIN FABRICS
www.henrycalvin.com
888.732,1996

10. Gevalia* Kafte: Experience the 
pleasure of Gevalia*^ Katfe. Order 
a Trial Shipment and receive a free 

800.GEVALIA or visit

wine & spirits
38. Gallo: Discover The Wine 
Experience at www.Turningleaf.com. 
From hosting a wine tasting to painr^ 
wine and food successfully. The Wme 
Experience has something for everyone.

pKormoceutico!
39. Tylenol: Want to wake refreshed? 
Tylenol PM stops your pain and eases 
you into a restnil night’s sleep so you 
are ready to start the day. Log onto 
www.TylenolPM.com and get a $1 off.

TURNING LEAF VINEYARDS
www.Turnmgleat.com
866.998.5323 gift. Call 

www.gevalia.com.
24. Supima*: Supima* is American 
luxury cotton and is found in only 
the leading brands of sheets and 
towels. If you insist on the best, 
you need to know Supima*. Visit 
www.supima.com FREE.
25. Tommy Hilfiger Home: Comfort.
sophistication and style. Wrap yourself 
in Tommy's collection of fashionable 
patsteys. vivid plaids, delicate florals 
and vibrant stnpes. See them at 
Tommy.com or call 1.88a.tommy4U 
for a store near you.
26. Viking Range: Viking outfits the 
ultimate kitchen with cotfung. 
verTtilation, refrigeration, ana cleanup 
products, as well as outdoor grills. 
800.845.4641. www.vikingrange.com

HORCHOW
www.horchow.com
800.456.7000 TYLENOL

www.TylenolPM.com furniture
11. Bamhardt It's more than a piece 
of furniture. It's a part of you. The 
Bernhardt family has been craftirs 
furniture since 1889. 866.881.35 
www.bemhardt.com.
12. Henredon: Henredon Furniture 
IS among the finest made. From 
lovingly detailed traditional, to sleekly 
sophisticated contemporary, this is 
furniture for a lifetime.

KARASTAN
www.karastan.com 
800.241.4494 ext. 42626

VIKING RANGE
www.vikinpange.com
800.B4S.4641 fine

98.LARSON-JUHL
www.larsonjuhl.com
800.886.6126

WALKER ZANGER
www.walkerzanger.com
877.611.0199

LENOX
www.lenox.com
800.63.LENOX

YVES DELORME
www.yvesdelorme.com 
666.Delorme

LLADRO
www.iladfo.com
800.634.9088



M O U T H W
would be an understatement.

Never underestimate

the difference between

ordinary Angus beef
and the

Certified Angus Beef

CERTIFIED 
^NGUS BEEF

Only 8 percent of all beef meets the highest 
standards to be called Certified Angus Beef brand, 

so be sure to look for the brand tliat always tastes best.
certifiedangusbeef.com
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Escape to the ultimate soaking experience - a luxuriously warm chin-deep soak, 
millbns of effervescent bubbles caressing your skin, exquisite chromatherapy 
with Its eight color sequences and the soothing sound of gently flowing water. 
An integral heater lets you stay as long as you desire. Immerse yours^ in the 
sensual experience of the s6k overflowing bath by Kohler.

sok

THE BOLD LOOK
OF KOHLER

Morrison Supply Company
www.morsco.com

1331 East Plano Parkway, Suite A 
Plano, Texas 75074 

972.309.0521

311 East Vickery Blvd. 
Fort Worth, Texas 76104 

817.870.2227
KOHLER com

O 2003 tyy Kohtv Co. Al rights reserved.
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1 TERRIER.

37 DAILY ROUND TRIPS.

2 DOZEN “GIRS."

MAYBE HAVING YOUR CARPET CLEANED 
ONCE A YEAR ISN’T ENOUGH.

■

%

SI&MLEY SlCQSa
3t

UVING BRINGS IT IN. WE TAKE IT OUT." LUBTT CUJUICl

Hidden dirt is still, in fact, dirt Regular professional cleanings with Stanley Steemer 
can remove the dirt you see, as well as the dirt you don't.
Call 877'927‘7324 or visit stanleysteemer.com for our $99 Holiday Special.



WAV. To Renew Your Wows.

A room in historic Santa Fe
is a surefire remedy for

today's stressful lifestyle.
It aluays takes your breath away.

Santa Fe.

SWEEPSTAKES!
WIN A NEW MEXICO HERITACE 

UFET1ME' VACATION!
Resifter to win at wsww.buynewmexico.com 

1-877-901-ROOM
SanM Ft (onvcfumn A Visitors Bureau 

H00,?".2489 • w«'w.santaiir.<>r)(

The Santa Fe Opera
July 2 - August 28j 2004

Mmi "'j»i

e here tomorrow.•• if:
farr 7

Mozart7 Simon Boccanegka
Don (Jiovanni

Handel
A(,KimNA

Puccini
I.A KONOINF

Berlioz
lil AI'Kia'. AND BfNFDK I

n»«M by OA Uk* « Mwii Dotti

One of the world's most beautiful open-air theaters 
Speetncular sunsets and breathtakiii}; mountain vistas 

Opera Titles screen with instant translations at every seat

Just a short distance away, but a world apart, is Ruidoso, 
New Mexico...where you can enjoy stunning vistas and

With historic sites, 
k8 k i i n g and 
^shopping, casinos, 
^^theater, galleries. 
^Ispecial events, it’s 
/ can do as much...or 
/ Why not take some 
here tomorrow.

clean mountain air.
golfing, world class 
snowboarding, J 
fine dining, live ^ 

museums and 
a place where you 
as little as you like, 
time? You could be

866.540.4908 santafcopcra.org + 80()-2S0-4654 + >0>-986-5900
wvrw.ruidoso.net I AS 1 NMTAS \sNEW MEXICO



Central Market chefs 

puli out all the stops 

this time of year. 

Choose from 3 classic entrees: 

Traditional Turkey, Glazed 

Ham or Herb-Crusted Beef 

Tenderloin. Each comes 

with perfectly matched 

vegetables, handmade bread 

and glorious dessert.

OUR HOLIDAY MEALS

Even your 
iasiz buds will

thanks.

For a complete listing 

of Holiday Menus, visit 

WWW. centralmarket. com. 

To place orders beginning 

November I, visit us or

call our Holiday Hotline at
866.CM.FOODS (Dallas).
469.241.8386 (Plano), or

817.989.4780 (FortWorth).

We’ll make the meals.

You make the memories.



Advertisement

ONLINE COLLECTION
Expert Advice 

on Kitchen 
Essentials

t€tste test

The only weekly e-mail 
newsletter featuring 
culinary product reviews.

AMERICAN FRAME
Frame Pictures like the Pros and Save 70%. 
American Frame helps you frame your pictures 
like 3 pro the first time you try. We'll custom 
cut all your framing materials and ship them 
to you as an easy to assemble kit. Quick 
Service. Low Prices. Happy Customers.
That’s the American Frame Way! Call toll free 
866-812-3407 for a FREE catalog, or visit 
V www.AmericanFrame.com

BATHS FROM THE PAST
64 pages ot custom design solutions for baths 
and kitchens at factory direct prices. Original 
classic and antique style faucets, pedestal 
sinks, shower systems, tubs on legs, high tank 
toilets. Brass & nickel finishes are our specialty. 
Free catalog. 800-697-3871, Visit us at 
^ www.bathsfromthepast.com

HEIRLOOM EUROPEAN TAPESTRIES IH
CHACE® NEVER-BURN-DOWN CANDLES 
No Dripping Wax .. Discover the elegance of 
Chace. Used for diplomatic functions and state 
dinners. Candlelight with no dripping wax to 
mar the beauty. Made in the USA. Perfect for 
gifts. Catalog FREE. Call 800-225-2250 or visit 
V www.chacecandles.com

Save up to 20% on over 1.000 wall hanging 
tapestries from Belgium. France and Italy. Plus 
hand-woven French Aubusson carpets. Offer 
ends Dec. 31,2003. Catalogs (refundable with 
purchase): New 1,000 tapestries - $25;
Cottage Collection 300 tapestries - $10;
New 100 Aubusson Carpels only - $5, 800-699-6836 
^ www.tapestries-inc.com

Each week you'll get
■ unbiased ratings and reviews
■ original content, not 

available elsewhere
■ links to the best related 

recipes from BON APPETIT 
and GOURMET magazines

■ and much morel

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS
BY CUTWATER
—— —

Where the Pros Shop...
• Loo PrICW 

• HMOy Te snip 
• lootra of aolocBofii

Relied upon by 
le.iding 
Professionals
since IV72, 
CUTWATER 
features 
Decorative 
Building Products 

at the Lowest Prices - Architectur.il 
Mouldings & Millwork. Columns. 
Lighting, Wood Carvings.Tin Ceilings. 
Knobs A: I^ulls. Fireplaces, Wainscoting 
and so much more! FREE Catalog! 
Shop Online! w'ww.Archpro.com 
E-Mail: info(^outw.iter.com or call 
1-8SK-772-14()0 (Catalog Requests).

Subscribe now and
//

get a FREE GIFT!
Get 52 issues for only $19.95, 
plus a FREE GIFT: Epkurious's 
Best Entertaining Menus.

4/.

FREE GIFT when 
you subscribe!

Or try 4 issues for FREE! 
Sign up today at

ica/u ftas.com

iutecttural Products
Outwatar

Boy otiliciv
Ftm 500-f osUlotf 

www.Arckpro.com
l-B8d-772'14O0 (i-4i««log nKjue»t»)

C

'Ner,«K.
^ www.Archpro.com



St.iink'ss-«cd fire screen. in>\; NYC. 8KS-q4i-47~. 
Pn^s I lo-i 11, NL*wn & Neven Modern. I ludson.
NY. ?i8-H2f<-42i4..Schweirzer linen. NYC. 21J 
i)A2>). In the bov’s Ix'droom, top left, banana wihhJ ;ind 
nickel lamp. I lomeniiture. ,\maf5ansctt, NY.
(H>4". Ill thegirl'slwdniom, Imrtnm Icrt. the wall paint is 
I'msn' I'ink #20io-?o hn- Kcn^amin .Moore. 800-344 
0400. In the mu-stcr bedroom, eancd-back slipper 
chairs, ca. 1940s, DonzelLi 20th (ientun’ Design, NYC. 
Custom w<xil carpet in (rossatm-rUluc, IleauvjusC-atpcts. 
NYC 1. Fabric covering hejilboard is Nancy (iirzinc's 
Thamanu'm .Sky Blue. Page iiz, sofa anil ottomans 
executed by Dune. Inc., NYC. 212-924-fti-i- Kdith 
Norton rcctat^iSulaf table in lacc]uercd walnut with a 1-ueitc 
kg. lar.O'Bncn..NYC. 2i2-“t5-3Hoo. Page 113, sola

cxcaitcd Iw' r>une, inc, and covered 
in Osborne & Little's Vcilutn gray 
and white veK«t check. Hhonized 
end tables. American, ca. 1940s. 144 
AntHjucs. NYC. 2i2-8o“-n49.

8oO'(i4f>-ft36o. Anichini. 800-443-4309. l-igtKin 
Linens. K<>ft-4fi9' 9401 Ikrgdort'CiiRxlman. 
800-448-1844. 'Iroy. NYC!, 212- 94i-4~~. YC’illiams- 
Sfinoma. 800-441-2233. Page 42, for dealers, Michael 
S. Smith Ine...Santa R,irbara.('.A, 310-314-3018.
Page 44.1’incxlcr .srationerv, through Bergdort’
C i(Mxlman. 800-448-1844, Framing Iw (i 'K Framing 
Group, NYC. II2-43I-0633. Pages 46-48. [>urwm 
Rice. Boo-304-8'^. Apples, Islcsbon.i. Ml!. 
207-734-6664. Sallic Arnoult at LthcreaJ Designs. 
NewC irkam. 404-hi4-87“4, Ciirne Mmol Bdl. 
E-mail: carricminotbcll^yahon.com. Page 42,.let 
Dry. 800-342-4320. ('a.scadc. 8oo-332-7"8". Page 48, 
Dr Konsranrm Frank Wne Cxllars, Flamiiumilsixirt, 
NY. 8oo-320-o”34. 1 lermann J. Wlcmcr Vincsard, 
Dumke. NY. 8qo-37i-“9-i.
Chateau I-at'ayette Rcncau.
8oo-4-n'ywini.. Lamorcaux 
IjndingVC'ine Cellars, 
laxii. NY. hO“-482-6oii.
Wagner Mnevardi. laidi, NY.
60" 482 6440.

SOURCES
ajWcA£/ Uy \yuM' Ob

All retail sources follow. If a company is not listed 
under its corresponding page number, see Sourcc.s 
Throug^i Architects and Designers Only.

ON THE COVER
For sources, .sec Table of C'-ontents, page 11.

THRESHOLD
Bernard & S. Dean Levy. Inc., NYC. 2i2-628-"o88. 
Knoll. 8—•61-Kvou., Baccarat. 8oo-t“-oioo. 
Mniagc Chinese Art Deco carpet. S4.299. ABC 
Ciatpet & Home. NYC 8oo-888-"84". Bull's Fie 
Red and .Simj^'White paints, Benjanun Moore. 
800-344-0400. Clourtnay Strie wallpaper in 
.Midnighr Blue. Brunschwig&F'ils, Inc French Drum 
door handle ,No. loii in polished nickel, Nanz. 
NYC. 2l2-36"-‘WJO.

PEAK PERFORMANCE
White BavCompanv, Altadena. 
CA. 626'398-333". E-mail: 
whitcbay@carthlink.net. Susan 
de 1 lavenon Interiors, NYC. 212- 
6"9-2030. Stevens B. Wilstm. 
Architect, Porter Development 
Cximpanv. Sania Monica. CA. 
310-314-4411 Page 119, F.ngLsh 
oil lamp. Mother of Pearl and 
Sons. Los Angcks. 818-404-804". 
Flower pots, fn>m Planted 
liarth. Aspen. CO. 9"0-444-4”l8. 
Page 120, Siudium, NYC. «2- 
486-1811. Urban Archaeok^i 
NYC, 212 431-4646. \1kii^. 888 
viKiw.i. Page 121, Crystal Farm, 
Redstone. CO. 9"0-963-2340. 
Page 112, Ralph laiuren Home. 

8X8-4"4-"6-4 .Avalanche Ranch Antiques, Redstone, 
(X>. 8""-963-9339. Page 123, L. & J. (i. Stickley. Inc., 
.Manlius. NY. 3K-682-4400.

IN THE GARDEN 
Page 72. Ambeigatc (iardens. 
8""-2i i-9“69. Yucca Do 
Nurserv Inc., FIcmpstcad, FX. 
97s) 82b 448o..Smith&
1 lawken. 8oo-940-irt3. 
tiardencr's Supply (iompam; 
888-833-1412, KS Plant 
Markers. Link Cjnacb. MN. 
641-483-4644. A. M. Ixtinard. 
Inc. 800-443-8944. Wannahs- 
Gardens. IxwcstiTshuc, 
Enf^and. on 44-166 482 2449.

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Page 10. tableware, from left: large green platter. 
S64. from Pnvet Cove. .Southampton, NY. 631- 
28"- 4684. Cucina Frcsca creamer in green, S 34. 
from Vietn. 800-2—-4933- Serving dish by Richard 
Battcrham, S368. from Simon Pierre. NA't!. 
212-334-2393. Cucina Frcsca espresso cup in cream, 
S36 with saucer, and ('ioccolata small oval platter, 
S44. both from Mietri. Mjd-i9th-cenrury painted 
French plate rack, from Lcs Pierre Antiques,
NYC. 212-243-7-40. AMERICAN SCENE 

Page 79. “I'he .Maker's I land;
/American Studio Furniture.
1940-1990.’on view at .Museum of Fine Arts. 
Boston, from November 12 through Februars' 8, 
2004.6i" 26--9300. "C'lcorgc Nakashima, 
Woodworker.’on view at Mingei International 

Museum. Ij.lolla.CA. from November 13 
through Mat'30,2004.619 239-0003. 

"ACxkbration of the Naka.shima 
. Legacy.” on view at .Modeme Galkry. 
jf^ Philadelphia, from November ■ 

through January i", 2004.
Y 214-923-8436. Wendell Caistk 
2 Siiniio.Scortsvillc, NY. 484- 

889-23“8. Hotel Victor. 
Miami. 304-428-1234. Ten 
Chimneys Foundation. 
Genesee Dcpoi, Wl 
262-96K-4161. (ialliano 
"clncktaiJ’ table, 

Htnvard Miller. 8oo- 
^ 873-0406. Pages 86-89. Sw.mn 
Auction (iallcncs, NY(!. 212-244 

^ 4"io. PostcKainncttion, [nc..('Jayttin, 
CA. 924- 673-3.343. ITic loth Annual .San 

Francisco Poster Fair is Novcmlwr" 9.
' The 28th New York Poster Fair i.s November 
14-16. For location information and details.

■ contact the International \intagc Poster Fair, 800- 
846-8069. (ihristic's. NYC. 212-636-2000. Pages 
90-93, Pace MacGillGalkrs; NYC. 2i2-"49-"99*). 

Pages 94 99. for information on touring 
the First (ihurch of Cihnst, -Scientist, Berkeley, 
C.A, call 4io-844-"I99. Pages loo-ioi. 
Koperwist candlesticks, designed bv George 
'ITiompson in 1939. Si,000 each, ami iow-fiMired 

bowl, designed by John Drevesin 1942. $900, 
both available from .Steuben. 8oo-stecbi;n.

SETTING THE TABLE 
Pag«s 36-40

DOMESTIC BLISS
Pages 21-23, Aero Studios Ltd. NYC. 2t2-966-4"00. 
Aero Store and Galkrs'. NYC. 212-966-1400. Thomas 
O'Bnens collection of product.s ls represented bv the 
following manulacturers: Furniture by Hickory (lhair. 
Hkkorst NC. 828-324-1801 ext. "2S)S. Bath timngs by 
W^erworks. 800-998-BATH. Bed and bath 
collection Iw Marshall Field's. 800-292- 
2440. (xla-sswaie and dishware 
bySoltun. 800- 
272-4629. IJgbting 
collection bvA’isual V|l 
Comfort, availabk 
throuf^i Aero, NYC.
Pages 24-28. all fabrics 
as-ailahk thrnuf^ architects 
and designers. Page 30, The 
RugCompam; NYC. 212-2-4 
0444. Global 'labk, NYC. 212- 
431-4839. Property; NYC 91“- 
237-0123. Ted Muehling, A
NYC. 212-431-.3824. Totem 
Design. N’yC 212-924- ^49
4406. Bloormngdalc's. 800- 
4-2-0788. William Wavnc fitNYC 800-318-3434. Aero. 'O 
NYC. 212-966-1400. ftge 32, ABC \
(a^-t & Home. NYC 800-888--84-.
TilTany fit Co. 800-426-0649. Knoll.
8—-61-KNOU,. Repertoire. N'YC. 212-219 
8159. Page 34. The Rug Company;
N'YC. 2i2-2”4-0444. Baker IriBcCa.
NYC 212-343-2946, British Khaki,
N'YC 212-343-2199. Chambers. 800- 
334.9-90. Pierre Deux. X88--43--732, 
lottery Bam. 800-922-440“. j(!Pcnney. 800-222-6161, 
Ralph laurcn Paint. 8oo-,3"9"646. Page 36, (Cornwall 
Bridge Pottery, 800-401-6444. Anthropologic. 
800-309-2400. Nest. .San Francisco. 414-292 6i«)9.
A La Maison, NA'C. 212-396-1020. Simon Pierce. 
NYC. 212-334 2393. CiMikworks, S.mta Fc. NM. 
404-988-"6-6. lx Fanion. NYC 212-463-8-60. lx 
BriKantc. NYC. 212-243-8683. Page 40. Privet 
Cove, Southampton, NA'. 63I-28--4684. Linens 'n 
Things. 866-468-“3“8. ABC ('xrpet fit Home, NYf!, 
800 888 -X47. Amano. D.C. 202-298-7200. Broadway 
PanhaiuUer, NYC. 866-266-492". Takashimaya. 
NYC. 800-"43-2038. V'ante Kitira International.

THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
Lynne Stair. Ltd., Interiors. NYC. 212-434-4444- 
Lynnc AUen. Ixd.. Antujucs. Newport. Rl. 401-H4"- 
2669. Page 124. Museejaicfueman-Andre.
Pans. 011-33-1-44-62-11-49. Page 126. Benj.-imm 
W’llson Antiques. Hudson. NY. Pages 118-129. 
Polly Ixrham .Antiques, Boston. 6i--"23-“009. 
Farrow fit Ball, Tallman. NY. 844-369-4912 
Pages 130-13, Beniamin Moore. 800-344-0400. 
Ix'njammmoorc.com. Page 132. L. fiej. G. Stickley, 
Inc., .Manlius, NY. 314-682-4400.

ENDURING ELEGANCE
Ralph [xuren I kimc. 888 4"4-"6"4. rlhome.polo.com. 
Also available to the trade liom Ralph Ixuren. .NYC.

BARN STORMING
Tendenze iX'sign. lAittersvdle. NJ. 9o8-8“9-4066. 
Pages 142-143. The Classic laghcing F.mponum.
Inc.. Philadelphia. 8oo-4-e.mpoku M. Pages 144-145, 
Linda fit Howard Stem .Antiques, Sokfaury; PA. 
2t4-29“-o606. Pages 146-147, Balsami).AntH|uitics. 
lAnc Plains. NA' 418-398 9066. Aga. 8CXJ-633-9200.

ON THE UPBEAT
Judy Kameon, Elysian Landscapes. Ltd.. Los Angeles. 
323-226-94H8. clysumlandscapes.com. Page 149, 
steel and acrylic screen fabricated by Procreations, 
L.A. 818-308-3346. Pages 142-153, Marrow Stitch 
tosvels (rolled) and Marrow Stitch throw pillosvs. 
Ralph Ixurcn Home. 888 4"4-"674. Senegalese 
hand-carved wood bowl and vintage scart'piliosvs. 
Jonathan Adler. 8oo-64"-"^42. Blue and brown 
patterned throw pillows, Angela Adams. 800-244- 
9444. {ila.ss-tile-coppcd stainless-steel dining 
table and uphohtcred hencha. Plain Air. L.A. 
.323-226-9488. Morse hand-thrown porcelain 
dinnerware and I'na siainkss-scecl Tools flatware. 
Jonathan Adkr. Tea glasses, RIAD Decor. L.A.
323 "82 1064. Pages 144-144. wilow ceramic bowl. 
Bauer Pottery Caimpanv, L.A. 888-213-0800. 
.Moroccan star lantern, hanging lanterns, and 
bravs Moroccan tea kettle. RIAD Decor, L.A. Clear

■f

THE AMERICAN 
EXPERIENCE 
Pages 124-133

CLEAN SWEEP
S. K. Gambrel, Inc.. NYC. 212-924 .3380. Pages 
104-104, Donzclla 20ih('xnrury Design, NYC.. 
212 964 8919. Knoll. 8"--6i-KN(H.L.lwenticth. 
LA. .323-904-1200. Cbamckon Antique l.ifditing. 
NYC- 2I2-344-6300. BeativaisCxrpcts. NYC.
212 688 2264. Pages 106-10", ccrused ash dining 
table ami chairs designed hyS. R. Gambrel 
and executed hy Ciozzolino. Pages loX-toq, black 
bequered trays, (rkdxd labic. NYC. 212-431-48.39.
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ON THE UPBEAT
Aalto \-ase, OK, LA. u3-6<3-3?oi. Woven African 
prayer mat. Fla.<itica, LA. (riass-tilL-
ropped stainlesii-stcd side table, Plain Air.

(Cont. from page 1^3) wallpaper company. 
Because the acrylic screen that wraps the 
front garden opens electronically, the 
driveway can be closed off from the 
street, making the space into a private, 
open-air room for the children. “The 
whole area now functions like the first 
room of the house," Kameon explains. 
“Before, you were jast w’alking up a drive
way to get to the house; now the house 
really begins when the gate opens.”

The front door opens onto a view 
straight through the house, past a deck, 
and out to a group of tall trees. To con
nect these elements, Kameon worked 
with Erik Otsea, a designer and builder 
and her partner in a company called Plain 
Air that does custom finishes and fur
niture. They tore out the deck chat ran 
the length of the back of the house and 
replaced it with an elegant one of ipi 
wood. The dining area that they created 
on the deck now lines up with the front 
door, creating a harmonious enfilade of 
colors and materials along the axis: from 
orange entryway to orange tile table, 
from wood deck to woods beyond.

For the backyard, which was 
awful, dead space that no one ever hung 
out in,” according to Kameon. she and 
Otsea clad the house’s back wall with 
redwood and built a long banquette 
into it. Scott and Rupert have deco
rated the space with their eclectic dis
coveries; Moroccan mats and lanterns, 
a Thai dining table, tin butterflies 
from a decommissioned 1920s Parisian 
carousel, and tum-of-thc-century French 
market carts that Otsea turned into 
chaises. Kameon approves wholeheart
edly. “What we did was too minimal; it 
needed a little messing up. in a good wav " 

In a short time, Kameon and Otsea 
created an integrated backdrop of out- 
dt>or rooms that Scon and Rupert and 
their children have brought to life. The 
children can run around out front in 
shimmering seclusion, wrapped by 
a kaleido.scope of shadows filtering 
through the screen. They play in the 
pool (whilejake lounges poolside taking 
meetings by phone), warm themselves 
on the chaises, and spread out over 
the banquette. In the early evening, 
when everyone has moved inside. 
Rupert comes out to do voga, brushed 
by a breeze that carries the scent of 
Madagascar jasmine.

(Cont frontpage 130) room is the wall
paper from Nancy McClelland. It is 
decorated with pink I'oscs on a deep 
mauve ground—a copy of a pattern at 
General Lafayette’s chateau in France. 
The green glass hurricane-shade wall 
sconces in the room (there is also a pair 
in the parlor) arc worth a note. Originally 
manufactured for the Anglo-Indian 
market, the sconces have a simplicity of 
design that has appealed to American 
taste since the Federal period. Lloyd 
Hyde was among the first dealers to 
rediscover these fixtures, which have 
since become a ubiquitous feature of the 
contemporarv' Colonial Revival aesthetic.

The keeping room was transformed 
bv Lloyd Hvde into a cozy, informal 
sitting room, though it retains an 
Earlv American ambience. Among the 
furnishings that give this room its 
special character are the antique 
linen embroidered curtains made from 
English bed hangings. An unusually nar
row 1830 American settee is perfectly 
scaled to this rclativelv shallow space. 
Among the pieces that Armin Allen 
has added to the room are several inter
esting wooden bibelots, including a 
nineceenth-centurv nutcracker acquired 
from Mallett of London, and a rare inte
rior watercolor. circa 1820. of Canfield 
House in Dorset, England.

The guest room, decorated with old 
red-and-whitc toilc dejouv curtains 
and bed hangings, remains much as 
Lloyd Hyde furnished it. and still con
tains its rare Newport four-poster bed 
w’ith stopped fluting and a trunk cov
ered in needlework.

Among them. Lloyd Hyde and 
Armin and Lynne Allen, with their 
mutually compatible collections, have 
made Pagoda House a place that 
uniquely combines the charms of the 
eighteenth and earlv-nineteenth cen
turies with the comforts and refine
ments of the present day, The .subtle 
layers of taste in these rooms offer rare 
insight into the history of American 
interior decoration.

THE PEACEABLE KINGDOM
E-mail; mib^svtroimiincinn.urf’.

SOURCES THROUGH ARCHITECTS 
AND DESIGNERS ONLY

Fabric: .‘\delphi Paper Hinginp.'l'hc Pbins, V'A. ?40-
A-M. Coll«rkms. Ltd.. NYC. 2I2-62?-2M6. Ann 

Sacks. 800-2-8-84S3. Brunschwigjc FiU. S00-S38-18S0. 
Chn.stdphcT Hyland. i\'YC. 212-^8 6121. (Claremont 
Fabric Fumishii^Co., N"YC. 212-486-12^2. ('.larencc 
Mouse. 800-632-0076. ('.ortina. 800-338-6229. Dtinghia 
Fumirure Textiles Ltd.. NYCSoo-donciua. Kdcinun 
Leather. 800-886-8339. Fonthill, Ltd., NYC. 2i2-"5s- 
6”K)0. Holly Hunt. Chicago. 3i2-329-<999- l^Jota. 
800-453-3^63. Mauny, NYC. 212-935-1526- Nancy Corrinc, 
NYC. 212-223-8340. Nobili.',. 800-464-66-0. Old Worlil 
Weavtm., N'YC. 2ii--53-2“22. (Kbomc & Little. NYC 
ii2-“51-3333. PindlcrA: Pindler, Inc., Moorpark, CA. 
805-531-9090. Ralph Lauren. NY(L 212-421-6000. 
5Mralamandrc. 800-932-4361. Schumacher. 800-332-3384. 
Spinneybeck. fioo-482- 
Warerhouse Wallhangings, Boston. 6i“-423-“688. Zofhiny. 
800-395-8760. Furnishing; .-tsmar.i, fnc., Boston. 61-- 
261-0222. Baker Furniture. 800-59-iiAKi'R, Christopher 
I Ivlnnd, NYC. 212-688-6121. Cozzolmo, We.st Orange,
NJ. 973--;-3i-oi90. Donghia FurnitureTexrilcs [.ttl..
NYC. 800-DONCHIA. 1 lolly I lunc. Chicago. 312-329- 
5999-John Boone. Inc., NYC. 2i2-"58-ooii.John Rosselli 
& Associates. NYC 212-593-2060. Mrs. MacOougall at 
1 Iiason & Company. 212-6^-5538. Pierce Martin. 800- 
334-8-01. Ralph Lauren. NYC. 212-421-6000. Ralph 
Pucci International, NYC. 212-633-0452. ‘l"homas Lavin, 
LA. 310-2-8-2456. Vaughan Designs. Inc., NYC. 212-319- 
“0"0. VisualComjnrt. Houston,TX. -13-686-5999.

■ The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufacturm. distributors, retailers, and approximate list 
pnees in This issue oiHoust zrCnmltH. VChilc extreme 
care is taken to provide correct intxirmacion. Houu & GurJen 
cannor guarantee information received from sourccs.
All information should be venlicd before ordcrir^ any 
Item. Antiques, one-of-a-kind pieces, di.scontmued items, 
and personal collections may not be priced, and some prices 
have been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— I'ROlJl'CUD BY JESSE VC] 1,1.

'. .St.irk, NYC. 212-"52-9000.
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Architectural historian Pauline C. Metcalf 
has curated and advised on numerous 
museum exhibits and restoration projects, 

and lectures extensively on the history of 
American interior design. a
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PARIS IS A MOVABLE FEAST. BUT AS
OUR TRAVELING TASTEMAKER DISCOVERS. TO

HIS CHAGRIN. SOME OF HIS FAVORITE
DISHES HAVE GONE STALE BY Mayer Rus

in the middle of a major renovation, and I can only pray
that the shop's dusty, old-world charm survives the remod
eling. The thought of a Deyrolle superstore with an Internet
cafe and DJ b(M)th fills me with dread.

Dinner that night at C'hez Omar, the mouthwatering
mccca of merguez on the rue de Bretagne. Mm, mm, good!

■ DAY 2 Shopping. I begin my rounds at Colette, thef
U. celebrated fashion/lifestyle, food emporium that defied

conventional retail categories and launched a thousand
imitators. .Sadly, the magic sccm.s to be gr>ne. Display cases
that once ensorcclled me with bold, bizarre trinkets are
now stocked with DVDs and novelty dog beds for canine
fashion victims. I realize that August is a poor month to
gauge the vitality of any commercial enterprise in Paris,
but 1 couldn't shake the feeling that an era was over.

A stroll down the rue Faubourg Saint-Honore brings 
me to Comme dcs (larcons, the avant-garde couturier known 
for, um, esoteric clothing. 1 confess that I have a weakness for 
Comme mode—even if it, like the Montalcmbcrt’s guest quar
ters. is often inhospitable to the voluptuous fa.shion plate. Mock 
me if you must, but 1 'm aJ way.s happv to pay an upcharge of a few 
hundred dollars for a Comme shirt with an artful cigarette hum 
or a jacket with three sleeves. Enrobed in brilliant red lacquer, the 
new Paris shop projects an aura of radical chic similar to that of 
the companv’s Manhattan boutique, an otherworldly lunarscape 
of Richard Serra-flavored space pods. Prada should take a lesson.

m A m itb all due respect to Cole Porter, I myself am not 
^ m fond of Paris in the summer, when it sizzles. This 

August, however, I decided to heed the siren call of 
T T the Cityof Light to participate in an important sum

mit of international tastemakers. Two years had pa.ssed since 
my last sojourn, and 1 was eager to revisit my favorite Parisian 
boites and boutiques. Although I could imagine that some had 
become pajwe, 1 didn’t have the stamina to figure out where the 
smart set had migrated. Golden oldies were the order of the day, 

I was pleased to discover that most of mv standbys were 
as enchanting as ever, Narurally, rhe had come off a few
of the spots that once seemed so desperately chic, but, as the 
saying goes, sic transit gloria mundi.

■ DAY 3 An exhausting session at the taste tribunal. After 
much debate, mv resolution condemning the rampant prolif
eration of 40S French furniture is grudgingly approved.

Returning to the hotel, I stop in the courtyard of the Louvre 
for a drink. I. M. Pci's glass pyramid has gracefully withstood the 
slings and arrows of outraged critics and malevolent pigeons— 
it looks more spectacular than ever.

For a lark, 1 join friends for dinner at the Hotel Costes, a 
bastion of caricatured French hauteur designed by Jacques 
Garcia. Nothing has changed. When I ask the snaggletoothed 
hostess for directions to the privy, she rolls her eyes and gestures 
vaguely. I. in turn, apologize for di.stracting her from the impor
tant work of vamping for the muskv lotharios lurking in the 
shadows. (My French is sketchy, but I am fluent in the interna
tional language of condescension.)The escargots arc excellent.

■ DAY1 Arrive at Charles De Craulle Airport and proceed to 
the Hotel Montalcmbert, the trendsetting I.eft Bank inn that 
was wildly popular with fashion-con.scious travelers when it 
opened 13 years ago, Even in our po.sr-wenge world, Chri.stian 
Liaigre’s signature design remains fresh and discreetly elegant, 
TTie petite guest rooms are .still a bit cramped—especially for the 
hill-figured editor—but they are smartly arranged and cozy. I was 
originally concerned about the paltry DVD selection—insom
niacs .Such as mvself depend heavily on late-night entertain
ment—but there was salvation; one desperate night 1 dialed up 
Disney’s I^sAristocbats, which turned out to be richly rewarding.

One of the Montalcmbert s greatest virtues is its proximity to 
Deyrolle, the 173-ycar-old taxidermist’s on the rue du Bac. No trip 
to Pari.s would be complete without an antique howler monkey or 
armadillo to add to my menagerie, I was alarmed to find Deyrolle

■ DAY4 A decor crisis in New York brings my trip to an j^rupt 
halt. I bid j bkntdt to Paris: until next time, man amour. □
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